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ZERO-DIMENSIONAL COMPACT GROUPS

OF HOMEOMORPHISMS

R. D. ANDERSON

l Introduction* All spaces and topological groups referred to in
this paper will be compact and metric. All topological groups will ad-
ditionally be zero-dimensional, that is, either finite or homeomorphic to
a Cantor set. As general references we cite Zippin [6] and Montgomery
and Zippin [4]. Several of our definitions are similar to those in [6].

A topological transformation group of a topological space is an as-
sociation of a topological group G and a topological space E in the sense
that each element g of G and point x of E determine a unique point
of E. If this point be called x'f we write gx=x'. The association is
subject to the following conditions:

(1) if e denotes the identity of G, ex=x for all xeE,
(2) g{gfx)-{ggf)x, g, gf eG, xeE, and
(3) gx is continuous simultaneously in g and x.

Each element of G may, under the association, be regarded as a
homeomorphism of E onto itself.

The topological transformation group G is said to be effective if for
each g e G not the identity, there is an xge E for which gxg Φ xg and
is said to be strongly effective (or fixed-point-free) if for each g eG not
the identity and for each x e E, gxφx. We shall use the symbol
Tg(G, E) to denote a particular association of G with E such that G is
an effective topological transformation group of Έ. Thus by Tg(G, E)
we mean a particular group of homeomorphisms of E onto itself, the
group being isomorphic to and identified with G. If Tg(G9 E) is strong-
ly effective we write TgS(G, E).

For x e E, G(x) will denote the set of all images of x under G and
will be called the orbit of x under G. Similarly for X C E, G(X) will
denote the set of images of X under G. The individual orbits may be
regarded as the "points" of a space, the orbit space, O[Tg(G, E)~] of
Tg(G, E). O[Tg(G, E)] is a continuous decomposition of E.

The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorems:

THEOREM 1. Let G be any compact zero-dimensional topological
group. Let M be the universal curve.1 Then there exists a TgS(G, M)

Received May 11, 1956. Presented to the American Mathematical Society August 1956,
and in part, December 1954. The research leading to this paper was supported in part by
National Science Foundation Grant G 1013.

1 The universal curve is a particular one-dimensional locally connected continuum. Its
description and a characterization of it are given in § 3.
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798 R. D. ANDERSON

such that O[TgS(G, M)] is homeomorphic to M.

THEOREM 2. Let G be any infinite compact zero-dimensional topologi-
cal group. Let M be the universal curve. Then there exists a TgS(G, M)
such that O[TgS(G, M)] is a regular curve1.

Theorem 1 asserts that the universal curve is also universal in the
sense that every compact zero-dimensional group can operate on it in a
fixed-point-free fashion. It is well known and is easy to prove —see
Example 1 —that the Cantor set also has this property.

The following two theorems are corollaries of some of the methods
used in the proofs of theorems 1 and 2. In particular, the argument
of § 5 gives the essential structure of an argument for Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 is a corollary of Theorem 3.

THEOREM 3. Let G be any finite group. Then there exists in E3 a
3-manifold M with connected boundary such that TgS(G, M) exists.

THEOREM 4. Let G be any finite group. Then there exists in E3 a
2-manifold K {without boundary) such that TgS(G, K) exists.

Any zero-dimensional compact group G can be expressed as the in-
verse (or protective) limit (simultaneously in both a topological and a
group sense) of a sequence {Gt} of finite groups under a sequence {πt}
of homomorphisms with, for each i, πt carrying Gi+1 onto Gt (see §§ 2.5-
2.7 of [4]). The group G is said to be p-adic if, for each i, Gt can be
taken as a cyclic group with, for each i, πt not an isomorphism. If G
is a p-adic group and sequences {GJ and {πt} exist such that, for each
i, πi is two-to-one then G is called the dyadic group.

AGREEMENT 1. We shall assume henceforth that G is a particular
compact zero-dimensional topological group.

AGREEMENT 2. We shall assume that sequences {Gt} and {πt} with
respect to which G is an inverse limit are given and to avoid subdivision
of the ensuing arguments into cases we shall further assume that G is
infinite and that, for no i, is π% an isomorphism.

It will be clear that the argument we give for Theorem 1 actually
includes the essentials of the argument for the case of G finite.

2 A locally connected continuum is said to be a regular curve provided every point
of it has arbitrarily small neighborhoods with finite boundaries or, equivalently, provided
every pair of points of it can be separated by a finite point set,
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NOTATION. Let e be the identity of G and, for each i, let et be
the identity of G,t. For each i, let n{G%) be the number of elements in
Gt.

REMARKS. At the heart of the theory of topological transforma-
tion groups is the open question as to whether any infinite compact
zero-dimensional group can operate effectively on a Euclidean manifold
E. In studying such a question it is natural to consider the ' i nice ''
spaces on which such a group can operate and to consider the charac-
teristics of the group operation3. Zippin [6] has observed that the
known examples of even the dyadic group D effective on locally con-
nected continua involve a type of " branching " about subsets on which
D is not strongly effective, and, in fact, usually a type of " branching "
about points or sets which have periodic orbits under G (see Example
2). Thus our theorems and arguments contribute to the knowledge of
the ways zero-dimensional infinite compact groups can operate on locally
connected continua. In this connection, we also note in Example 3
that any p-adic group can be strongly effective on the infinite dimen-
sional compact torus.

We mention the following questions: For E a continuum and G
infinite, is it possible for TgS{G, E) to be such that the dimension of
O[TgS(G, E)] exceeds the dimension of EΊ If such is possible, can E
be one-dimensional ?, locally connected ?, the universal curve ?, locally
Euclidean? What are conditions on E for which dim(O[TgS(G, E)])
must be <LdimE?

In the classic example of Kolmogoroff [3], G (not made explicit by
him) operated effectively but not strongly effectively on a one-dimen-
sional locally connected continuum E, and O[Tg(G, E)~\ was two-
dimensional. The more recent example by Keldys [2] of a light open
mapping of a one-dimensional continuum onto a square also involved a
"branching" type operation.

2. Examples. In this section we wish to give three examples of
topological transformation groups. Of these A and B, at least, are

3 Smith, in [5], states " There exist, however, nearly periodic transformations which
are not periodic. In all known examples the space M under transformation is of a highly
irregular local structure which suggests the problem referred to above: Can there exist
a non-periodic nearly periodic transformation T operating in M if M is fairly regular in
its local structure, for example, locally Euclidean." If G is a p-adic group, if TgS(G, M)
exists, and if gQG with gφe, then g as a homeomorphism of M is a non-periodic nearly
periodic transformation. As the universal curve is homogeneous, it is, in a sense, fairly
regular in its local structure and thus our Theorems 1 and 2 contribute to this question of
Smith.
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well known.

A. The group G can operate on itself as follows: for each g, heG
with h thought of as a point of a space, gh=h; where h' is the group-
theoretic gh. With this definition G is transitive on itself. For each h,
h'eG there is one (and only one) element geG for which gh=h'.

If, contrary to our Agreement 2, G is finite then G can operate on
itself in this same way and also G can operate on a Cantor set C as
follows: let H be a collection of disjoint open and closed subsets of C
such that4 H* = C and H admits a one-to-one transformation φ onto G.
For some he H and any g e G let pg be a homeomorphism of h onto
φ~ι{gφ{h)) with pe the identity on h. For any point pe C, there exists
a g' eG such that p-,\p)eh. Define #p to be pg^(pό^(p)) where g"=ggr.
The technique which we use here is similar to one we shall use for
Lemma 2 later in the argument for Theorems 1 and 2.

B. In this example we show that G can operate on a locally con-

nected continuum in the plane, in fact, on a tree, the particular tree,

however, depending on G. Let / be the unit interval 0<Iα?<Il, y=0.

Let Kτ be a collection on n(G^ disjoint subintervals of / formed by

choosing every other element of a subdivision of I into 2n{G1) — l equal

subintervals. Inductively, for each i > 1, let Kt be a collection of n(Gι)

disjoint subintervals of / formed by choosing every other one of a sub-

division of each interval of K^λ into 2( -^ " ) - 1 equal subintervals.

Then f\iKf is a Cantor set C which may, in the obvious way, be
identified with G.

For each i, let Qt be a set of w(Gέ) points on y=2~i such that for
each element k oί Ku Qt contains a point q(k) whose ^-coordinate is the
^-coordinate of the midpoint of k. Let Qo be the point (£, 1). Let t
be \J Q«+ f\Kf +for each i l > 0 , the sum of all intervals with endpoints

one in Q, and the other in Q ί + 1 which project parallel to the 2/-axis into
iff. Then G may be considered as operating effectively but not strongly
effectively on t such that the "branchings" of the operation of G on
t occur at the points of \J Q.£ and such that each point p of t — C has

a finite orbit under G consisting of those points of t on the horizontal
line through p. In developing G we may consider that, for each i, Gt

permutes the elements of Kt consistent with πί_1 and Gί-1 permuting
the elements of Kt-.x.

C. Let G be a £>-adic group and hence let, for each i, Gt be cyclic.
4 If H is a collection of point sets, H* denotes the sum of the elements of H,
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Let E be the infinite dimensional compact torus J1 x J2 x where, for
each i, Jt may be thought of as the circle of radius 2~* and center at
(0, 0). Then TgS(G, E) exists. For each i, let ψ% be the group of
order ni of rotations of Ji and let Tg(Giy E) be the cyclic group of order
nt on E defined coordinatewise as ψj for j <i i and as the identity for
j > i . Then TgS(G, E) may be defined coordinatewise as φt on Jif for
each i.

3* Definitions and the universal curve. Let N be the set of points
in E3 for which 0<Iί£<ll, 0 ̂ y <L1, 0<Lz<Ll. For w=x, y, z and
i = l , 2, let Dt(w) be the set of all open intervals on the w-axis of
length 3~* whose endpoints have ^-coordinates which are positive ra-
tional numbers less than 1, the expression for each such rational num-
ber having 3* as a denominator when in lowest terms. The length of
D*{w), for any i, is \. Let M be the set of all points (x, y, z) of N
for which, for no i, do two or more of the points (a, 0, 0), (0, y, 0),
and (0, 0, z) belong to the set Df(x)-hDf(y)±Df(z). The set M is call-
ed the universal curve.

It is not hard to verify that M is a locally connected one-dimen-
sional continuum with no local separating points. M is called " the
universal curve " as every one-dimensional continuum can be imbedded
in it.

We need several further definitions before characterizing the univer-
sal curve. We use a special case of the characterization given in [1]
with resultant simpler definitions than those of [1].

If H and Hr are collections of point sets, H is said to be a refine-
ment of H' if each element of H is a subset of an element of Hr and
each element of Ή! contains an element of H. A collection H of point
sets is said to be one-dimensional provided no three elements of H
intersect.

A collection H of point sets is said to be simple provided that (1)
H is finite, and H* is connected, (2) each element of J? is a (closed) 3-
cell, and (3) if two elements of H intersect their intersection is a 2-
cell on the bounding 2-sphere of each such element.

Let H and H' be simple collections with H a refinement of H'.
Let h be an element of H' and let Z be the collection of those elements
of H in h which intersect elements of H not in h. Then H is said to
interlace h provided that for any subdivision of Z into disjoint sets Zx

and Z2 with ZXΛ-Z^=Z there exist non-null connected sums of elements
of H in h, namely X1 and X2 with Xτ ^ Zf, X2 3 Zf, and X1 and X2

having no element of H in common. H is said to interlace Hr if H
interlaces each element of Hf'.

A sequence {FJ is said to be a λ-defining sequence of a continuum
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M provided

(1) for each i, Ft is a simple one-dimensional collection covering M,
(2) for each i, Fί+1 is a refinement of Fi9

(3) Λf-Π*^f
(4)5 for any e ]> 0 there exists a number % such that m{Fn) <[ e,
(5) for each i, Fi+1 is interlaced in 2^, and
(6) if two elements of Ft intersect then each contains two elements

of Fi+1 intersecting elements of Fi+1 in the other but neither contains
any element of Fi+1 intersecting two elements of Ft distinct from the
one containing it.

A non-degenerate continuum for which there exists a ^-defining
sequence is called a C-set.

The following theorem is proved in [1]:

THEOREM. Each C-set is homeomorphic to the universal curve.

NOTATION. If Et is a finite collection of closed point sets and
Tg(Gt, Ef) or TgS{Giy Ef) is such that for h e Et, and any g e Gt, gh is
an element of Et then we will write Tg(G, Ef, Et) or TgS(Gt, Ef, Et)
respectively. If {Et} is a ^-defining sequence and TgS(Gίf Ef, Et) and
TgS(Gi+1, Et+i, Ei+1) exist, then TgS(Gί+1, Ef+1, EM) is said to refine
TgS(Giy Ef, Ei) provided that for any geGί+1 and any xeEi+1, if x'
denotes the element of E% containing x, πt(g)x' contains gx.

AGREEMENT 3. In what follows we shall make many constructions in
E3 using 3-cells and homeomorphisms. Every S-cell used is to be poly-
hedral and every homeomorphism defined over finite sums of 3-cells is
to be piecewise-linear, that is, is to carry polyhedra into polyhedra. We
interpret this understanding to apply also to appropriate subsets (2-cells)
and homeomorphism over these subsets, such being used in the construc-
tions and lemmas. All constructions are to be in E3.

4. Statements of lemmas and proof that the lemmas imply Theorems
1 and 2

LEMMA 1. Let n be any positive integer. Let K and K' be elements
of a simple one-dimensional collection of 3-cells in E3. Let D and Df be
collections of n disjoint 2-cells on the boundaries of K and K' respec-
tively. Let φ be a homeomorphism of D* onto Z)'* preserving orientation
on the elements of D and Dr relative respectively to K and Kr as embed-

5 If H is a finite collection of point sets, m(H) denotes the mesh of iJ, that is, the
l.u.b. of the diameters of BΓ.
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ded in E3. Then there exists an orientation-preserving6 homeomorphism
ψ of K onto Kr such that for each point peD*, ψ(p)=φ(p).

Proof. This lemma is geometrically obvious and is well known.

LEMMA 2. Let, for any i, Xu •••, Xn(σ.ϊ be a set Xof disjoint con-
tinua all homeomorphic to each other. For each j , l<±j^n(Gt)9 let η5

be a homeomorphism of Xx onto Xj with rjτ the identity on Xx. Let pi
be a one-to-one transformation of X onto Gt with piXj^gj for each j .
Then TgS(Gg, X*, X) exists with gx defined as follows:

for xeXj, gjx=7]Jc,7}K1x where g^=gjgk.

Proof of Lemma 2. This lemma is almost obvious and is well
known. We state it separately to simplify the argument for Lemmas
3, 3' and 3". To prove the lemma it is sufficient to note that

dh{gh^)=-{ghg3.)x for xexk and gh, gheGu

where gk, is ghgk and gk,, is ghgw Therefore gk,, is (ghgό^gk as was to
be shown.

LEMMA 3. There exists a continuum M and a λ-defining sequence
{Ft} of M such that for each i, TgS{Gt, Ff, Ft) exists with TgS(Gt+1,
Ftu Ft+1) refining TgS(G, Ff, Ft) and for each element f of Fif Gt(f)
consists of n(Gi) disjoint elements of Ft.

LEMMA 3\ The same as Lemma 3 with the added condition that
there exist a λ-de fining sequence {Hi} and a sequence {//J such that

(1) for each if μt is a mapping of Ff onto Hf with for feFiy

μt(f) β Ht and μt a homeomorphism over f
(2) for any geGt and xeFf, μi{x)=μi{gx), and

(3) for each i, feFt and feFi+l9 μt(f) D μί+i(f) if and only if

LEMMA 3 " . The same as Lemma 3 with the added condition that
there exists a sequence {Ht} of simple collections and a sequence {/̂ }
such that

6 Orientation-preserving with respect to embedding in E3.
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(1) for each i, μi is an n{G^)-to-one mapping of Ff onto Hf with
for feFif μt(f)eHt and μi a homeomorphism over f,

(2) for any geGt and xeFf, μi{x)=μi{gx)

(3) for each i, feFt and feFt+1, μ^f) Z> μt+ι(f) if and only if

(4) for each h, h' e Hi for which h-h' exists, Hί+1 contains exactly
one element in h intersecting an element of Hi+1 in h, and

(5) for any ε^>0 there exists an n such that m(Hn) < ε .

Before proving Lemmas 3, 3' and 3" in §§ 5 and 6 we wish to
note that Lemma 3 implies a weaker form of Theorem 1 to the effect
that TgS{G, M) exists, that Lemma 3' implies the full strength of
Theorem 1, and that Lemma 3" implies Theorem 2.

Clearly, from the characterization of the universal curve cited in
§3, C\iFt=M is a universal curve. Let geG. Then g is defined by a
unique sequence {gt} with, for each i, g^eGi and ̂ gi+1=gt. For any
point peM, gp is defined as Γ\tgtft where {/,} is a sequence such that
for each i, feFu / O / i + i , and pef. But gp must be unique for
m{Fi) -> 0 and if {/,-} is another such sequence then, for each i, gj[
intersects gtft.

That such definition of the association of G and M satisfies the
conditions of the definition of topological transformation group is straigt-
forward. First, ex=x for all xeM as, for each i, e% leaves all elements
of Ft fixed. Second, as for each i, g, g'eGi and feFίy g(g'f)=(gg')f,
it follows that g{gfx)={ggf)x for g, g'eG and xeE. Third gx is con-
tinuous simultaneously in g and x. Let gj -> g in G and let xj -> x in
M. We wish to show that gjxj -> vx in M. Let ε > 0. Let k be an
integer such that (1) m(Fk) < e, (2) for all i > k, xι is in an element
of FJC containing x, and (3) for a l l i > & , πkgί+1 = πkgk+1 where gl+1 and
gk+ι are the elements of Gk+ι of the sequences {g{} and {̂ λ} defining
gj and g respectively. Then for all j > k, gjxj is at a distance of less
than ε from gx as was to be shown.

We have now established that Lemma 3 imphes the weak form of
Theorem 1 and it remains to show that Lemmas 3' and 3" establish
additionally that O[TgS(G, M)] is, in the first case, a universal curve
and, in the second, a regular curve.

We wish to show next that fl"=f\tiϊf is homeomorphic to O\TgS(G,
MJ] with {Ht} and TgS(G, M) as in either Lemma 3' or Lemma 3".
For any xeH, let {ht} be a sequence such that, for each i, h^ hi+1,
hiβHi, and xeht. But then there exists a sequence {f} such that,
for each i, Λ^fi+1, /, e Fif and ^ ( / , ) = ^ . For zeH, let »(x) = G(f\Jt)
for such a sequences {/J. For any other such sequence {/,-}, G(f\ifi)
is G{Γ\Ji). As miH^-^O, m(Ft)->0, and for hif h\eHi ht intersects
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fit if and only if and only if for any/^ei^ with Pi(fi)=hi there exists
an /• with Pi(fd=h't and ft intersecting /•, then it follows that v is
one-to-one onto. A standard argument shows the continuity of v. Hence
v is the desired homeomorphism of H onto O[TgS(G, Mj\.

Finally for Theorem 1 we note that by the condition that {JEfJ is
a Λ-defining sequence in Lemma 3' it follows that H is a universal
curve.

For Theorem 2 by Condition (4) of Lemma 3" we note that if pe H
and k% denotes the sum of all elements of Z^ containing p then for any
i, H ki has only a finite number of points on its boundary with respect
to H. Hence H is a regular curve.

5 The first step of the proof of Lemmas 3, 3' and 3" The de-
monstration of the existence of suitable F1 and TgS(G, Ff, Fx) is ap-
plicable to each of the Lemmas 3, 3' and 3" and thus only one argu-
ment need be given.

DEFINITION. Let S denote a set of k disjoint 3-cells. A collection
R is said to be an n-developed collection about S provided (1) R is a
simple one-dimensional collection, (2) R contains S as a sub-collection,

(3) R—S contains 3n(n) elements, (4) for each pair of elements sλ and

s2 of S there exist exactly n simple chains of elements of R—S each
consisting of 3 links and each having one end link intersecting sλ and
the other intersecting s2, and (5) no link of any such 3-link chain inter-
sects more than two elements of R distinct from itself.

Let Sί be a set of n(G2) disjoint 3-cells and let Rλ be an n{Gλ)-
developed collection about SΊ. Let Rλ be the desired set Fλ.

For s, sf e S1 let B(s, s') be the set of chains of R1—Si which join
s and s'. Let ^ be a one-to-one transformation of S1 onto Gλ and for
s, s/eS1 let μSiSr be a one-to-one transformation of B(s, sr) onto Gx.

In defining Tg(Gu F*, Fx) which we shall show to be strongly
effective and hence TgS{Gu Fϊ, Fλ) we impose consecutively the follow-
ing conditions:

(A) For any seS1 and geGly gs=-λ~ιgλs.
(B) For any g e Gu s, s' e Sl9 and / a link of an element bf of

B(s, sf), gf is that link of /^!^/(#[#5,5/(6/)]) which intersects gs, intersects
gs' or intersects neither gs nor gs' according a s / intersects, s, intersects
sf or intersects neither s nor s\

With these conditions being satisfied, Gλ acts in a strongly effective
way on the finite set Fλ as we show. (A) implies that Gλ thus acts on
S1 by permuting the elements of Si among themselves, for seS» and
sfeS1 there is a unique geG1 for which gs=s' and if s=sf, g=e1. For
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fe F.-S,, ej=f by (B). For g, g' e Gλ and fe bf e B(s, s'), g(gf) must
be {gg')f for

and consistent with this, g(g'f) and (gg')f are each determined solely
by the orders on bf and b'f and on b'j respectively relative to s and
s' and g's and g'sf on the one hand and (gg')s and {gg')s! on the
other. It is easy to see that such operation is not only strongly ef-
fective but if /, / ' 6 FL with for some g e Gl9 gf=f then / and / ' do
not intersect the same element of Fλ.

Furthermore, it follows directly from the construction that if /,
/ ' 6 FL intersect then for any g e Gi9 gf and gf intersect.

With this information in mind we proceed to define Tg(GL, Ff, Fλ).
Let d be the set of all 2-cells which are the intersections of elements
of Flm Then we may think of Gx acting on CL consistent with Gx acting
on Flt that is, for ceCu c is /•/' for some /, f'eFu and for geGlf

gc is gf gf. But G1 structures Cx into orbits. From Lemma 2 by
considering these orbits one at a time we may define TgS(Gly Cf, Cx)
such that gc is gc as defined above and such that g is a homeomorphism
of c onto gc which is oriented to be consistent with some orientation
preserving homeomorphism of fΛ-f onto gf-\-gf,r carrying / onto gf and
f onto gf. That the orientation property of this latter statement is
true follows from a consideration like that of the proof of Lemma 2.
The orientation property may be made valid directly for the homeomor-
phisms from an element c to the elements in its orbit but any other
homeomorphism between elements of such orbit is composed from these
and for any/, / ' , f"eFL with/' intersecting / " there is at most one
geG{ for which gf=f or fn.

But now Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 applied to the various orbits of
the elements of F} under Gx assert the existence of TgS(Gly FT, Fy) as
we set out to show. Clearly there exists an HL as in Lemmas 3' and
3" such that we may map Ff onto Hf as in the Lemma.

6 The inductive step of the proofs of Lemmas 3, 3% and 3".
To complete the proofs of Lemmas 3, 3 ;, and 3r/ it now suffices to
define and establish the existence of F\ and TgS(Git Ft, F^), i > l ,
given F1 and TgS(G, FT, Fί) defined as above and F3 and TgS(Gu F]\
Fj), l < i < i , defined by the inductive procedure to be given. We
seek to do this so that applicable parts of Lemma 3 are satisfied. Then
we shall note variations on the argument to yield Lemmas 3' and 3'\

The construction we give will be similar in many ways to that of
the preceding section. We shall require that m(F i )<2" i .
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Let Cί-x denote the collection of intersections of the various elements
of ίVx with each other. Each element of C ^ is a 2-cell. Let ceC t-i
and let f(c) and f'(c) be the two elements of Ft-λ for which c=f(c)-f'(c).

Let St(c, f(c)) and St(c, f'(c)) be collections of exactly **&\- disjoint 3-
n(G)

cells in f{c) and fr{c) respectively such that
(1) each element of St(c, f{c)) intersects exactly one element of

Si(c, f'{c)) and that in a 2-cell in c,
(2) each element of St(cf f(c)) or St(c, f'(c)) intersects B(f{c))7 or

B{ff{c)) respectively in a 2-cell and such 2-cell is in S£(c, f'{c)) or
S*(c, f(c)) respectively, and

(3) there exist Rt{c, f(c)) and R^c, ff(c)) which are ^(G^-developed
collections about S^c, f(c)) and S^c, ff(c)) respectively such that (a)
lRt(c, /(c))~^(c, f(c)ψ df(c)-B(f(c)) and [Rt(c, f'(c))-St(c, /'(c))]*
CΓ(c)-B(f'(c)) and (b) mlRfa f(c))]<ε and mlR^c, /'(c))] < ε.

As it is possible to define such sets Sι(c, f(c)), Ri(c, /(c)), St(c, ff{c))
and Rt(c, /'(c)) for all c e C w such that for c ' # c , Rf(c, f{c)) + Rf{c,
f'(c)) does not intersect R*(c', f(c')) + R*(c', ff(c')), we consider such a
collection of sets to exist, each ce Cί-1 being identified with just two
elements R^c, f{c)) and #*(c, f'(c)).

For/eF^-x let Rt(f) and St(f) be the union of all such sets R^c,
f) and Si(c, f) respectively for ceQ-i and c C / . Thus St(f), for ex-
ample, is a particular collection of disjoint 3-cells in /.

DEFINITION. Let S denote a set of n disjoint 3-cells. A collec-
tion R is said to be an (n, m)-weakly developed collection about S provid-
ed (1) R is a simple one-dimensional collection, (2) R contains S as a
subcollection, (3) R—S contains w& ίo) elements, and (4) for each pair
of elements sL and s2 there is a simple chain of ra elements of R — S
having one end link intersecting sL and the other intersecting s2 such
that no link of any such chain intersects more than two elements of R
distinct from itself.

Let n(St(f)) be the number of elements of S^f). For some fixed
integer m and any feF^x let Q(f) be an (rc(£4(/)), m)-weakly developed
collection about S^f) such that (1) each element of Qι(f) — St(f)CZf
-B{f)} (2) no element of Qι(f)-St(f) intersects any element of Rt{f)
-S t (A and (3) m{Qi{f))<2'\

Let Lt(f) be that subset of Qt(f) consisting of St(f) and all links
of all chains of the development of Qt(f) between elements of St(f)
not both in any one set St(c, f) for ce Ci-1 and

Let St= W St(f), Rι- \J Riif) and L,= \J Lt(f).

By B(f) is meant the boundary of /.
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The set Ft is defined as the set of all elements in one or more of Si,
Riy and L^

Next we shall define Gt acting on Ft in a strongly effective man-
ner such that

(a) for feFt, and g eGίf f and gf do not intersect the same element
of Fif

(b) if/, f'eFi for which/-/' exists then for each geGu gf-gf
exists, and

(c) for feFi9 feF^ with f^f and for any geGu gf Cπi-ι{g)f.
Let A-i be the collection of all sets G -̂i(c) for c e C H . Each ele-

ment of A-i consists of n(G,,-•?) 2-cells. For deDί-1, let f(d) and f'(d)
be the two sets each of which is an element of F^λ containing an
element of d plus the sum of its images under Gi-1. Let S(f(d)) and
S(f'(d)) be the collection of those elements of £* which (1) intersect
d* and (2) lie in f(d) and f'(d) respectively. Then S(f(d)) and S(f'(d))
each consist of (̂G*) disjoint 3-cells.

For d e Di-ι let Λ/(d) and Λrc<o be one-to-one transformations of
S(f(d)) and S(ff(d)) respectively onto Ĝ  such that

(1) for s e S(f(d)) and s' e S(f'(d)), s intersects sf if and only if
λ/ω(s) is λf,^(s') and

(2) for geGt, s e S(f(d)) and / e F H for which β C / , ^

Each element of S4 belongs to exactly one set S(f(d)) or S(ff(d))
and thus S4 is structured by these sets. We may now define TgS(Gif

Si) as follows: for geGt and seS(f(d)), gs is λj^gλfω(s).
Next, for any s, s ' e ^ for which s, s' e S(f)d)) for some i e f l ^

and for which for some feFi-u s + sf C/, let £(s, s') denote the set
of 3-element chains from s to s' of the definition of Rt and let μSiS, be
a one-to-one transformation of B(s, s') onto Gt.

Then we may define TgS(Gly Rt). For s e ^ and seS^ and for any
geGu gs is #s as defined in TgS(Gίf St). For any geGt and s, s 'eS,
for which B(s, sf) is defined as above and for any x a link of an ele-
ment b of B(s, sf), gx is that link of μgS)gS'{glμs,s>Φ)\) which intersects
gs, intersects gs' or intersects neither gs nor gs' according as / inter-
sects s, intersects sf or intersects neither s nor sf.

Next we define TgS(Gίf L^. For s e Lt and seS^ and for any
geGiy gs is gs as defined in TgS(Giy S^. For s, s'e Si9 feFt-u with
s + s'Zϊ>f and s and sr not both elements of any set S(c, f(c)), there
is a simple chain /?(s, s') of exactly m elements of Lt(/) — ̂ (/) with
^(s, s') having one end element intersecting s and the other s'. For
each link a; of β(s, s') let, for geGίy gx be that link of β(gs, gsf) which
is the same number of links removed from gs as is x from s.

The definition of Tg(Gi9 Ft) is now complete and it may easily be
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verified that conditions (a)-(c) above are satisfied.
Let Ct be the set of all intersections of pairs of elements of Ft.

Let TgS(Gίf Ct) be defined as follows: for ceCi9 c is a 2-cell which is
the intersection of some two elements /, f e Ft; for geGiy gc is gf gf.
Then as in § 5 employing Lemma 2, we may define TgS(Gif C*, Ct) so
that gc is gc as defined immediately above and g preserves orientation
on c and gc relative to the orientations on (/, / ') and {gf, gf) re-
spectively.

Finally employing Lemmas 1 and 2 we may define TgS(Gif Ff, Ft)
consistent with TgS(Gif F,) and TgS(Gif Cf, C4) so that with this in-
ductive definition, Lemma 3 is satisfied. In this connection we note
that under TgS(Gίf Ft), for feFif G4(/) consists of rc(G4) disjoint 3-cells
so that Lemma 2 is applicable.

To modify the argument given so as to prove Lemma 3" we must
introduce some extra conditions. The sets HJf l ^ i ϋ i —1 exist
as in the Lemma. Then when we define Si we also define a set
Si(H) where for h, hf e Hi-ι with h intersecting h' exactly one 3-cell is
introduced in S^H) in each of h and h! intersecting the other. In de-
fining Rt we also define a set Rt(H) where Rt(H) — Si(H) consists of exactly
3 n(Gi) N elements with N the number of elements in S^H) and with
for each element s of S^H) there being n(G^) 3-link simple chains in
Ri(H)--Si(H), both end links of each such chain intersecting s. We may
additionally require that m(Ri(H)) <C 2~\ Then for each pair of elements
of Si(H) in the same element of Hί-1 we introduce a simple chain of
3-cells joining them, the simple chain having m links with m being so
chosen that m(iϊi)<^2~ί. This imposes an extra condition on the "m"
of the preceding argument. It is now straightforward to see that the
sequences of Lemma 3" can be asserted to exist.

Finally to prove Lemma 3' we need one extra device. For each c
6 Ci-i, we choose not one but two pairs of sets [S^c, f(c)), Si(c, /(c))]

and [S't(c, /(c)), S (c, /(c))] such that we may introduce two pairs of
sets [Rt(c, f(c)\ Rt(c, ff(c))] and [2ζ(c, f(c)), R[(cf f(c))] similar to the
one pair we introduced before with additionally Rf(c, f(c)) + R*(c, ff(c))
and i?ί*(c, f(c)) 4- R'*{c, f'(c)) not intersecting each other. Finally for
any feFi-1 we may define S^f) in the similar fashion to that used be-
fore but with St(f) here containing twice as many elements as the cor-
responding set in the preceding argument. Then we may form the set
Qt(f) as an (n(St(f)), m)-weakly developed collection about St(f) and
proceed as before using extra conditions analogous to those of the argu-
ment sketched for Lemma 3".

It is clear that under such conditions {£Γ4} and {μ J can be defined
so that {Ht} will be a /{-defining sequence.

Thus Lemma 3' is proved and our argument for Theorems 1 and 2
is completed,
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HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONALS AND COMPLEX

CONVEXITY IN BANACH SPACES

H. J. BREMERMANN

l Introduction, The present paper extends some basic theorems
of the theory of several complex variables to Banach spaces. Results
which are new even for finite dimension are also obtained. Considerable
use is made of methods developed in " Complex Convexity " (Bremermann
[8]), however, many modifications are necessary to adapt them to infinite
dimension.

A complex valued functional is Gateaux kolomorphίc (or in short G-
holomorphic) in a domain D of a complex Banach space Bc if it is single
valued and its restriction to an arbitrary analytic plane {z\z=zo~hλa}
(zoeD, aeBc, λ a complex parameter) is a holomorphic function of λ in
the intersection of the plane with D. The space of n complex variables
Cn can be considered as a Banach space, and for Cn the above definition
is equivalent to the usual definition of a holomorphic function of several
complex variables. In an infinite dimensional Banach space the Gateaux
holomorphic functions are not necessarily locally bounded, while in a
finite dimensional space the local boundedness is a consequence of holo-
morphy. Therefore another notion of holomorphy, also coinciding with
the notion of holomorpby in finite dimensional spaces, is possible : A
function is Frechet holomorphic in a domain D if it is Gateaux holo-
morphic and locally bounded (compare Hille [11] and Soeder [17]). The
theories of both types of holomorphic functions have been studied, the
latter more than the former. Both theories are considerably less de-
veloped than the theory of finitely many variables. This may be partly
due to the fact that the infinite dimensional spaces are not locally com-
pact, in fact, if a space is locally compact, then it is finite dimensional
(see Hille [11]).

In the present paper the theory of Gateaux holomorphic f unctionals
is studied exclusively. As a tool are used plurisubharmonic functionals
(as defined by Oka [14] and [15], Lelong [12] and Thorin [19]) and a
functional dψ\z) which is the distance of the point z from the boundary
of the domain D measured in the norm N. A notion of holomorphic
continuation is defined and a " basic lemma " on the simultaneous continu-
ation of G-holomorphic functional is proved (3.1).1 A consequence of

Received April 26, 1956. This research was supported by the United States Air Force,
through the Office of Scientific Recearch of the Air Research and Development Command.

1 The lemma in its present form is new also for finite dimension and permits to con-
struct the envelope of an arbitrary domain in the O explicitely. This will be carried
out in a further paper.
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this lemma is the fact that there exist domains, as in finite dimension,
such that all G-holomorphic functions can be continued G-holomorphically
into a larger domain. Those domains for which a G-holomorphic func-
tion exists that is not continuable, are called domains of holomorphy.
From the continuation lemma follows that the domains of holomorphy
have the property that the functional — logdffXz) is plurisubharmonic in
Z), and a theorem is proved which for finite dimension is known as
"Kontinuitatssatz." The property of the functional — log d(/\z) to be
plurisubharmonic is invariant with respect to all norms N that generate
equivalent topologies. The domains for which — log dc/\z) is plurisubhar-
monic are called pseudo-convex, and some of their properties are studied.
A domain D in a complex Banach space Bc is pseudo-convex if and only
if its intersection with every (complex) two-dimensional linear submani-
fold of B is pseudo-convex.

The notion of pseudo-convexity bears some formal relationship to
the ordinary convexity in real spaces, this is established by showing :
A domain D in a real Banach Br is convex if and only if — logd(/\x)
is a convex functional in D. Finally tube domains are studied, that is
domains of the form {z\xedx, y arbitrary}, where x is the real part and
y the imaginary part of z, and dx a domain in the real Banach space of
the real parts. It is shown that for this particular class of domains the
two notions coincide : A tube domain is pseudo-convex if and only if it
is convex.

For simplicity's sake the present considerations are limited to com-
plex valued f unctionals but can be extended without difficulty to vector
valued functions. Also generalizations to spaces more general than
Banach spaces (for instance locally convex spaces) are possible.

2 Holomorphic, plurisubharmonic and distance functionals•

2.1. We will consider in this paper Banach spaces where the field
of scalars is either the field of real numbers or the field of complex
numbers. Accordingly we speak of real and complex Banach spaces and
write Br and Bc respectively. By z we will denote exclusively elements
of complex JS-spaces and by x elements of real ^-spaces.

2.2. The norm that is defined in a Banach space B provides it in
a natural way with a topology (strong topology). As neighborhoods of
a point aeB we define the pointsets {6| ||δ — α | |<ε} . A region is an
open set a domain is an open and connected set.

2.3. DEFINITION. Let λ be a complex parameter. A complex valued
functional f(z)f defined in a domain D of a complex Banach space Bc is
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Gateaux holomorphic in D (or in short G-holomorphic) if f(z) is single-
valued in D and if f(zo-{-λa) is holomorphic in λ at the point λ=0 for
all z0 6 D and ae B. In other words f(z) is required to be a holomorphic
function of the one complex variable λ on the intersection of any two-
dimensional analytic plane {z\z=zo + λa} with the domain D. Obviously
a function is G-holomorphic in D if and only if it is single-valued and
Cr-holomorphic in a neighborhood of each point of D (locally holomorphic).
This definition is equivalent to the requirement that the Gateaux dif-
ferential exists everywhere in D and that f(z) is single-valued in D.
We do not require that f(z) be locally bounded or similar conditions.
(Compare Hille [11], p. 71 and p. 81).

2.4. DEFINITION. A real-valued functional V(z) defined in a domain
D of a complex Banach space Bc is quasi-plurisubharmonic in D if
V(zo + λa) is quasi-subharmonic in λ at the point λ=0 for all zQeD and
aeBc. V(z) is plurisubharmonic if V(z) is quasi-plurisubharmonic and
upper-semicontinuous in D. (Cf. Thorin [19], p. 16) V(z) is upper-
semicontinuous at the point z0 if for every ε > 0 there exists a δ, such
that V(z) — V(zQ)<Cε for ||s —sblK^- (For the definition of quasi-pluri-
subharmonic see T. Radό [16]. Cf. also P. Lelong [12]). What we call
quasi-plurisubharmonic functions Lelong denotes as functions of class M.
The plurisubharmonic functions have also been introduced by K. Oka
[14] and [15] under the name pseudo-convex functions. Oka admits the
constant, — oo, Lelong excludes it. For our applications it is more con-
venient to admit --oo as a plurisubharmonic functional.)

2.5. We now have to define the notion of holomorphic continuation.
In one and several variables this is being done by means of power series
developments. However, power series are somewhat inconvenient here.
Therefore we will define as holomorphic continuation a function that is
holomorphic in a larger domain and coincides with the given function in
the given domain. However, already in one variable the "larger do-
mains" may be no longer schlicht but concrete complex manifolds with
no branch points as interior points. We have to take care of this situ-
ation and therefore define the following.

2.6. D is a domain over the space Bc if D is a topological space
carrying a mapping φD which maps D into Bc, such that φD is locally a
homeomorphism.

We call ψD the projection mapping of D and φD{E), where E is a
set in Z>, the projection of E.

Domains over a space Bc are special complex analytic manifolds of
infinite dimension. (For general complex analytic manifolds of infinite
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dimension, cf. J. Eells [10].)

2.7. D is a continuation of a domain Do over Bc if there exists a

subset Do of Z> and a homeomorphism h of j50 onto Do such that φDJι{P) =

φD{P) for every P in Z)o.

We can then identify DQ and DQ. In particular if DQ is a domain

in Bc—we will also say schlicht domain—then D is a continuation of DQ

if there exists a subset DodD such that ψD(DQ) is a homeomorphism

onto D o .

2.8. A functional / is G-holomorphic in a domain D over a complex
Banach space Bc if / is G-holomorphic in a neighborhood of each point
in D. And it is G-holomorphic in a neighborhood C7* if it is G-holomorphic
in the homeomorphic image φDUt which is an open set in Bc where the
notion of G-holomorphy is defined (2.3).

2.9. Let f(z) be a G-holomorphic functional in a domain D(ZB.
Then g(z) is a G-holomorphic continuation of f(z) if g{z) is G-holomorphic
in a continuation Dτ of D and coincides with f(z) in Zλ

2.10. Uniqueness of the G-holomorphic continuation. Let D be a
domain over Bc. Let D* be a subdomain. Let /(z) and g(z) be G-
holomorphic functional in D, let f(z)=g(z) in JD*, then we have f(z) =
g(z) throughout D.

Proof. Let S be the set of points such that f(z) and g{z) coincide.
Then we have D*CZSC_D. Let S* be the largest open set contained
in S. Suppose S*φD. Then there exists a boundary point zQ of £ * which
is an interior point of D. Let U be the homeomorphic image of a neigh-
borhood of zQ in the Bc. In particular we can choose U as a sphere.
In this sphere we have a point zι such that in a neighborhood of zι we
have f(z)=g(z) and a point z2 such that f(z2)^g(zz). Then we connect
#! and z2 by an analytic plane which cuts U in a circle. Restricting
/(#) and (7(2) to the analytic plane we obtain a contradiction to the
identity theorem of holomorphic functions in one variable.

2.11. A domain H for which a functional f(z) exists that is G-
holomorphic in H and does not possess a G-holomorphic continuation into
a proper continuation of H we call a domain of holomorphy.

2.12. 7%e distance function. Let fl be a domain in .B, then we
associate with every point of D the value
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d<P(z)=svprB{zr\ \\*-z\\<r} CD ,

in other words dψ\z) is the distance of the point z from the boundary
of D measured in the norm N.

If D is different from the whole space 5, then D has at least one
finite boundary point, and then obviously dψ\z) is finite in Zλ If D is
the whole space Bc, then dc/) = oo.

2.13. If D is different from the whole space, then dc/\z) is continu-
ous with respect to the topology generated by the norm N.

The poof is the same as in the finite case which is carried out in
Bremermann [8].

2.14. DEFINITION. Besides the distance function dψ\z) we will
consider the distance function

in other words d^l{z) is the radius of the largest circle with center at
z on the analytic plane {tfW^z + λa} that is contained in D, that is the
distance of z from the boundary of {z'\z'=z + λa} Γ\D,

From the definitions it follows immediately the relation

a

where a varies through all elements of B with norm 1.

2.15. The function dffi(z) is lower semicontinuous with respect to
the topology generated by the norm N.

If D is the whole space, then dc

a

N£(z) will be ΞΞOO. However, even
if D is not the whole space, dc

af£(z) can be infinite for certain directions,
though not for all directions.

(1) Let ^^3(^1)=^ be finite. Then for every ε > 0 the point set

is compact in D. Hence there exists for every ε > 0 a δ such that for
the point set

is contained in D. Hence for \\zx — z.z\\<^d we have

- ε , or

Hence d(

a^2(z) is lower semicontinuous at zλ with respect to the norm N.
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(2) Let diNi{z) = oo% Then for arbitrary large M the point set

is compact in D. Hence there exists a δ such that for IK —22||<(5 the
point set

{z\z=*z.z+λa, U|<lΛf}

is contained in D. Hence

for \\z1-z2\\<δ.

That means that also in this case d!£l{z) is lower semicontinuous at the

point zι with respect to the norm N.

2.16. By a similar argument it follows that dc

a

N£(z) is for fixed z
lower semicontinuous with respect to variable direction α.

3. Simultaneous holotnorphic continuation*

3.1. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA. Let D be a domain in a complex Ba-
nach space. Let S be a simply connected domain on an analytic plane
{z\z=zQ + λb}. Let T be the boundary of S and let S\JTCZD. Let X(Λ)
be a function holomorphίc in the image of S in the λ-parameter plane—
in the following we will simply say holomorphic in S—and let X(A)^0
in S\J T and \X(λ)\ continuous in S\J T.

Let

|X(Λ)|«z0-M6)^m>0 for λeT .

Then any functional that is G-holomorphic in D can be continued

G-holomorphically into all points

C={z\z=zQ + λb±τa, λeS[JT, \T\<m\X(λ)\-1} ,

(T a complex parameter).
The idea of the proof is the following. We consider the subspace

{z\z=zo + λb + τa} and an arbitrary functional f(z). The restriction of /
to the intersection of D with this subspace is a holomorphic function in
λ and τ. For fixed λ we can develop f(zQ + λb -f τa) into an ordinary
power series of powers of τ. From the maximum principle we derive
that this series converges in the pointset C. Thus we have continued
/ into C. However it has to be checked that the continuation is not
only a continuation of / as a holomorphic function of the one variable
τ but as a G-holomorphic function in Bc.

This is not trivial. Functions of two complex variables are known
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which can be continued as functions of one variable beyond the domain
where they are holomorphic in both variables. (Cf. Behnke-Thullen [3].)

In order to show that f{z) is holomorphic in an arbitrary point P
of C it is sufficient to show that f(z) can be defined in a neighborhood
of P such that the restriction of f(z) to an arbitrary analytic plane
{z\z=P+σc} through P is holomorphic. We do this by including in the
proof an arbitrary direction c from the beginning.

Proof. Let f(z) be an arbitrary functional G-holomorphic in D. We
consider the subspace {z\z=zQ+λb-hτa-hσc} where a is a complex para-
meter and c an arbitrary direction with ||c|| = l. The restriction of f(z)
to the subspace is a holomorphic function of the three complex variables
λ, τ, a (no matter if α, b, c are linearly independent or not.).

For λeT we have by assumption that \X(λ)\dc

a^(zύ-h Λδ)I>m, and
because X(λ) Φ 0 on T we have

f o r λeT.

Obviously there exists for every e > 0 a sufficiently small δ > 0 such
that the set

C*={z\z=zQ + λb + τa + σc, \τ\^(m-ε)\X(λ)\-\ λeT, \σ\^δ}

is contained in D for arbitrary c with ||c|| = l. The set C* is compact
in the subspace {z\z=z{)+λb-hτa + σc}, therefore the restriction of / to
it is bounded (according to a well known theorem of n complex variables
which was first proved by F. Hartogs (compare Caratheodory [9])). Let
the bound be M. (M depends upon c, of course.)

We now develop the restriction of / in a power series in τ and σ.

fto + tb+ra + oc)- Σ ~-h

For λeT, \σ\<Lδ and Mίί(^~ ε ) l^( 'OI~ 1 the point zQ + λb-hza-{-σc belongs
to C* where / is holomorphic and its modulus smaller than M. Hence
we obtain by Cauchy's formula for λeT the inequality

τa±σc)
μ\v\

By multiplying with \X(Λ)\-μ we obtain for λeT:

L ^ M

The left hand side is for er=r=0 the modulus of a holomorphic function
of λ and takes its maximum with respect to S \J T on T. Therefore the
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inequality is valid not only for λeT but for λe S\J T. H e n c e t h e s e r i e s
converges uniformly in every compact subset of the set

, λeS\JT, \τ\<(m-e)\X(λ)\-\ \σ\<d] .

The limit function of the series is a continuation of
into the set C**.

Letting c vary though all directions, that is, through all elements
of Bc such that l|c|l=l and letting ε tend to zero we define f(z) in a
full neighborhood (in the Bc) of each point of the set

C={z\z=zo + λb + τc, λeS\JT, MOTOI- 1 } .

We have to make sure that this definition of f(z) is consistent, that
at the same point not two different values are defined !

If α, 6, cx and c2 are linearly independent, then

ZI—ZQ + λ£> 4- Tjβ -f σfix φ Z2=

for all triples

(Λi, τlf aτ) φ (λ2, ra, σ2) .

Therefore no contradictory values can be defined.
Suppose now that α, δ, cλ and c2 are linearly dependent: c^α^α-f

Then λ^^^λ^Λ-σ^a^, τι=τ2Λ σ2a1J and σ1=oc3σ2 imply z1=z2. Let

^fiiλ, τ, a) and f(Zo + tt> + rα-hαC2)=/2(/ί, r, σ) .

Then in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0) we have

l9 (XBσ) = / 2 ( ^ , r, ^) .

This functional equation persists wherever both functions are holomorphic
(in λ, T, σ). Hence no contradictory values of f(z) are defined at the
same point.

Finally we observe that / is by construction G-holomorphic in a
neighborhood (of the Bc) of each point of C. We observe further that
C is simply connected. Hence / is single-valued in C Hence the
lemma is proved.

3.2. Let the conditions of 3.1 be satisfied except that we replace
dc

a%z) by dψ\z). Let

\X(λ)\d(

D

N\z)^m>0 for λeT.

Then any functional that is G-holomorphic in D can be continued
G-holomorphically into all points
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This follows immediately from the Fundamental Lemma 3.1. For if
\X(λ)\dT{z)>.m for λ e T, then in particular |XWk^(z)^m for λe T
for every α. Hence by Lemma 3.1 f(z) is G-holomorphically continued
into all sets

{zlz-zo + λb + τa, λeSVJT, kKμφ) !- 1 } ,

and the union of all these sets is C. We observe further that C is
simply connected and therefore the continuation single valued.

3.3. How is the continuation of a functional /, G-holomorphic in

D, into a set C as described in 3.2 compatible with values already de-

fined in D?

If the intersection of D and C is connected, then / is single-valued.
Now let D Γ\C not be connected. Then there is one component Co of
D Γ\C containing S\J T. f is a continuation from Co which can furnish
function elements different from the ones already defined in the other
components.

We therefore proceed as one does in one and finitely many variables.

We pass to "domains over the space." We consider C as the projection

of a set C* under a mapping φ, being a homeomorphism of C* onto

C. We identify Co and Ct^ψ~ιCQy while we consider the other com-

ponents of D Γ\ C and their images in C* as different points.
In a further paper we will study the iteration of this process and

we will show that in the limit we obtain the simultaneous continuation
of all functionals that are holomorphic in D into "the pseudo-convex
envelope" of D.

3.4. If D is a domain of holomorphy, then the sets C and C belong
to D. Therefore in this case no question of single-valuedness arises and
we can admit S to be an arbitrary domain, not necessarily simply con-
nected.

3.5. COROLLARY. Let D be a (schUcht) domain of holomorphy. Let
S be an arbitrary domain on an analytic surface {z\z=zQ-\-λb}, T the
boundary. Then

inf \()\ffl)
T SVT

and
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inf \X(λ)\dιjP(z) = int \K{λ)\d',P{z) .
T SUT

Let

m=inf \X

Now if fl is a domain of holomorphy, then the set C defined in 3.1
belongs to D. Hence

for i e S \J T. Hence

for λeS'\JT from which the first equality follows immediately. The
second equality follows analogously from Lemma 3.2.

3.6. THEOREM. Let D be a holomorpky, then the functionate
— log dc

a*j)(z) and — log drf\z) are plurisubharmonic in D.

Proof. Suppose — logdff^z) would not be plurisubharmonic in D.
Now —logd^f^z) is continuous. Thus there would exist an analytic
plane {z\z=zQ + λb} on which it would not be subharmonic. That means
there would exist a (small) circle and a harmonic function h being a
majorant on the boundary of the circle but not inside.

We choose the representation of the analytic plane such that z0 is
the center of the circle. h(λ) is harmonic in the open circle \λ\<^p and
continuous in \λ\<Lp and for \λ\=p we have

On the other hand there exists a /[0 with \λd\<^p such that

-logdr/)(2b + ;L&)>ΛU) .

Let h*(λ) be a conjugate harmonic function of h(λ), then

| | f e )) ^ 1 f o r μ ^

and

\ehc\?+wV \dc6v\zo + λQb) < 1 for λQ .

This is a contradiction to 3.5 with T={\λ\=p}, S={\λ\<p} and X{λ)==

Hence -logdψ\z) is plurisubharmonic. The proof for —
is analogous. The only difference is that -log d(

a

Nl(z) is upper-semi-
continuous instead of continuous.
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4. The Kontinuitatssatz. We will derive now a theorem which in
the theory of finitely many variables is known as " Kontinuitatssatz."
The term " Kontinuitatssatz " was introduced by Behnke-Thullen [3] we
will use this term because translating it as "theorem of continuity"
might be misleading.

4.1. Let D be a domain of holomorphy. Let {Sy} be a family of
bounded domains on one dimensional analytic planes and {Γv} their
boundaries. Let S0=\imSv and T0=\imTv. Then Sv, TvdD for every
v and T0(ZD imply S0(ZD.

Proof Applying 3.5 with I(i) = l we obtain

inf

Now dffHz) is a continuous functional in D. Then also inf d*g

and inf d^\z) are continuous. Therefore the above equality holds also

in the limit.
Hence

Now, because TQ is compact and in D, we have

inf

and therefore inf dc^\z) > 0, which means

4.2. The Kontinuitatssatz can be expressed also in the following
way :

Let {Sy} be a family of bounded domains on one dimensional analytic
planes. Let SQ=limSv and TQ=limTv. Let f(z) be a functional holo-
morphic on To. // then f(z) is singular at least at one point of SQ, then
there exists a vQ such that for v^>vQ the domain Sv contains at least one
singularty of f(z).

5 Pseudo-convex domains. For finite dimensional domains the
property of the functional — log dψ^(z) to be plurisubharmonic is invariant
with respect to the norm (Bremermann [8]). In this section we will
extend this result to the infinite dimensional case. As in finite dimension
we denote the domains for which the functionals —log dψ\z) are pluri-
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subharmonic as pseudo-convex.
Thus the domains of holomorphy are pseudo-convex. For finite dimen-

sion the converse is true : The pseudo-convex domains are domains of
holomorphy. This is very deep result due to K. Oka. (K. Oka [14] and
[15]). Compare also F. Norgent [13] and H. J. Bremermann [7].) Most
of the techniques applied to obtain this result cannot be generalized to
infinite dimension (for instance the Weil-Bergmann integral formula
[Weil [20], Bergmann [4], [5]] etc.). Nevertheless the pseudo-convexity
may be characteristic for domains of holomorphy in the infinite dimen-
sional case also.

5.1. Let D be a domain suck that for a certain norm N the func-
tional — logd(

a

Nl(z) is plurisubharmonic in D for every a.
Then the intersection D* with any finite dimensional linear submani-

fold L of B is a pseudo-convex region.

Proof. Let the linear submanifold L be L = {zl2=£0-fτ1&1-! hτnbn}.
Let B*={z\z=τιb1-\ \-τnbn}. The restriction of the norm N to the
subspace B* is a norm iV* in B*. For every α e f i * the restriction of
diNi{z) to D*=LΓ\D is equal to dc

a

NUz) by definition.
The restriction of any plurisubharmonic functional in D to Z)* is a

plurisubharmonic function in D*, as one sees immediately from the defi-
nition of the plurisubharmonic functions.

Hence — logdc

a

N^(z) is a plurisubharmonic function for every aeB*.
Hence (the finite dimensional) D* is pseudo-convex according to a result
by Bremermann [8],

REMARK. The intersection D f\ L is not necessarily connected, but

just an open set, that is, a region.

5.2. Let D be a domain such that the intersection Z)* of D with
any two dimensional linear submanifold L of B is pseudo-convex, then
— logdc££(z) is plurisubharmonic in D for every a and for any norm N,
which generates a topology which is equivalent to the topology with respect
to which D is defined.

Proof. For finite dimensional Banach spaces it has been proved in
Bremermann [8] that if D* is a pseudo-convex region then — logcZ^is
plurisubharmonic in D* for any norm N*. Now if N is an arbitrary
norm, then its restriction iV* to a finite dimensional subspace B* is a
norm in β*. Hence —log dc

a*Sί(z) is plurisubharmonic in D* for aeB*
for every two dimensional subspace Z?*, hence the restriction of

(z) to any D* is plurisubharmonic, hence —logd(

a

N£(z) is pluri-
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subharmonic in D.

5.1 and 5.2 combined yield :

5.3. COROLLARY. The property of the functionals — logdc

a

N£(z) to be
plurisubharmonic for a domain D is invariant with respect to all norms
that generate equivalent topologies,

5.4. DEFINITION. The domains which have the property that the
functionals — log dc

a

N£(z) a r e plurisubharmonic for all a we call pseudo-
convex.

5.5. COROLLARY. The domains of holomorphy are pseudo-convex.

5.6. With this definition we can express 5.1 and 5.2 also in the
following way.

A domain D is pseudo-convex if and only if the intersection D with
any finite dimensional linear submanifold is a pseudo-convex region.

The same is true if we replace "finite dimensional" by " two dimen-
sional."

5.7. We now replace the functionals — logd^l(z) by —log dψ\z) and
show : D is pseudo-convex if and if — logdc/\z) is plurisubharmonic for
arbitrary norms N with equivalent topology.

Let D* be as in 5.1. If — logd^\z) is plurisubharmonic, then its
restriction to D* is plurisubharmonic. In general, however, we cannot
say that this restriction is equal to — logdc^*\z).

Let the finite dimensional submanifold be

Then we take the upper envelope of

(z), log hi, .-. log|r n | } .

This is a plurisubharmonic function that becomes infinite everwhere at
the boundary of D*. Hence the finite dimensional region D* is pseudo-
convex according to Bremermann [8]. Hence D is pseudo-convex ac-
cording to 5.6.

On the other hand if D is pseudo-convex, then

is plurisubharmonic for every a by definition. Now we have
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- l o g <&*>(«)= sup {-
a

In particular this relation holds also on every analytic plane. On analytic
planes — \ogd(

jP(z) is thus the upper envelope of subharmonic functions,
and thus according to Radό [16], subharmonic. Hence — logd(/\z) is
plurisubharmonic in D.

5.8. A domain D is pseudo-convex if there exists a plurisubharmonic
functional V(z) such that the closure of

{z\V(z)<M, zeD}

is contained in D for arbitrary large M. If D is bounded, then the con-
verse is true.

Proof. If there exists such a V{z), then we restrict V(z) to finite
dimensional subspaces and obtain by the analog theorem from the finite
dimensional case (Bremermann [8] that all D* are pseudo-convex, hence
D is pseudo-convex.

On the other hand, if D is pseudo-convex, then — log^O) is pluri-
subharmonic and will tend to infinity at any finite boundary point of D.

5.9. Let D be a pseudo-convex domain. Then the Kontinuitdtssatz
holds for D. (Compare 4.1).

Proof. If D is pseudo-convex, then — logeZ^Xz) is plurisubharmonic
(5.7). Then the restriction of —\ogdψ\z) to a one dimensional analytic
plane is subharmonic. For subharmonic functions the maximum principle
holds (Radό [16]). Hence we have

inf dψ\z)=mίdT{z) for every v.

The rest of the proof follows as in 4.1.

5.10. Most theorems which hold for plurisubharmonic functions
and pseudo-convex domains in the finite dimensional case also hold in
the infinite dimensional case. (For instance: The intersection of two
pseudo-convex domains is a pseudo-convex region.) We have listed here
only some of the very basic facts. The reader will find it not difficult
to extend most of the theorems listed in Complex convexity (Bremermann
[8]) to the infinite dimensional case.

In [8] we have stressed the formal relationship between complex
convexity (by which notion we denote the plurisubharmonic functions and
the pseudo-convex domains jointly) to ordinary convexity.

In the following section we will show that the same relationship
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persists in the infinite dimensional case.

6. Elementary convexity and its relation to complex convexity.

6Λ, A real valued function U(t) of one real variable t is called
convex in an interval D of the real ί-axis if and only if the following
condition holds for every closed subinterval U CZD :

If l{t) is a linear function such that l(t) i> U(t) on the boundary of
D', then l(t)^tU(t) holds also for

6.2. A real valued functional U(x) defined in a domain D of a real
Banach space Br is called convex if and only if its restriction to an
arbitrary straight line {x\x=xo + ta} is a convex function of t in {x\x=

f\D.

REMARK. Formally these definitions are similar to the definitions of
subharmonic and plurisubharmonic functional (compare Bremermann [8]).

6.3. A domain D in a real Banach space Br is convex if with any
two points xx and x2 the connecting straight line segment {x\x=x1-i-
ίfe —a?i), O<I£<11} is contained in D.

REMARK. This definition bears no formal relationship to the definition
of the pseudo-convex domains. We will establish this relationship—as
in the finite dimensional case (compare Bremermann [8])—by proving
that a domain D is convex if and only if — logdζ>°(α?) is a convex func-
tional in D. The proof which we have given in [8] for finite dimension
does not apply for infinite dimension, therefore a different one is given
in the following. (Convexity in several complex variables has also been
studied from a different point of view by Behnke-Stein [2].)

6.4. Let D be a convex domain. Let S be an interval on a straight
line {x\x=xo+-tb), T the boundary of S. Let l(t) be a linear function of
t. Then we have for every aeB, | |α|| = l

inf dT&Xa + tb)eιω = inf d^(xQ + tb)e•Kt)

SUΓ

Proof. In the following we consider the subspace generated by the
vectors a and b. Let the parameter values belonging to the two points
of T be tx and t2 (t± < Q .

We observe that all the points

x=x, + tib + dd%l(xo 4- tjb) a
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and

x=xQ -f t2b -f &dffi(xQ 4- tφ) a

belong to D for — 1 < # < 1 by definition of dc

a

N£(x). Now D is convex
by assumption. Hence all the points on the connecting straight line
segment connecting any two of these points belong to D. Now let
inf d(xQ 4- ίb)eιω=m > 0. Then

i I> m and

Hence all the points on the straight line segment passing through

xλ(ΰ )=xQ 4- tj) +• &me~~κtJa and

belong to Z) for -
Now the function me~ιω is a convex function of £ for any linear

function l(t). Hence the curve

x(tu #)=xQ+tb + #me-KΌa , tλ<Lt<Lt%

will lie for — 1 <C ΰ <C 1 within the parallelogram through the four points
a^(-l). Hence

e-ϊ(t) for t ^

And therefore

and

inf
SΌT

6.5. Le^ D be a domain such that for an arbitrary linear function
l(t) and line segments s with boundary T we have

inf dc

a

N£(x)em= inf
T ' S\JT

Then —logdc

a

N£(x) is a convex function in D.

Proof. Suppose — logdc

a

N£(x) would not be convex. Then there
would exist a straight line {x\x=xQ + tb} and a segment S with boundary
T and a linear function l(t), such that

on T, but there would exist a toeS such that

< - log d^(x0+tjb).
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This is equivalent to

on T, and

Thus the minimum principle would be violated in contradiction to the
assumption, hence the functional — logd(

a

N^(x) is convex in D.

6.6. Summing up 6.4 and 6.5 : If D is a convex domain, then for
an arbitrary norm N {generating an equivalent topology) and for every
aeBr with | |α| | = l the functional — logdff£(x) is convex in D.

6.7. If D is convex, then —log d(^\x) is convex in D for an arbitrary
norm N (with equivalent topology).

This is an immediate consequence of 6.6 because —logd(^\x) is the
upper envelope of the family { — logdc

a^(x)} and the upper envelope of
a locally upper bounded family of convex functional is convex.

6.8. We now proceed to prove the converse of 6.7, and for this
purpose we show first':

Let D be a domain such that for one particular norm the functional
— \ogdψ\x) is convex. Then the following "Kontinuitatssatz" holds for
D:

Let {Sv} be a family of straight line segment, Tv their boundaries
and S 0 =limS v , 2 7

0 =limΓ v . Then {Sv}, Tv}, T0C.D implies SQCD.
v->v0 v->v0

The proof is analogous to the proof of 5.9 and 4.1.

6.9. If for a domain D the Kontinuitatssatz 6.8 holds, then D is
convex.

We have to show : Let xL, xz be two arbitrary points in D. Then
we can connect them by a straight line segment.

Since D is a domain, we can connect x1 and x2 by a continuous arc x(t).
Let #(())-=#! and x(l)=xim We connect x1 with x(t) by the straight line
segment. For small t the point x(t) is in a neighborhood of x1 and
therefore the connecting line segment in D. Now, there cannot be a
first line segment {xlf xfa)} such that for 0<Lt<^tλ the line segments
are in D, however {xl9 x(t-)} is not, because this would violate the
Kontinuitatssatz. Hence the line segment connecting x1 and x2 is in D,
hence D is convex.

6.10. Summing up the results of this section :
A domain D is convex if (hnd only if
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(a) — log d(^\x) is convex in D. This property is invariant with
respect to all topologically equivalent norms.

(b) — log dc

a

N£(x) is convex in D for all aeBr with ||α]| = l . This
property, too, is invariant with respect to all topologically equivalent
norms.

(c) The Kontinuitdtssatz 6.8 holds for D.

6.11. We add : D is convex if and only if the intersection of D
with any finite dimensional (two dimensional) linear submanifold of Br

is convex. This is obvious. We note further that most of the theorems
and analogies to complex convexity which for the finite dimensional case
are explicated in [8] are true for the infinite dimensional case also. The
reader will find it very easy to carry out the proofs himself.

7 Tube domains.

7.1. Let Bτ be a real Banach space. Then we can define a complex
Banach space by considering pairs of elements of Br:

Bc={xy y} , xeBr , yeBr ,

and by defining for complex scalars λ=σ+iτ the multiplication

λ(x, y) = (σχ — Ty

As usual, we will write (x, y)=x + iy. If | | | | r is the norm defined in
Br, then one defines

and one easily checks that the axioms are satisfied.

7.2. DEFINITION. Let Bc be a complex vector space and Bx and
By its " rea l " and "imaginary" components. Then a tube domain is a
domain that has the form

Tz={z\z=x + iy, xeX, yeBy} ,

where X is a domain in Bx called the basis of TΣ. (The notion of tube

domain was introduced in the finite dimensional case by Bochner-Martin

[6].)

7.3. Any functional f(z) holomorphic in a tube domain Tx is deter-
mined throughout Tx already by its values in the basis X of Tx.

Proof. Let us consider the analytic plane passing through the two
points
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z1=x0 and z.z-=xϋ + iy0 , xQeX, y0 arbitrary.

The parameter representation is

z^z^λ'(z2 — z1)=x0-hiλ'yQ=xQ-hλy0 .

Its intersection with the Bx is

This is a straight line passing through x0. On the intersection of this
straight line with X the values of f(z) are prescribed. Then f(z) is
determined on the whole plane strip

] /y I /y /γ» I Int <^& (>y* Λ— )ll \ C ~X X

|/O\/O *VQ ~T~ Λt/o> <->&• \«^0 ' Λ ί / 0 / c -^* j

by a classical theorem on functions of one complex variable.
The union of the analytic planes considered contains the whole tube

Tx, hence we conclude that f{z) is determined throughout Tx.

7.4. An upper semi-continuous functional V(z) defined in a tube
domain Tx that does not depend upon the imaginary part of z is a pluri-
subharmonic functional in Tx if and only if its restriction to the basis
X is a convex functional in X.

Proof. Let V(z) be plurisubharmonic. Then V(z) is subharmonic
on every analytic plane {z\z=zo+λa}. Then the Laplacian

λ = 0dλdλ

for every aeBc and zoeTx. (Taken in the sense of L. Schwartz.)
Let λ=a-\-iτ and a=c-\-id. Then

Now if V(z) does not depend upon y, then

Hence

For =0 it

dλdλ

follows

λa)

that

d2V(x0-σc)
dσ2

> 0
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and letting c=0 we obtain

This means however that V(x) is a convex function in X.
On the other hand, if V(x) is convex, then

^ 0 and
<x = 0

for every c, deBr, xoeX, and therefore

for every aeBc and zoeTx. Hence V(z) is subharmonic on every analytic
plane. V(z) is by assumption upper semi-continuous. Hence V(z) is
plurisubharmonic.

7.5. A tube domain Tx is pseudo-convex if and only if its basis X
is convex.

COROLLARY. A tube domain is pseudo-convex if and only if it is
convex.

Let Tx be pseudo-convex. Then — logdc?^(z) is plurisubharmonic and

it does not depend upon the imaginary part y. Then norm N generates
a norm N' in Bxy and the restriction of ~\ogdψ^(z) to X is equal to

— \ogdψ'\x). Hence — \ogdψ'\x) is convex, hence the domain X is
convex by Theorem 6.10. And passing through the conclusions in the
reverse direction we conclude conversely if X is convex, then Tx is
pseudo-convex.

Obviously Tx is convex if and only if X is convex. Hence follows
the corollary.

7.6. It can be shown that all holomorphic functionals can be con-
tinued into the "pseudo-convex envelope." In the case of our tube
domain Tx the pseudo-convex envelope is that tube that has the convex
envelope of X as its base.

This, however, we will study in a further paper.
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MINIMIZING INTEGRALS IN CERTAIN CLASSES OF

MONOTONE FUNCTIONS

H. D. BRUNK, G. M. EWING AND W. R. UTZ

l Introduction, This paper is concerned with the existence,
uniqueness and representation of minimizing functions. It includes
many results of [1] and [2]. Applications are discussed in [3].

The authors are indebted for various ideas to W. T. Reid with whom
Brunk and Ewing collaborated in a study [2] of a particular integral (1.4)
in the one-variable case. Also, the authors wish to acknowledge the
helpful suggestions of the referee.

Extension to n variables and to more general integrands is of inter-
est per se and is motivated by a variety of problems.

For example, let x (y) be the random variable, maximum dilution
(that is, unity minus concentration) of an insecticide / (J) which is lethal
to an insect from a given population. Then

φ, y)= Pr {x>x or y>y}

is the probability of death for an insect similtaneously dosed with re-
spective dilutions x, y of /, J . Moreover

(1.1) F(x, y)=l-p(x, 2/)=Pr {x<Lx and y<Ly} ,

is the probability of survival and is a distribution function [5; pp. 78,
260] hence p(x, y) is nonincreasing in each variable and for each point-
pair (x, y), (x\ y'),

(1.2) J2p=p(x', y')-p(%', v)-p(χ, y')+Φy y)<±0 .

For each of selected pairs (xi9 yό) let Δμtj insects be dosed and let atJ

denote the fraction of the sample which is killed. The maximum likeli-
hood estimate P(x, y) of φ, y) is that function, subject to the restric-
tions stated above, which maximizes the product

(1.3) Π Pifi^Kl-PtjY1-VΔ^ , Pij=φt, Vj) .

Equivalently, P(x, y) minimizes the integral

(1.4) -\\a\ogp+{l-a)\og{l-p)\dμ ,

in which μ describes the mass distribution consisting of masses Δμl3 at

Received December 5, 1955, and in revised form March 22, 1956. This research was
supported by the United States Air Force, through the Office of Scientific Research of the
Air Research and Development Command.
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the respective points (xf9 y}) and no mass elsewhere.
Other problems, for example, [3, p. 610] require only that the

function P(x, y) minimizing (1.4) be monotone in each variable and not
that it satisfy (1.2). As a further example of this type, suppose
that a(t), t=(t1, •••, tn), not necessarily monotone in any t\ is a given
approximation to θ(t) a function required to be monotone in each vari-
able. The least squares determination θ(t) of θ(t) minimizes the integral

2. Formulation and preliminary lemmas. Given a fixed positive
integer n and the space Rn with points £=(£\ , tn), let μ be a measure
defined on a Borel field £% of subsets of Rn which is totally finite, that
is, Rn e ^ μ{Rn) <C °°» &n(ϊ complete, that is, if A CEe & and μ(E)=0,
then A e ^ and /φ4)=0. The term measure will mean /^-measure un-
less otherwise specified, measurable set will mean a set in &? 9 and
measurable function a /^-measurable function. In particular μ can be a
finite Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure.

Let I be a fixed nondegenerate interval of extended real numbers
which includes its endpoints αl> — oo, b<Loo. Let .F(w, v) be an extended
real-valued function for u, vel subject to the following conditions.

(2.1) If a(t), d(t) with ranges in / are both measurable then so is
F[a(t)y θ(t)l

(2.2) For fixed u in /, either (i) F(u, v)=co for vφu, with F(u, u)<C °°
or (ii) F{u, v) is strictly decreasing (increasing) in v for a^v^Lu(μ<Lv<Li)
and right (left) continuous in v for a<^v<C.u{u<^v<^b). (See (5.3) to
(5.6) for examples.)

(2.3)

For fixed a{t) and arbitrary θ{t) with ranges in / and both measur-
able define

(2.4) J[θ]^F[a(t), θ(ϊ]dμ(t)-

Let M denote the class of all measurable functions θ(t) with ranges
in I such that J[θ] exists finite or infinite and such that θ(t) is non-
decreasing in each coordinate t% of ί. Define M* as M if n = l and, for
n > l , let ikί* consist of those 0(£) in M with the property that the
difference d*θ, defined as in (1.2) for each pair t\ tj, (with the other
variables fixed for each choice of i, j) shall be nonnegative in the com-
plement of the closure of the set on which θ(t)=oo or θ(t)= — oo. The
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principal problems of this paper to minimize J in M and in M*.
The methods apply, with suitable small changes, to problems like

that of § 1 in which (1.2) is required with <: instead of i> and in which
admissible functions are nonincreasing in the separate variables.

The relation tλ<Ct2 means that t\<^t\, i = l, , n while tx<11% means
that t\<Lt\ for each i. Given a point v consider intervals of the types
(t:t<dv) and (t:t<Lv). A measurable set L which is a union of inter-
vals of the first and (or) second of these types is termed a lower layer.
A measurable set L is then a lower layer if and only if v e L and t <1 v
imply teL. An upper layer U is similarly defined. The complement
L of a lower layer L is an upper layer. If L is not void the common
boundary of L and L is called a monotone graph. Given a lower layer
L and an upper layer U the measurable set UL=L—U is termed a
layer. For n=l, a layer is an interval of the reals which may be void,
degenerate or of positive length and, in the latter case, may include
either, neither, or both of its endpoints. The layer is the natural ex-
tension (for the purposes of this study) of the notion of interval. A
monotone graph is connected and is a layer but, for n > l , a layer need
not be connected.

LEMMA 2.1. Let €? denote the union of all open sets of measure 0.
Then μ((^p)=0 and given tφ έ?y every layer containing a neighborhood of
t has positive measure.

LEMMA 2.2. If θ{t) is measurable and monotone nondecreasing in
each variable t\ then the set of points t, for which θ(t) is on a given
finite or infinite interval of the reals, is a layer.

The proofs of these lemmas are easy.

LEMMA 2.3. If θ(t) is monotone nondecreasing in each variable t\
the discontinuities of θ{t) lie on a countable set of monotone graphs.

This result is Theorem 7 in [4].

LEMMA 2.4. A monotone graph is of Lebesgue measure 0.

Proof. The metric density is less than unity at each point of a
monotone graph. Alternatively, observe that a line with direction num-
bers (1, , 1) cuts a monotone graph in exactly one point and use
Fubini's Theorem.

3* Existence theorems* Denote the respective infima of J in M,
M* by γ, r*.
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LEMMA 3.1. // θ(t), q=l, 2, - -, is a sequence in M*, there exists
a subsequence θ*(t) of θq(t) and θ(t)eM* such that \imθ*(t)=θ(t) except
at most on two monotone graphs.

Theorem 3 of [4] establishes this result. The exceptional sets, de-
noted by A and Ω, are respectively boundaries of layers on which

==-ooJ o o .

LEMMA 3.2. If n=l, then any sequence in M=M* contains a sub-
sequence converging everywhere on R1 to a function θ(t) in M=M*.

Proof. If ^ = 1 each of the sets A, Ω is either void or consists of
a single point hence the sequence θ*(t) can be further refined to yield
convergence (possibly to oo or - ω ) everywhere on RL.

THEOREM 3.1. EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR M*. There exists a func-
tion Θ(t) in M* such that J[θ]=γ*.

Proof. Attention is confined to the nontrivial case r* < :». Let
θq(t) be a sequence in M* such that Km «/[#<,]=r*. By Lemma 3.1 we
may suppose that θq(t) converges, for te Rn — A\J Ω, to Θ(t)eM*. Let
0*00=lim inf θq(t), 0*(ί)=lim sup θq(t). Extend θ(t) to A \J Ω by the defi-
nition,

(3.1) θ(t)

= a(t) , if ΘJf) ̂  a(t) ̂  θ*(t) ,

=θ*(t), if

= 0*(ί), if cc(t)>θ*(t).

Clearly Θ(t) is measurable. One varifies that Θ(t) is in Λf*.
For fixed t, it follows from the definition of θ(t) and property (2.2)

of F that F[a(t), Θ(t)]^F[a(t), v] for θ*(t)^v<Lθ*(t). Since each
point of accumulation of the sequence θq(t) lies in the interval [#*(£),
0*(ί)] we have

Fla(t), Θ(t)] ̂  lim inf F\μ{t), 0β(ί)] .

From Fatou's Lemma [6, p. 113; 7, p. 167] it then follows that

J[Θ] = ̂ F[a(t), Θ(t)]dμ(t)^limmΐ ^F[a(t), θq(t)~\dμ(t)

hence J[Θ]=γ*.

THEOREM 3.2. EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR M. If n=l or 2 there
exists a function Θ(t) in M such that J[Θ]=γ.

Proof. If n=l the conclusion is contained in that of the preceding
theorem. For n=2, let θq(t) be a sequence in M such that lim J[βq\=γ,
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By Lemma 3.2 and the usual diagonalization process there exists a sub-
sequence converging at all points with at least one rational coordinate.

Define ΘJt), θ*(t) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 noting that
O*(t)=θ*(t) if t1 or f is rational. From the density of these points in
Rz, θ^(t) = θ*(t) at any point t at which both functions are continuous;
hence by Lemma 2.3 everywhere except on a countable set of monotone
graphs. Define Θ(t) on the space Rz as in (3.1).

If tx^t2φtly the segment with endpoints tl9 t% is cut by at least
one line on which t1 is rational or on which f is rational in a point t0.
One sees that

β(*i) ^θ*(ti) <0*(«oH0*(ίo) ̂ 0Jt%) ^Θ(t2)

hence that Θ is nondecreasing in tι and in t2 and is in M. The
proof can be completed by following that of Theorem 3.1.

The point t0 essential to the last proof need not exist for n^>2.
A function £(r), τ on a finite or infinite interval will be termed a

monotone nondecreasing vector-function if τ^>τx implies that t{τ^~^>.t{τ^.
If θ(t) is nondecreasing in each variable tι and t(τ) has the above pro-
perty, then θ[t(τ)] is nondecreasing in the real variable r. Monotone
nonincreasing vector-functions are similar. The graph of a monotone
vector-function is a monotone graph in the sense of § 2 only for certain
cases when n==l or 2.

In the following theorem we suppose the class of measurable sets
is contained in the class of Lebesgue measurable subsets of Rn. These
is then a Lebesgue decomposition [6, p. 134] of μ that is, μ is the
sum of a measure a absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure λ and a measure a singular with respect to λ. Thus if λ(E)=0,
then a(E)=0 and there is a decomposition of Rn into complementary

sets Ay A such that Λ(A) = Q and σ(Ά)=0.

THEOREM 3.3. EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR M. If μ=a-hσ is the
Lebesgue decomposition of the given measure μ, and if the mass in Rn

described by the singular part a all lies on the graphs of a counterable
set of monotone vector-functions, then there exists a function Θ(t) in M
such that J\Θ~\=γ.

This theorem applies in particular if σ describes a discrete mass
distribution or if μ is Lebesgue measure. The proof, along lines similar
to those followed in preceding theorems, is omitted.

4 Integrands generated by convex functions^ The class of problems
for which we are able to give more complete results in this section is
more restricted than that of § 3. We are moreover primarily interested
in cases in which the minimum of J in M is finite. It is convenient
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to introduce ~/// to denote the subset of M consisting of those θ in M
such that J[0]<oo. Results of this section are for the minimum pro-
blem in ^/// only.

Let / again denote a fixed nondegenerate interval of extended reals
which includes its endpoints a I> — oo and b <I oo. Let T(z) be a con-
tinuous convex function of the real variable z on the interior IQ of /.
The derivative T'(z) exists except on a countable subset of Io and it
seems convenient to extend T'{z) to Jo by assigning it the value of the
left derivative at each point of Jo, thereby making T'(z) left-continuous
on Io. The extended real-valued function F(u, v) is defined as follows :

(4.1) F(u, v) = T(u)~T(v)-(u-v)T/(v) , u,velo.

The right member of (4.1) has an obvious interpretation in terms of the
tangent to the graph of T(z). F{u, v) is extended to Ixl by the ad-
ditional definitions

(4.2) F(a, v)= lim F(u, v) , ve (α, 6) ,
u-*a

F(b, v) = limF(u, v) , ve (α, b) ,

F(u, a)= lim F(u, v) , ue (a, b~] ,

F(u, b) = lim F(u, v) , ^6 [α, δ) ,
v->b

One verifies that, for u, v e Io ,

(4.3) F(^, v)=f (z-u)dTf(z) , if M O ,
J [

{z-u)dTf{z), if ^ > ^ r

=0 if u = v .

Essentially such functions F generalizing the particular integrand
of [2] have been suggested independently by Reid.

Such functions F arise in connection with the applications (cf. ex-
amples in § 1, also [3], where exp{—F[g(x)f θ]} is the density function,
with respect to a measure, of a random variable whose distribution be-
longs to the exponential family). F as defined above is nonnegative,
and has properties (2.1) and (2.2) (except that F need not be right-
continuous in v for a<^v <^u and F is strictly monotone in v for v <In
and for v^>u only if T is strictly convex).

We again let t denote the generic point in Rn, let μ denote a totally
finite complete measure on the given Borel field ^ and let a(t) denote
a given integrable function with range in / such that T[a(t)] is inte-
grable. It follows that */[#]< <» when #(£) = #0? θ0 a constant in IQ, so
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that θ(t) = #0 e,
For a measurable subset A or RΛ we define

(4.4) J[θ ;A] = \ F[a(t), θ(t)]dμ(t) ,

(4.5) M{A)Λ a(t)dμ(t)lμ(A) , if
JA

THEOREM 4.1. Let v be a finite signed measure on the class of
measurable subsets of Rnj absolutely continuous with respect to μ. Then
there exist an upper layer P and a lower layer N such that

( i ) v{PL) > 0 for every lower layer L such that μ{PL) >> 0

(ii) P(UP)<L0 for every upper layer U;
(iii) v(UN)<C0 for every upper layer U such that μ(UN)^>0 ;

(iv) P(NL)^>0 for every lower layer L.

Proof. The proof is an adaptation of that of the Hahn-Jordan de-

composition theorem [6, p. 121] and will simply be sketched here in

broad outline. Let ^V denote the class (a class of sets having a non-

positive property) of lower layers L such that v(UL)<L0 for every upper

layer U. Choose a sequence of lower layers in <yy~ whose measures

approach β= sup μ(L) one readily verifies that their union, P, is a

maximal element of ^4r\ that is, P belongs to ^V and has measure β.

Thus the lower layer P has the nonpositive property (ii). It is possible

that the void set is the only element of ^Vl in which event P=φ. We

shall now show that P, the complement of P, has also the positive

property (i). Suppose the contrary. Then there is a lower layer T^P

such that v(PT)<L0, while / ι ( P T ) > 0 , so that TφΛ" (since P is max-

imal). Hence there is an upper layer U'CZP, UZ)T, such that v(Z7T)>0.

One may then determine an expanding sequence (as in the proof in [6],

pp. 121-122, of the existence of a Hahn decomposition) Uίf i-=l,2, •••,

of upper layers, contained in P and containing T, whose limit, 17*, has

a complement, ί7*, belonging to ^ 7 while

From the maximality of P it follows that ^(PC7*)=-0, whence P(PU*)=0.

On the other hand,
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so that i.(PT)>0, a contradiction. Thus P does indeed have the posi-
tive property (i). The determination of a lower layer N, possibly void,
with the desired properties follows similarly on the introduction of a
class & of upper layers U such that ρ(UL)^>0 for every lower layer L.
For each real x, define a lower layer Nx and an upper layer Px as the
lower and upper layers N and P given by Theorem 4.1 corresponding
to the signed measure

As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 applied to this signed measure, we
have for upper and lower layers U and L,

M(PXL) >α? if μ(PxL)>0,

(4.6) M(UPx)^x if μ(UPx)>0,

M(UNx)<x if μ(UNx)>0,

x if μ(NxL)>0,

LEMMA 4.1. If A is an index set and Ak, λeA, is a family of
measurable subsets of Rn such that μ(AλAo)=0 for Λsoφ λe A, then
μ(Aλ)=0 except for at most a countable subset of A.

Proof If the lemma is false then there is a positive number 6 and a
sequence of sets of the family {Aλ, λeA), each having measure greater
than e . It follows from the hypothesis

μ(AκAσ)=0 for ABσφλeA

that the usual technique of replacing the sets of a sequence by mutually
disjoint sets while preserving their union yields a sequence of disjoint
sets each having measure greater than e , so that their union has in-
finite measure, contradicting the property of μ of being totally finite.

COROLLARY 4.1. μ(PxNx)=0 far every real x and μ(NxPx)=0 for all
but a countable set of real numbers x.

Proof. If μ(PxNx)>0, the first and third relations (4.6) yield the
contradiction x<^x. It can be seen as follows that the second conclusion
is a consequence of Lemma 4.1. Since

NxPxf\NyPy(ZNyPxy

it follows that when # < y and μ{NyPx)>0, then y<LM(NyPx)<Lx, which
is a contradiction. It follows that
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for xφy.

It is convenient to determine the upper and lower layers Px and
Nx so that

(4.7) NXCPXC:NV for x<y (or Px^Ny^Py for x<y) ,

(4.8) Nx= U Ny , Px= \J Py .
y<χ y>χ

Let E denote the countable set consisting of reals r which are rational

or for which μ(NrPr)y>0. It can be shown that

m= w (Nr\jpr), Pϊ=υ n w n ^ ) ,

have properties (4.7) and (4.8) and that relations (4.6) hold with Ni,
P* in place of Nx, Px. We shall understand from here on that this
replacement has been made, but shall omit the asterisks.

Let us define Θ{t) as the infimum of those x such that te Pχm

LEMMA 4.2.

(4.9) @{t)>x if and only if tePx .

(4.10) Θ(t)<x if and only if teNx .

(4.11) Θ(t)=x if and only if te(NxPx) .

(4.12)

Proof of (4.9). From its definition, Θ{t) <Lxiίt$Px. If θ(t)=xQ > x,

then tePy for y<x0; hence te \J Py=Px .
y>x

Proof of (4.10). If tφNx, then tePy for each ?/<a;; hence

θ(t)= i

If teNx=\JNy, there exists yQ<x such that teNy for y^>yQ; hence

tePy for y>y0; hence

Θ(t)= inf y<LyQ<Cx .

Relation (4.11) follows from (4.9) and (4.10).
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Proof of (4.12). Set Θτ{t)= sup#. Arguments similar to the above
N

show that Θλ{t) satisfies (4.9), (4.10), (4.11); hence that 9(t) = 91(t).
We remark that, for θ e

M{t: 9(t)^z<θ(t)} ^z, M{t: 9(t)^z> θ(t)} ^

provided that the measures of these sets are positive. Each strict in-
equality between z and θ(t) in these statements may be replaced by the
corresponding weak inequality.

L E M M A 4.3. If θ(t) e ^ ^ , if E is a measurable set, if an is a sequence

of real numbers strictly decreasing to a (bn a sequence strictly increasing

to δ), if θn(t)=msx[θ(t), αw] (min[0(ί), &„]), then Θn(t)e^/S, n=l9 2, •••,

and \imJ[θn) E]=J[Θ; E~\.

Proof We recall that the function of t assuming the constant value
an is in /̂f, and that, as a function of v, F(u, v) is nondecreasing for
v^>u and nonincreasing for v<^u. Since

<L θn(t) ^ θλ{t)= max [θ(t), α j ,

we have

{F{a{t), θ(t)l F{a{t), θτ(t)]}

^ m a x {F[a{t), θ(t)], F[a(t), αx]} .

The functions F[a(t), θ(ty], F[a(t), α j are integrable so then is the
function max {F[cc(t), θ(t)], F[a(t), a,]}. Also

n(t) = m, UmFla(t), θn(t)]=F[a(t), θ(t)] ,

and by the dominated convergence theorem, l imJ[# w ; E]=J[Θ;E].

LEMMA 4.4. Given θf, θ" e ^zf, let

E={t: θ'(t)<θ"(t)} and E(z)={t: θ\t)^z<β"(t)} .

Then

J[β"\ E]-J[θ>; E]=\ {z~MlE(z)]}μ[E(z)]dT(z) .
J Co, 6)

Proof Let an and bn, 92=1,2, •••, be sequences strictly decreasing
and increasing to the endpoints a and b of / repectively. Set

θ'n(t)= max [<?'(*), aj , and #;'(*)= min [^'(ί), bn] ,

w==l, 2, . We have
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J[θ: E-\-JWn E]= \ {F[a(t) <?;'(ί)]-F[α(*) θ'n(t)]}dμ

=*[ dμ[ [z~a{ί)]dT\z) .

For fixed n> set

Both z and a(t) are integrable over A with respect to the product
measure (dμxdTf), so that Fubini's Theorem permits a change in the
order of integration. We have that

J [ C ; Eϊ-Jψn E] = \ dT\z) \ [z-a(t)]dμ

Applying Lemma 4.3 and taking limits as n -> OD we obtain the desired
conclusion.

THEOREM 4.2. $(£) minimizes J in ^//.

Proof. For θ(t) in ^T, set

B^{t: θ(t)<θ(t)} ,

BΛ={t: Θ(t)>θ(t)} ,

Then

and similarly for J\ff\. We have J[θ; β 3 ]~J[0; S3] = 0. In Lemma 4.4
set θ=θ', θ = θff so that E becomes Bγ and E(z) becomes that set
{t: θ(t)<Lz<CΘ(t)}. From Lemma 4.2 (see remark preceding Lemma
4.3) it follows that M[E(z)]<Lz if μ[E(z)]>0; hence from Lemma 4.4
that

(4.13)

Now set θ=θ"', θ=θr in Lemma 4.4 and then E=B2 and

Again, from Lemma 4.2, M[E(z)]^>z if μ{E{z)~\y> 0 hence, from Lemma
4.4,
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(4.14) J[θ; £ 2 ] - J [ 6 > ; £ 2 ] ^ 0 .

Adding (4.13) and (4.14) we find that J[ff\-e/[0]I>O, completing the
proof.

By (4.11), the minimizing function θ(t) assumes a given value x on

the layer NXPX. In calculating for specific examples it is useful to ob-

serve as a consequence of equations (4.6) that if μ(iV xP x)>0 then NXPX

is the maximal layer among layers NJL over which the mean is minimal:

M(NJPx)=x^M(NxL)

if μ(NxL)>0; while if NXL^NXPX and if M(NXL)=M(NXPX), then NXL

and NXPX differ by a set of measure 0. Similarly NXPX is the maximal

layer among layers UPX over which the integral mean of a(t) is maximal.

We term the subset of a neighborhood of a point tQ consisting of

points t^>tQj an upper neighborhood of tQ and the subset consisting of

points t<^t0, a lower neighborhood of tQ. Let & denote the set of

points each of which has an upper or a lower neighborhood in ^ (de-

fined in Lemma 2.1);

THEOREM 4.3. REPRESENTATION THEOREM. If, given ε > 0 , we have
μ(UNc+s)^>0 for every upper layer U containing a given point tϋy and

for every lower layer L containing to, where c=Θ(t0), then

(4.15) β(ίo)= sup inf M(UL) ,

(4.16) Θ(to)= inf supM(C/L) ,
L3t0 σBt0

(4.17J Θ(to)= sup inf M(UL)
U 9«o L

(4.18) 0(*oH inf

L

LBt0

In particular (4.15), , (4.18) hold if t0 is a mass point of μ or if U is
a point of continuity of Θ(t) not in 3ϊ.

We note that the measure of έ? is 0, and that the Lebesgue meas-
ure of 22-6? is 0. Further, since <9(z)e^f, its discontinuities lie on a
countable set of monotone graphs (Lemma 2.3.). Theorem 4.3 thus gives
almost everywhere representations of θ(t), provided that μ is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, or provided that the
Lebesgue singular part of μ concentrates its mass at a countable number
of mass points. In general, these representations need not be valid almost
everywhere.
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Proof of (4.15) and (4.17). Given U3t0 and given ε > 0 , then
μ(UNe+2)>0 by hypothesis, so that by (4.6), M(t/iVc+ε) < c + ε. Hence

if Us to,(4.19)

and also

(4.20)

inf M(UL)^c

inf M(UL)^c if 179£0.

Further, if μ(NcL)>0, then by (4.6), M(NcL)^c. But NcBt09 and
hence relations (4.15) and (4.17) follow respectively from (4.19) and
(4.20).

Relations (4.16) and (4.18) may be proved similarly.
We note that under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, if a(t) is mono-

tone nonincreasing in each argument, then the constant function

minimizes J in M and also in Λf*. If a(t) is in the class M(M*) then
clearly $(£) = α(£) minimizes J in M(M*), even under the less restrictive
conditions of F in §§ 2 and 3.

5- Uniqueness theorems* By the relation θ(t) ~ θ(f), we mean that
equality holds almost everywhere.

THEOREM 5.1. Under the conditions of § 4, if T(z) is strictly convex
(that is, T'(z) is strictly increasing) on IQ and if θ(t) and Θ(t) both mini-
mize J in ^tf, then θ(t)^

Proof. The set {t: θ(t) φ Θ(t)} is the union over all rationals r,

It suffices to prove that each of these sets has measure zero. Suppose
there is an r0 such that μ{t: Θ{t)<Ln<^θ(t)} > 0 . Then there exists
z± such that, for r0 < z O i , μ {t: θ(t) <Lz<C θ(t)} > 0. As a consequence
of Corollary 4.1, μ{t: Θ(t)=z}=0 for all but a countable set of z, hence

M{t: Θ(t)<z<:θ(t)}=M{t: θ(t)<z<θ(t)} <z

except for a countable set of z between r0 and z1. It follows from
Lemma 4.4 that

J{θ SJ > J[θ SJ , fix- {t: θ(t) < θ{t)} .

Similarly, if
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μ{f. θ(t)^

then

J[θ; B^yj[Θ; SJ , B.λ={t: θ(t)>β(t)}

and hence J [ 0 ] > J[0], contradicting the hypothesis that </[#]=*
If Tr{z) is not strictly increasing on / the above conclusion need

not hold. For example if 0 is interior to / and T(z)==0 or z according
as z <I 0 or > 0, then if θ(t) minimizes J, any distinct admissible func-
tion θ(t), agreeing everywhere in sign with Θ(t), also minimizes J.

The next theorem applies either to problems covered by § 3 or to
problems based on an integrand (4.1), and to both the minimum problems
in M and in Λf *.

If Θ(t) and θ(ί) are both in M or both in M*, then

is in M (M*) for O ^ z ^ l . Setting^{z)=J\βz~\ we find that

(5.1) JΓ"(z) = \(θ-θγFM(ct, θz)dμ ,

provided the formal differentiation is valid. Moreover if θ minimizes J
in M (Λf*), if ^ ' ( 0 ) exists, and if Taylor's formula is applicable, then

(5.2)

THEOREM 5.2. If (5.1) and (5.2) are valid, if, for each z on the
unit interval FVΌ[a(t), θz(t)] is positive for almost all ty and if β{t) and
Θ(t) both minimize J in M or both minimize J in M*, then θ{t)^Θ{t).

The last two theorems apply in particular to integrands given by
(4.1) and (4.2) in terms of any one of the convex functions

(5.3) T(z)=z\ogz + (l-z)\og(l-z), seJ 0 =(0,1) ,

(5.4) T(z)=# , zeIQ=(-co, oo),

(5.5) T(z)=z-lo%z, ze Jβ=(0, oo) ,

(5.6) T(z)=zlogz, ze I0=(0, oo) .

Applications of these examples in mathematical statistics are discussed
in [3]. Each of these examples is covered by the hypotheses of § 3 and
of § 4. It is easy to find suitable sufficient conditions for the validity
of (5.1) and (5.2) in each case.
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UNIQUENESS THEORY FOR ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS

IN GENERAL REGIONS

PHILIP DAVIS

1. Introduction. Let D be a simply connected region with an
analytic boundary C. Assume that 2=0 is an interior point while z=l
lies on the boundary. We assume further that the tangent to C at
z==l is not parallel to the real axis. In this case, we shall be able to
fit into D small angles Γ placed symmetrically about the real axis and
with vertex at z==l. These angles will be of the form —δ<LΘ<Lδ or
π—δ<LΘ<^π + δ, <5>0, depending upon the location of z=1. For a given
f(z) regular in D, we consider the following limits defined recursively

αo= lim f(z)

(1) Ox-Kmfc-lΠ/W-αJ

α2= lim (z-i

If each limit in (1) exists and is independent of the manner in which
z->l through values in some angle Γ, then f(z) is said to possess an
asymptotic expansion at z=l in the sense of Poincare, and this is in-
dicated by writing

(2 ) f(z) ~ V, a (z—l)n

We shall designate by A(=A(D)) the linear class of functions which are
regular in D and which possess asymptotic expansions at 2=1 in the
sense of Poincare. The angle Γ in which (1) is valid may depend upon
the particular f e A selected.

Uniqueness theory is concerned with distinguishing nontrivial sub-

classes of A within which the expansion Σα Λ (s—l) n determines the

corresponding function uniquely. Write for the remainder

( 3) Rn(z)=f(z)-ao-θi(z-ΐ) αn-xίs-l)"-1,

and consider the ratios

Received January 6, 1956. The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Office
of Scientific Research and Development of the Air Research and Development Command,
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(4) fn{z) = (z-l)-nRn{z) (n=l, 2, •••), / o = /

For / e A, the functions fn(z) are regular in D and are bounded as
z->l in Γ. For a given sequence of positive quantities {mn}, we con-
sider the subset A(mn) of A consisting of those functions which satisfy
in addition

(5) \\fnf<Mknml (^=0, 1,2,...)

for some Λf>0, &>>0. Here || || designates some conveniently chosen
norm. The constants M and k may vary from function to function
within the class. With the selection

(6) II/IH max |/(z)|,
ZED

it has been shown by Watson [1] and F. Nevanlinna [5] that when D
is a sector, we may produce uniqueness classes by restricting the growth
of the sequence {mn} sufficiently. When D is the unit circle, T.
Carleman [2] has given necessary and sufficient conditions on {mj in
order that the resulting subclass A(mn) be a uniqueness class. At the
same time Carleman raises the problem of giving necessary and suffici-
ent conditions in the case of a more general region D. This problem
(with the norm (6)) has been known in the literature at the generalized
problem of Watson. It has been treated by Mandelbrojt and MacLane
[3] using the theory of distortion in conformal mapping. See also Meili
[4]. In the present paper, we adopt the norm

( 7 )

and show how it is possible to combine Carleman's idea of introducing
an appropriate minimum problem with the techniques afforded by the
theory of conformal kernel functions to arrive at a solution to this
general problem. The class A(mn) will henceforth refer to the norm
(7). Thus the question which we are treating may be worded as fol-
lows: What are necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence of
constants {mn} in order that

( 8 ) \\fnt

f
JO (z-l)n

determine f(z) uniquely from the asymptotic coefficients aa .

2 Preliminary observations. We must first explain the sense in
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which we shall understand the expression

ί \f(z)\2ds
JO

when f(z) is regular in D but not necessarily in its closure. Let w
=m(z) map D conformally onto the unit circle with m(0)=0 and m(l)
= 1. The images of \w\=r will be designated by Cr, 0 < r < l . It is
well known that the set of functions

(9) φn^^^jΞ^l ίm{z)γ ( ^ 0 , 1,2,...)

is complete and orthonormal over each Cr, 0<^<Cl, relative to the
inner product

Suppose then that we are given a function f(z) which is regular in D.
Then for any fixed 0 < r < l , f(z) is continuous on Cr. Hence we can
write

(10) f(z)-±anφn(z)
ίi=0

holding uniformly and absolutely in the interior of Cr. The coefficients
an are given by

(11) «» = ( f(z)ΦMd* ( w = 0 , 1, •••)•
Jor

Hence, for r* <V, we have from (9) and (10),

(12)

This equation tells us that

( \f(z)\2ds

is an increasing function of r* and hence

lim \ \f(z)fds

exists (or equals -f oo). For f{z) regular in D we shall therefore agree
that
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\f{z)γds

LEMMA. Given an arbitrary sequence of positive constants {mn} the
class .A(mΛ) is not a uniqueness class for asymptotic expansions at 2=1 if
and only if there exists an fφO regular in D and constants

0, for which

(13) (w=0, 1,2, •••)•

Proof. If A(mn) is not a uniqueness class, there will exist two func-
tions g(z), y(z)e A{mn), gφh, possessing the same asymptotic expansion,

say ΣαB(z—1)", and satisfying

(14)

ί.

Φ) - Σ at(z-

Hz) -

(n=0, 1, -••)

with kι<Lk2. Therefore, by Minkowski's inequality,

(15) ί. g(z)-h{z) ds < (M[i2k112+Ml'2k%l2f ml

so that g—h does not vanish identically and satisfies (13) with M=(M\lz

Y and k=h1.
Conversely, let fφO satisfy (13). We shall show that (13) implies

(16) lim
(z-lf

(w=0, 1, 2, •••)

as z->l through values in some angle Γ. Assuming, for the moment,
that this is so, (16) and (1) imply that

(17) f(z)

That is, f(z) possesses an identically zero asymptotic expansion at 2=1.
Furthermore fn=f(z)(z-l)-n, so that (13) implies that f e A(mn). Thus,
A(mn) is not a uniqueness class for asymptotic expansions at z=l.
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We show now that (13) implies (16). Given any g(z) regular in D.
Select any 0 < r < l . We have from (9), (10), (11), and the Schwarz
inequality

(18) (z,z)\ \g(z)\2ds,

for all z interior to Cr. KOr is the so-called Szego kernel function for
Cr whose explicit expression is (Szego [6], Bergman [1])

(19)
ΰr(z, Z)=

2πr2—\

Writing f(z)l(z—l)n in place of g(z) in (18), and using (13) and the
monotonicity with r of

[ l/(*)lfώ,

we find for j <I n and z interior to Cr,

f(z)(20)

For each z in D we select an r=r(z)=|m(z)| + ε(
fined by

(21) e ( 2 )=J_(i- | m ( z) | ) .

(«=0, 1, 2,

where ε(z) is de-

Thus,

(22) limε(z)=0.

Here, z-+l through values in D. From (20), (21), and

(23) f(z) |
{z-\y\

\(z- lf-
2π

\m'{z)\Mknml

4π\m(z)\ε(z)

We are now ready to consider the limit of (23) as z-*l. First consider

(24) ^ _ l τ J ! ^ _ 1 (i + W ί ) | )-χ&d«ff l . .
\z—l\ 2\z—l\ 2 \z—l\

Since m{z) is by assumption analytic at 2=1, we have in a neighbor-
hood of z = l ,
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(25) m(z)=l + (z-l)R(z),

where R(z) is analytic there. Note that R(l)=mf(l)φ0, and write
R(z)=σ(z)eiaCt\ a(z)>0. We have <τ(l)=£0 and α(l)^τr/2, 3τr/2, inas-
much as the tangent to C at z=l is assumed not parallel to the real
axis. Furthermore, write z=l + peiθ. Then, from (25),

(26) 1 - l^M! a=

ϊ s ϊ | \z-l\ \z-l\

= -2σ(z) cos (0 + α(s))- \z-l\\R(zW .

If s->l through some angle Γ: — δ<gθ<Lδ or π — δ <L,Θ <L π + δ, then,
since a(l)^πj29 3π /2, it follows from the above that for δ sufficiently
small, the expression (26) will be bounded away from 0. In view of
(24) we will have

(27) &L
|2-H =

for z in some Γ. From (23), we have,

/(*) 2

(28)

Thus, for 2n-2j-l>l it is now clear from (28) and (27) that

For each j considered we need only use an n^>j + l. This completes
the proof of the lemma.

3 The uniqueness theorem.

THEOREM. Given an arbitrary sequence of positive constants mn.
The class A{mn) is a uniqueness class for asymptotic expansions at z=l
if and only if for all

(20) lim sup [ log { Σ — v |(s-l)n-*l2k9- log\m(z)\ds=^ .
n->°o jσ i fc=o mi )on

Here dldn designates normal differentiation in the positive sense.
The above statement is equivalent to saying that A{mn) is not a

uniqueness class if and only if there exists a £>>0 and a i Γ > 0 such
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that

(30) \ogMz)\d8<K, =0, 1, 2,

ΐΓ may depend upon ί, but is independent of n.
In view of the lemma of the preceding section, we shall prove that

(30) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an f(z)
φθ, and M, and a k which satisfy (13).

Consider the following sequence of integrals

(31) /«(/)=£
mk JO (z- 1)'

ds;

Σ

where we have written

(32) k=0, 1,

We can also write (31) in the form

{oό) in\Jj — --,—---—

I («-i) Λ I
where pjz) is an analytic function which is regular in D, continuous on
C and is such that

(34) = \ Σ , for z on C.

We shall show below how a pn(z) may be constructed which has these
properties and has, in addition, the property that

(35) for z in D.

Let n be fixed, and consider the following minimum problem Pn. De-
termine that function f(z) regular in D with /(0) = l and such that

(36) In(f)=minimum.

This problem can be solved by passing to a related problem Pn

f. De-
termine that function g(z) regular in D with g(0)=l and such that

(37) |] g f=minimum

The solution of the problem P'n is given by the function (see, for ex-
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ample Szegδ [6], Bergman [1])

(38) 9*(z)=KAz, O)IKD(O, 0)

where KD{z, w) is the Szego kernel function of the region D. The mini-
mum value of the integral (37) is 1/^(0, 0). If we write

(39) /„(/)=\Pn(0)|21!-P»tyfty f
ΨK \\p(0

we see, in view of (35) that the function pn(z)f(z)lpn(0)(l — z)n can play
the role of g(z) in the problem P'n. The minimizing function / * of the
problem Pn is therefore

(40) f*iz)^^ψ
pn(z)Kj£0, 0)

and the minimum value of the integral is

We now assert: a necessary and sufficient condition in order that
there exist an f(z)φθ and constants ikf>0, &>() such that

(42) ifll-lr^JKMk-ml ( n = 0 , 1, •••)

is that there exists a ί > 0 and a i f > 0 such that

(43) In{ft)^K 72=0,1,2,. . . .

Referring to (41), this is equivalent to asserting that there exist a
t ^> 0 and a Kf such that

(44) \pn(0)\^K' n=Q, 1, 2, . . . .

We can prove this as follows. Suppose first that q(z) is such that
(42) holds for it. This function q{z) may have a zero of the pth order
at 3=0. The function f(z)=q(z)lzv is then regular in D and is such
that /(0)τ^0. Now,

(45)

ί=4
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provided we select 0 < t <C 1/&. Here d designates the minimum distance
from z=Q to C. Now since

(46)
M

!dH7(0)ϊ2(ϊ-W'
( n - 0 , 1 ,

then (43) is satisfied with K equal to the right hand constant in (46).
Conversely, suppose that there exists a ί > 0 and K^>0 such that

(43) holds. Then from (31),

(47)
n +k

Σ ml

In particular, taking the first term of (47) we obtain

1 n(48)

Hence we have

(49)

ml

| / ί | < const.

ι=0, 1, 2,

ι~-V, I, ώ,

ι=0f 1, 2,

The inequalities (49) imply that the sequence of minimizing functions
{/*} form a normal family and therefore there exist indices nlt 9%,
such that ftk-*F(z) uniformly in any closed region interior to D.
Again, using (47) we have, for fixed j and for all

(50)
m]

Now for any 0 < / o < l > w e ^ a v e

v01/ 11/« lu: ds ,

so that from (50) and (51),

(52)
(2-1)

(k=0, 1, 2, . . . ) •

Let n take on the values nt in (52) and let j be fixed. Then since
f*(z)-^F(z) uniformly in and on Cp,

(53) f
jo,,

J
(2-iyj

This result is independent of p and hence we may allow./£>-*•!. Thus,
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(54) L F{z)
(z-iy

ds 0 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . )

Since obviously F(0)=l, we have exhibited in F(z) a function regular
in Z), which does not vanish identically, a constant M(=K) and a con-
stant k(=t-1) for which (42) holds.

It remains to construct pn(z), to show that it does not vanish, and
to compute ρn(0). Designate by tn(z) the positive function

(55)
1/2

defined on C. Now logtn(z) is continuous on C and hence

(56) un(z)=-}-\ logίn(

where g(z, w) is the Green's function for D, is harmonic in D and as-
sumes on C the boundary values log tn(z). Designate by vn the harmonic
conjugate of un. Then un(z) + ivn(z) is regular and single valued in D,
as is

(57) pn(z)=exp [un(z) -f wn(s)].

Now, \pn(z)\=eun, so that on C, \pn(z)\=tn(z). Furthermore pn(z)y^09 as
is clear from (57). Thus we may use pn(z)==pn(z). The condition (44)
then becomes: there exists a ί > 0 and a K'y>0 such that

(58) uM^K'

Finally, using the representation

(n-

(59) g(z9 w)=\og
. — m(z)m(w)

with z==0 in (56), we obtain the stated condition (29).

4 Concluding remarks. Norms other than (6) might be contem-
plated. In particular, we might have used

(60)

However (60) has the disadvantage that the solution of the correspond-
ing minimum problem Pn can not be so elegantly expressed in terms of
an analytic function pn(z) and so the role of the sequence {mn} is not
immediately evident as with (29).
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ON THE LEAST PRIMITIVE ROOT OF A PRIME

PAUL ERDOS AND HAROLD N. SHAPIRO

1. Introduction. The problem of estimating the least positive
primitive root g(p) of a prime p seems to have been first considered by
Vinogradov. His first result was [4, v. 2 part 7 chap. 14]

(1.1) g(p)^2™pιl2logp,

where m denotes the number of distinct prime factors of p-1. In 1930,
[6], he improved this to

(1.2) \

where φ(n) is the Euler φ-function. Next, in 1942, Hua [3] improved
this to

(1.3)

and obtained also, for the primitive root of least absolute value, h(p),

(1.4) \h{p)\<2mp112.

Lastly, Erdos [2] proved that for p sufficiently large

(1.5)

This last result, of course, is not directly comparable with the
others, giving better results for some primes and worse results for
others.

In any event, all of the results are very weak (as is evidenced by
a glance at tables of primitive roots [1]) in relationship to the conjec-
ture that the true order of g(p) is about log p. In this connection,
Pillai [5] has proved

(1.6) g(p)>loglogp

for infinitely many p.
In this note we shall give a very simple way of handling character

sums, which not only yields (1.3) and (1.4) but allows a small improve-
ment of these results; for example

(1.7) g(p)=0(mcp112) , (c a constant).

Received March 12, 1956.
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2 A lemma concerning character sums* We consider first an in-
equality for certain character sums on which our later estimates will
depend. Let S and T be any two sets of integers, such that modulo a
given prime p, no two integers of S are congruent, and no two integers
of T are congruent. Denote by N(S), N(T) the number of integers in
S and T respectively. We have

LEMMA. For χ a non-principal character modulo p,

(2.1) Σ X(u + v)
ues
υeτ

Proof. Set

It is well known that \τ(χ)\=p112, for χ a non-principal character. Also,

From this we get

r(χ) Σ
ues

Σ Σ
ues h=i

Then taking absolute values and using Schwarz's inequality

But

p11

ues
veT

P

V
Λ = l

ues v>eτ

•±
|2\ 1/2| 2 \

Σ Jl

es

p

= Σ Σ
u^es h=i

Similarly

p

Σ -PN(T),
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and the lemma follows immediately.

3 Another proof of Hua's result. By way of illustrating the
manner in which the above lemma is to be applied we give here another
proof of (1.3). It is well known that if t is not a primitive root modulo
p then

Σ

where o(χ)=d denotes that the inner summation is taken over all
characters of order d.

Now if x + l~g{p), the smallest positive primitive root mod p, we
see that P(£)=0, 1 <!£<:#. Thus let S=T denote the set of integers
1, 2, , |>/2]; we have

= Σ ξ& Σ Σ,x(u+v)
&\i ώ(d) c%}=d ues

=[xl2f+ Σ

Applying the lemma, this gives

or

Since 2[xj2] + 2>:x + l=g(p) this yields

g(p) ^2m+1pll2

which is Hua's result (1.3).
Similarly, if in the above argument we use for S=T the set of

nonzero integers —[x/2], ••• , [a?/2] where x-hl=\h(p)\, we are led im-
mediately to the result (1.4).

4* A small improvement in the estimate. The facility with which
the lemma of § 2 enables us to handle the relevant character sums
makes possible an improvement of the estimates for g(p) and h(p). We
consider only the case of g(p), since a similar estimate for h(p) then
follows automatically.

Let Fx(d) denote the number of integers among

u + v, l^%^[a?/2], l ^ ^ ^ f e / 2 ]
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such that u + v is a dth power residue modulo p. Then, letting S de-
note the set of integers 1, 2, , [#/2], we have

[α;/2]+
d d

Applying the lemma of § 2 we obtain

(4.1) x^

Σ
ί

If we let N(x) denote the numbers among the

u + v, ueS, veS

which are primitive roots modulo p, it is easily seen that

(4.2) N(x)= Σ μ(d)FJd).
a\
Σ

a\p-\
Applying Brun's method to (4.2), in conjunction with (4.1), in order to
make a lower estimate for N(x), one obtains

— Σ ^dt
4 aip-i d

or

(4.3) N(x) > * ( ? — ^ ^ + O(mcpll2x).
iP—1 4

Thus if we take x-h l=g(p), N(x) = 0 and (4.3) yields

(4.4) a?

Finally since

(where ^ denotes the ith prime), (4.4) gives

and hence
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which is the desired result.
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REGULAR REGIONS FOR THE HEAT EQUATION

W. FULKS

l Introduction* Let R be a region (open connected set) in the
plane or in space (x=[xu x^i or x=[xu x2, xd~\). We will say that R is a
regular region for Laplace's equation

(1) M=0

if the Dirichlet problem for R always has a solution for continuous
data. By this we mean: given a function ψ(ζ)eC (that is, continuous)
for ξ e B, the boundary of R, there is a unique function u(x) e C for

xeR=R\JB, for which

Jw=0 xeR,

We will further say that R is regular for the heat equation

(2) Δu=ut

if the "Dirichlet problem" for the heat equation has a solution for
continuous data, that is, if for each

Φ(x) eC xeR

and

ψ{ξ, t)eC ξeB, t^O

where

there is a unique function u(x, t)eC, for xeR, £ i> 0 for which

Δu=ut xeR, t^>0

u(x, 0)=φ(x) xeR

u(ξ, t)=φ(ξ, t) ξeB, ί^O.

Tychonoff [4] has shown that if R is bounded and regular for

Received September 15, 1955. In revised form February 24, 1956. The work on this
paper was performed under sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, Contract Nonr-710
(16); (NR 043 041).
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Laplace's equation, then it is regular for the heat equation and con-
versely. We give here a new proof that regularity for Laplace's equa-
tion implies regularity for the heat equation.

2 The work of Tychonoff* In the first half of the memoir cited
above, Tychonoff proves the following three theorems.

A. Each bounded region which is a regular region for the heat
equation is also regular for Laplace's equation.

B. Each bounded regular region for the equation Δu=λu for a certain

λ^>0 is also regular for the equation Δu^λu for arbitrary Λi>0.
C. Each bounded region which is regular for all the equations Δu

= λu for Λ2>Λ0 is also regular for the heat equation.
This cycle of theorems shows the equivalence of regular regions

for the equations Δu=0, Δu=λu (Λl>0), and Δu=ut.
In the proof of B Tychonoff observes that the solution of the

boundary value problems

Δu — λu=0 xeR

u(ξ)=ψ(ξ) ξeB

is equivalent to the solution of the integral equations

u=(λ—Ί)\ G(x, y)u(y)dy-hw(x)
JR

where G is Green's function for the region R for the equation Δu=λu,
and w(x) is the solution to the problem

Δw — λw=0 xeR

The existence of both w and G are guaranteed by the assumption that
R is regular for Δu=λu. He then deduces, via the Hilbert-Schmidt
theory, that the desired solutions of the integral equations exist and
hence these solve the boundary value problems.

However, in establishing C, he forsakes his integral equation
methods and bases his argument on a refinement of a differential-dif-
ference method due to Rothe [2].

We may note that to complete the cycle of theorems it is sufficient
to prove that if R is regular for Δu=0 it is regular for Δu=ut, and
we give here a proof of this result using a modification of the integral
equation argument mentioned above.

In our argument we will use the following theorem which was indi-
cated in a footnote in the paper by Tychonoff. For the sake of com-
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pleteness we present the proof.
D. Let R be a regular region for Δu=0, and let ψ{ξ, t) be defined

on B and be k times differentiable with respect to t, 0 <I £ < T <; OD , and
let ψ and each of its k derivatives respect to t be continuous for ξ e B,
0 <i t < T. Further, let u(x, t) be the solution to the problem

Δu(x, t)=0 xeR

u(ξ, t)=ψ{ξ, t), ξeB, 0^t<T.

Then u(x, t) has k continuous derivatives with respect to t and

dJu

solves the problem

y t)=0 xe R

Proof, Choose tQf 0 ̂  tQ < T. By the maximum and minimum princi-
ples for harmonic functions

\u(x, t)~u(x, ίo)|^max|^(f, t)-ψ{ξ, U)\ .

But by the uniform continuity of φ(ξ, t) for ξ eB, and έ in a (suffici-
ently small) closed t interval about tQ, this maximum tends to zero as t
tends toward tQ. So that u(x, t) is continuous in t.

Since R is a regular region for Δu==0 there is a solution to the problem

Δv(x, £)=0 xeR

v(ξ, £)= φ{ξ, t), ξeB,

Then

u(x, t) — uyjOy LQ) / ,\

t-ta

by the same argument used above. But

t-t0

t)-Φ{ξ, to)_dφ( f ί .>
i~^ dt

{ξ't{ξ))'

where t(ξ) lies between t and t0. Again by the uniform continuity of
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-~-(ξ,,t) this maximum vanishes as t tends toward t0. Hence u(x, t) is

differentiate with respect to t and this derivative attains the continu-

ous boundary data -̂ -(f, t). Hence by the first part of the proof
Ob

u(x, t) is continuous in t. By iterating this argument k times the
dt
proof is completed.

We will need the following, also taken from Tychonoff.
E. Let R be bounded and regular for Au=0, and let G(x, y) be the

Green's function for this equation and this region:

(llog^--g(x,y) n=~2
2π rxy

G(χ, y)=
1 1

—g(χ, y) n^s
^4ττ rxy

where g(x, y) is the solution to the problem

•(x,y)=0 xeR, yeR

ξeB, yeR, n=2
zπ r^y

r, y)=
I 1 1

ξeB, yeR, n=S .

Then G(x, y)=G(yy x), xeR, yeR.

Proof Let R3 be a sequence of regions, R3 Ci2 j+1C-R, which tend
to R with the property that the corresponding boundaries Bό are sur-
faces having continuous curvature and such that the distance from each
point on Bό to B is not greater than dό where the sequence d5 -> 0 as
j -+ oo. For such a construction see Kellog [1].

Let Gj(x, y) be the Green's function for R3. Under the hypotheses
on Rj it is well known that Gj(x, y) is symmetric (see Tamarkin and
Feller [3]). It is therefore sufficient to prove that

lim Gj{x, y)=G{xy y) .
j

To this end we note that G^>0: since it vanishes on B and is
large and positive near the pole y it must be nonnegative by the mini-
mum principle.

Let e > 0 be given, then if j is sufficiently large we have 0 <LG(x, y)

<:ε for each point xeH — Rjy and in particular on Bό. Hence
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0<±G(x, y)-Gj(x, y)=g(x, y)~gj(x, y)<ε

everywhere in Rό since that inequality is true on Bj. This completes
the argument.

3 Reduction of the data* We return now to the problem

Ju—Ut xeR, t^>Q

u(x, 0)=φ(x) xeR

u(ξ, t)=ψ{ξ, ί) ξ eB, £>0

under the assumption that R is regular for Δu=0. We show that φ(x)

may be assumed to be zero. Let Rf be a sphere (or circle) containing

R in its interior, and let φ'(%) be a continuous bounded extension of φ{x)

into R'. Define

uλ(x, t)=\ k(x-y, t)φ'(y)dy ,

dy being the element of area or volume, and k(x, t) being the funda-
mental solution

where

n

If u(x, t) be the solution to our problem, the function

v(x, t)=u(x, fy — u^x, t)

solves the problem

Δ'Ό ===Vf/ x e -tc, v ̂ s* \J

φf 0)=0 xeR

v(ξ, t)=ψ(ξ9 t)-ux{ξ, t), ξeB, t^O

and

4. The integral equations* We study now the problem

Ju=ut xeR, £>0

u(x,0)=0 xeR
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with

ψ(ξ, 0)=0, ξeB.

Since R is assumed regular for Au=0, let U(χ, t) be the solution to
the problem

M(x,t)=0 xeR

me, t)=ψ(e, t), xeR

Also since R is regular for Ju=0, the Green's function G(x, y) ex-
ists and is symmetric function by E, and if f(x) is differentiate the
function

g(x)=-\ G(x, y)f(y)dy

solves the problem

g(ξ)=O ξeB.

(See Tamarkin and Feller [3]). Hence if u(x, t) be the solution to our
problem it must also satisfy the integral equation

( 3 ) u(x, t)=π{χ, t)~\RG(x, y)~u(y, t)dy .

Conversely any solution of our integral equation which is differentiable
in x (and which attains the proper initial values) must also solve our
problem.

We apply the Laplace transform: let

£f {u(x, t)} ^w(x, β), Sf {U(x, t)} =v(x, β),

so that (3) becomes

( 4 ) w(x, s)=v(x, s)—s\ G(x, y)w(y, s)ds

which is a Fredholm integral equation with a symmetrical kernel
-G(x, y).

5 Restricted solution of the problem. To facilitate the solution
of our integral equations (3) and (4) we make additional restrictions
which will be removed later. We assume

(i) there exists T > 0 such that ψ(ξ, t)=0 for Ϊ>T.
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(ii) ψ(ξ, t) in addition to being continuous with respect to (f, t),

has four derivatives with respect to t which are also continuous with
respect to (ξ, t) and

&(£, O)=ψtt(ξ, O)=φttt(ξ, OHO, ξeB.

From Z) it follows that ΰ(x, t) has four continuous derivatives with
respect to t; and

ut(x, 0)=utt(x, O)=Uttt(x, 0)=0

for ίcGjR, by the maximum principle. From (i) it follows that

u{x, 0=0, for

Since — G(x, y) is symmetric in (x, y) it follows that the eigenvalues
of our problem are all real and in fact it is well known that they are
all negative. (See for example, Tamarkin and Feller [3]).

The solution of (4) is

( 5 ) w(x, s)=v{x, ^ ^

where φn(x) are the eigenfunctions for the kernel —G(x, y) and where

= 1

We must now invert the Laplace transform and show that
£f-ι{w(x, s)} is the solution to our restricted problem. To this end we
examine some of the properties of w(x, s). We begin with an examina-
tion of v(x, s).

By its definition we have

v(x, s)=\ e~stu{x, t)dt,
Jo

the integral being uniformly and absolutely convergent for xeR, and
^ s i S θ . In fact any of the x derivatives of v can be computed under
the integral sign, since the resulting integral is uniformly and absolute-
ly convergent for & s^>Q and x in any closed sub-domain of R. So
that, in particular,

Av{x, s)=[°e~stM(x, t)dt=O .
Jo

Furthermore v(x, s) is analytic for & s > 0, and bounded for
^ $ 2 > 0 , and by integrating by parts, under of course the restrictions
(i) and (ii) we get
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1 f
v(x, s) = - τ l utttt(x, t)e~stdt .

S4Jo

From this we see that

\v(x, 8)|^ΛΓi/|s*|,

which is of interest only for large |s| since v(x, s) is bounded.
Since

w(x, s)=v(x, s) — ̂  >̂ ' •?"--•

we get

Now Λn<I0 so that |(s/ΛTO) —1|I>1, and hence

But I G2(x, y)dy is bounded since G is continuous except for a

singularity at x like log||x—?/|| or l/|jατ—y\\, as the case may be. Hence

I v>(x, 8)| ̂  ^ + fl ^ f^ for \s\ ̂  1
|s|4 |s|3 |s|3

uniformly for xeR, &s^>:0, and

since v{x, s) is bounded there.

Hence w(x, s) is also bounded for all xeR, &s^0, and for large

1*1,

uniformly for xeR.
The inverse transform

(6) u(x, t)= 1

exists, and since est is bounded and w(x, s)=O(lj\s\s) converges uniform-
ly. Also
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du 1 fCΓ+ico

— (x, t) = — . 1 sw(x, s) etsds ,
dt 2πiJ° ~ί™

since the integral converges uniformly.
Since w(x, s) satisfies (4), by applying the inverse transform to

each side we are led back to (3), the integration under the integral
sign being permissible by the uniform convergence of the integrals in-
volved. Hence u(x, t) as given by (6) where w(x, s) is given by (5) is
the solution to the integral equation (3), and as such is a solution to
the heat equation in R and attains the proper boundary conditions. Let
us examine the initial values of u(x, t):

-J j σ + ίoo

u(x, 0)=—I w(x, s)ds , <7>0, xeR
2πi Jo -ίoc

dτ = KΛ_

which tends to zero as σ becomes infinite. Hence u{x, 0)=0, xeR.
This completes the solution in the restricted case.

6 Removal of the restrictions. We first remove the restrictions
(ii).

Let φ{ξ, t) be continuous, ξeB, £l>0, with ψ(ξ, 0)=0, ξeB, and
ψ(ξ, t) = 0, t^>T. By the Weierstrass approximation theorem there is a
polynomial p,£ξ, t) such that

\ψ{ξ, t) -pn{ξ, t)\ < l/4w , f 6 By 0 ̂  ί ^ Γ.

By the uniformity of the continuity of ψ(ξ, t) there exists tn, t'n
such that

{
, t)\<ll4n, for

U ^ ^ Γ ξeB

and without loss of generality we may, assume tn<Clj2n and T—t'n<^

l/2n.
Let qjt) eC 5 0 ̂  t, increase from 0 to 1 as t increases from 0 to

tn and be identically 1 for tn<Lt<Lt'n and decrease to zero again at
t=T, and have four vanishing derivatives at t==0 and at t=T.

Now let ψn(ξ, t) = qn(t)pn(ξ, t). This function is an admissible
boundary function under the restricted proof, which we have already
completed, Hence for each n there is a solution un{x, t) of the heat
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equation assuming these boundary values and of course zero initial
values. To show that this sequence converges to the solution to our
present problem we consider first

, t)-pn(ξ, t)\<j
An

for tn<Ct<Ct'n. For 0 <: t <I tn and t'n

\Ψ(ξ, t)-φn(ξ, t)\^\φ(ξ, t)\ + \φn(ξ, t)\

4̂ - An

but

w ' ^ " ^ An

so that

M£, t)~Φn(ξ, t)\<— ,

2n

and consequently

\Φn(e, t) - ^m(f, ί)i ̂  — , - / — - - , o ̂ « ^ r.
mm(m, n)

For xeR, O^

un(x, t) — ujx, t)

is a solution of Δu=ut in R and continuous for x e R, 0<Lt<LT. Hence
by the maximum and minimum principles for the heat equation this
function attains its maximum and its minimum on the bottom or lateral

parts of the space time cylinder defined by xeRy 0<Lt<LT
It follows that

\un(x, t)-ujx, t)\ <: max \φn(ξ, t)-φm(ξ, t)\
mm(m, n)

from which the uniform convergence of the sequence un(x9 t) in the
cylinder is clear. The limit function, u(x, t), clearly attains the proper
initial values, since each of the approximating functions does. And for

u(ξ, ί )= Umun(ξ, ί )= limφniξ, t)=φ(ξ, t),
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so that u{x, t) is the solution to our problem under the restriction (i).
Consider now any ψ{ξ, t), continuous for ξeB, £l>0, which vanishes

for £=0. Then let

0<t<n

0

and this time let

Ψn{ξ, t)=ψ(ξ, t)rn{t).

If un(x, t) be the solution to the problem with data ψn we will again

show convergence. For let (#, t) be any point, xeR, £l>0, and let n
and m each be greater than, say 2t. Then

\un(x, t)-ujx, ί)|<I max \ψn(ξ, τ)-ψm(ξ, τ)\

where the maximum is computed over all ξ€B, 0<Lτ<L2t. But this
maximum vanishes, hence un(x, t)=um{x, t) for n, m sufficiently large.
So that lim un{x, t) exists and is a solution of the heat equation and

takes on the prescribed initial and boundary values.
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A REAL INVERSION FORMULA FOR A CLASS OF

BILATERAL LAPLACE TRANSFORMS

WILLIAM R. GAFFEY

l Introduction. The Post-Widder inversion formula for unilateral
Laplace transformations [1] states that, under certain weak restrictions
on φ(u)f

lim (k~Y+1A \~φ{u)ιιk exp (-
fc-*°° \ c J kl Jo V

for any continuity point c of φ{u).
This formula applies when φ{u) is defined only for &I>0. A similar

formula may be deduced if φ(u) is defined for u^ —a, for some positive
α. In such a case, we may let φ*(u)=φ(u—a), and we may then use
the Post-Widder formula to determine φ*(u) at the point u=c + a. The
inversion formula then becomes

lim f-A__y+ λ.[φ(u-a)uk exp (-
fc\c4α/ A:! Jo \

or, if we make the transformation z=ul(c

(1) lim ^+1\ φ[(c + a)z-ά]zk exp (-kz)dz=φ(c)

This suggests that, if φ(u) is defined for — oo <̂  u < co, some sort
of limiting form of (1) applies. We shall prove that under suitable
restrictions on ε and on the behavior of φ(u),

lim - * - ( φ[(c + k*)z-ks]zk exp (-kz)dz=φ(c) .
fc~*~ k l J

2 Remarks In the following sections φ(w) will be assumed to be
integrable over the interval from — oo to oo, and c will be assumed to
be a continuity point of φ(u). All limits should be understood to be for
increasing values of k.

The expression <?/(c-f kz), where d and ε are positive numbers, occurs
frequently. It will be denoted by δ(h, ε).

Finally, it may be noted that in terms of the Laplace transform of
φ(u) for real t,

Received December 7, 1955, and in revised form April 13, 1956.
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f(t) = \ φ(u) exp (— tu)du ,

the inversion formula (2) may be written in the form

lim i ^
kl

3. Preliminary proofs- The results of the following four lemmas
will be needed below. Proofs are given for the first two. The second
two are proved in a similar way.

LEMMA 1. If n is any fixed number and 1/3 <C ε <C 1/2, then

Proof. If the logarithm of the expression under the limit sign is
expanded in powers of δ(k, e), the sum of two of the terms in the ex-
pansion approaches — oo as k -> oo, while the sum of the rest of the
terms is bounded.

LEMMA 2. // 1/3 < ε < 1/2, then

l i m • \ zk exp (— kz)dz =
k\ Ji 2

Proof. It is well known [1] that

lim I zk exp ( — kz)dz=— .
kl Ji 2

Therefore, it is sufficient to show that

hk + lΓoo

lim — I zk exp ( — kz)dz=0 .
kl Ji+δCfc, ε)

Since zexp(-z) is a decreasing function of z for 2 > 1 , the above ex-
pression is, for fixed k, no larger than

By applying Stirling's formula and Lemma 1, we see that the upper
bound approaches zero as k increases.

LEMMA 3. If n is any fixed number and 0<ε<^l/2, then
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\imkn[l-δ(k, e)]* exp [fc3(fc, e)]=0

881

LEMMA 4. / / 0 < ε < 1/2, then

lim
hJc + lCί

kl Ji-
exp (-Jte)cfe

4 The inversion, formula*

THEOREM, /f

(a) \[lφ(z)d* <:Aexv(-dx2+«)

for some positive quantities A, d, and a, and if

(b) max(1/3, 1/(2 + α ) ) < ε < 1/2,

then

Km Ik = lim --— I φ[(c + kz)z- ks]zk exp (-kz)dz=φ(c) .
kl J-«

Proof. For any <5 ]> 0, the infinite interval may be partitioned into
the four subintervals (-oo, l-δ(fc, e)), (l-δ(Jc9 e), 1), (1, l + δ(λ, «)), and
(l + (k, e), oo). /fc may be considered as the sum of four integrals over
these intervals, so that we may write

I(

k

Ό is understood to represent the integral over (— oo, l — δ(h, e)) etc.

2

We prove first that IiΌ and /^4) approach zero as k -> oo. For /^υ,
consider first the integral over the interval from 0 to 1 — δ(k, ε). The
function zexp(-z) attains its maximum at the upper endpoint. There-
fore an upper bound for the absolute value of this portion of the ex-
pression is

kl
i

- [ 1 - δ(k, ε)Y exp [-
fi-δ(fc,ε)

, e)]
Jo

which approaches zero by Stirling's formula and Lemma 3.
Consider now the integral over the interval from — oo to 0. Inte-

grating by parts, we find that it is equal to
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kl J —

where F(z)=l φ(u)du. Note that, by the assumption on F(z),

which is in turn equal to or less than

The result of the integration by parts may be written as the dif-
ference between two integrals, the first containing z*'1 and the second
containing zk. The first integral is no greater in absolute value than

7*fc+2fO
•V \ I st — i [ v~(J(~ i 7.s\7.εΠ.+αO icXΛcI'Z

kl

Since ε(2 + α ) > l , the coefficient of z in the exponent above is
positive for sufficiently large k. Therefore, after some manipulation,
this upper bound can be shown to be equal to

A &fc+2 Γ(k)
*) kl ' \d\

which approaches zero as k -> oo.
By the same argument, the second integral approaches zero, so that

For /£4), observe that since zexv(-z) is a decreasing function of z
for z > l , the expression has the following upper bound for its absolute
value :

^ + - [ 1 +<?(&, ε)] fcexp[—k — kδ(k, ε)]\ \φ[(c + ks)z—k*]\dz .
kl Ji+δ(fc, ε)

Since the integral is bounded, the whole upper bound approaches zero
by virtue of Stirling's formula and Lemma 1.

We now prove that

for any ^ > 0 . By Lemma 2, it is sufficient to show that

λ.fc + iΓl+δ(Λ;,ε) γj

lim -I \Φί(c + kz)z—ks] — φ(c)}zk exp ( — kz)dz <-£-
kl Ji 2
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Since c is a continuity point of φ(u), there is a δ^>0 such that if
\(c + kΈ)z-ks-c\<δ, that is, if |s-l|<<S(ft, e), then

For such a δ, the absolute value of the expression above is equal
to or less than

jUfc+ifi+δ(*,ε) γ,

rj lim — — l zk exp (— kz)dz = -*- .
ft! Ji 2

By the use of Lemma 4, it may be shown in a similar way that

Putting tog ether these results, we have |lim/Λ — Φ(c)\<^η for any
0, which proves the theorem.
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ON CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS OF BANACH

SPACE VALUED RANDOM VARIABLES

R. K. GETOOR

1. Introduction. In recent years several authors have considered
the notion of random variables with values in a Banach space, X. One
of the basic problems is to characterize those positive definite functions
on X* that are characteristic functions of such random variables. Mourier
[4] has given a solution to this problem if X is separable and reflexive.
The purpose of this paper is to give another solution of this problem.
Our results are valid if X is reflexive. However the contribution of this
paper is not so much the removal of the condition of separability, rather
we feel that our method sheds new light on the problem and aids in
understanding it. The basic tool that we use is the concept of a weak
distribution as introduced by Segal [5], and this idea succeeds in unifying
the theory.

Section 2 contains the basic definitions and preliminaries. The main
results are contained in § 3 but in a form slightly more general than
needed for the problem at hand. However we will need the results in
this generality in a future paper. The contents of § 3 are clearly valid
in any locally convex linear topological space. Finally in § 4 our solution
to the problem stated above is given along with some examples and
consequences.

The considerations of Bochner in chapters five and six of [1] are
somewhat related to our problem.

2. Definitions* Let (Ω, g, P) be a probability space, that is, Ω is
an abstract point set, % a ^-algebra of subsets of £?, and P is a measure
on (Ω, g) with P(Ω) = 1. Let ϊ be a real Banach space1 and X* its conju-
gate space. Let X: β->3£, we will call I a n ϊ valued random variable
if X is weakly measurable, that is, if <#*, X(ω)y is a real valued Im-
measurable function for each #*e£*. Let E(X) be the Pettis integral
of X with respect to P, provided it exists. Thus E(X) is the unique

element of 1 such that <>*, #(X)>=#{<#*, Z>} = f<a?*, X(ω)ydP for each

x*e%*. The characteristic function of X is defined as follows,

(2.1) φ(x*)=E{eί<x*>x>} = \eadF((x*; λ)

Received January 16, 1956. This research supported in part by Office of Ordnance
Research, U.S. Army, contract DA-36-034-ORD-1296 RD.

J The extension to a complex Banach space is essentially clear.

885
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where F(x*; λ) is the distribution function of the real valued random
variable <#*, X(w)y. It follows that φ(0)=l, φ is positive definite, and
φ is continuous. For a detailed discussion of the above concepts see [4].

If we put L(a?*)=<α?*, X(^)> then L is a linear map from 36* to
random variables. Segal [5] defines a " weak distribution", L, on 3£ to
be a linear map from #* to random variables. However there are two

( n \ n

Σ ĉ a?* )= Σ a%L{xt)
with probability one or the stronger statement that for almost all ω the
function L( , ώ) is linear2. Theorem 2 of the next section shows that
these two possibilities are actually equivalent. Thus since there is a
possible ambiguity and since we want to consider a weak distribution
as the generalization of an ordinary ^-dimensional distribution we make
the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.1. A weak distribution, L, on ϊ is a map which as-
signs to each finite collection of elements (#*, , x%) in £* an ^-dimen-
sional distribution function Fn{xf, λ1; •••;#?> λn) such that

(1) Fn is symmetric in the pairs {xf, λt) .
(2) Fn{xf, λx; x*, oo)=Fw_1(^Γ, λτ; xn-u 4-i).

(3) If Σ t t ^ O then

where ε(λ) is the unit distribution, e(Λ)=j

Note. Condition (3) implies that if x*=^aix* then

dFn(x*, Λ ; •••; χ * 9 K ) .

EXAMPLE. If J is an ϊ valued random variable then there is as-
sociated with it in a natural way a weak distribution which assigns to
(a?*, •••,#*) the joint distribution function of the random variables
<a?4*, X(α>)>, thus,

2 Since " random variable" in [5] in treated as a residue class module null sets, it
clearly seems that the definition of weak distribution given there refers to the first inter-
pretation.
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Given a weak distribution L we define its characteristic function

Φ(x*) by

(2.2) φ{x*)ΛeϊλdF{x*; λ) .

It is clear from (2.1) that if L comes from X (as in the example) then
the characteristic function of L and X are the same.

We are going to give conditions that a weak distribution come from
some 36 valued random variable and hence that φ be the characteristic
function of some 96 valued random variable.

3, The main theorems. From the definitions in the preceding sec-
tion we see that L and its characteristic fuunction φ are both defined
relative to 36*. In other words in the study of the relations between φ
and L the space 36 plays no role. We are thus led to define a q-weak
distribution on X as a map, L, from finite sets of elements (xlf •••, xn)
in 36 to distribution functions which satisfies the conditions of Definition
2.1. We can now state our first theorem.

THEOREM 1. There is a unique one-to-one correspondence betiveen q-
weak distributions L defined on 36 and positive definite functions φ defined
on 36 satisfying (i) φ(0)=l (ii) φ is continuous on each finite dimensional
subspace of X. We say that φ is the Fourier transform of L and denote
the correspondence by φ =

Proof. In the following we will need a formula for change of vari-
ables in Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals that we give here for convenience.
If

then for any bounded Borel measurable function, / , we have

(3.1) \f{λ)dF{λ) = J / ( g aA)dFn^ , . • . , ; „ ) .

Given L we define the corresponding φ by

(3.2) φ(x)^[eiλdF(x; λ) .

3 This result was essentially contained in a lecture of I. Segal given at the Institute
for Advanced Study during the academic year 1954-55. See also [1]. Note that (ii) can
be replaced by the equivalent condition that φ is continuous at 0 on each finite dimensional
subspace.
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Clearly φ(0) = l and since

n
% Σ ockλk( n \

Σ cckxkJ =
(using the formula stated above) it is evident that φ is continuous on
each finite dimensional subspace of X. Moreover

Σ ockccJφ(xk"-xj)= Σia]caΛeίλdF(xJc-xj1 λ)

Thus φ is positive definite and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.
Conversely suppose we are given φ satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 1. For any finite set of elements (xl9 •••, xn) we consider the

function ψ(<xl9 , an)=φ( Σ ockxk). It then follows that ψ is an n-
\k=i J

dimensional characteristic function in the ordinary sense. Hence by the
^-dimensional Bochner theorem there exists a distribution function
Fn(xlf λτ; •••;#», λn) such that

(3.3) ^ ( m = ^ i , , ocn) =γSiaic;ί/cdFn(xlt λτ; xn, λn) .

By using the uniqueness assertion of the ^-dimensional Bochner theorem
it is easy to show that the above construction actually defines a g-weak
distribution on 36. The fact that the correspondence established between
the φ's and the Z/s is one-to-one (and unique) again follows from the
uniqueness in the %-dimensional Bochner theorem.

COROLLARY 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that φ be con-
tinuous on 36 is that F(x, λ)-+ε(λ) as x-+0.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the representation (3.2)
and the properties of ordinary characteristic functions.

The following example shows that there actually exist positive defi-
nite functions continuous on each finite dimensional subspace without
being continuous. Let 36 be a separable Hubert space and let {eσ} be

n

a linear base, thus if x e 36 then x= Σ ajeσ and this expression is unique.
1 J

It is no restriction to assume | |eσ | | = l for all σ. Let {σn} be a given
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sequence from {<?}, and let Yn be independent Gaussian random variables
(real valued) such that E(Yn)=0 and E(Y2

n)=n. Put Yσn=Yn and Γ σ = 0
k k

is aφon for some ^. If x=Σaje<r we define φ ) = Σ Λ / σ . This

then defines a g-weak distribution, L, on 3£ as described in the example
of §2, that is, Fn(xl9 λx

m

9 - — ;xn, λn) is the joint distribution of L{x^),
• ••, L(xn). Let φ=%{L) then, according to Theorem 2, φ is continuous

on each finite dimensional subspace. However —γ^e* -> 0 while for each
V n n

n pi ^ e Λ) is the standard normal distribution with mean 0 and

variance 1. Thus by Corollary 1 we see that φ is not continuous on ϊ .
Since for any g-weak distribution on X the family of associated

distribution functions satisfies the Kolmogorov compatibility conditions
we can construct a stochastic process in R* (R is the real number
system) which induces the given distribution functions. If we put Ω=R*
then we can denote this stochastic process by L(x, ω)=ω(x) and the
joint distribution of L(xu ω), ., L(xn, ω) is given by Fn(xu Λx; •; xn, λn).
See [2], Taking into account condition (3) of Definition 2.1 it is clear
that one should expect the sample functions L( , ω) to be linear in some
sense. The next theorem states that L( , ω) is a linear function for
almost all ω.

THEOREM 2. Given a q-weak distribution L on H then the stochastic
process L(x, ω) can be realized in the space of all linear functions from
H to R, that is, in the algebraic dual of 3£.

Proof. Let Ω be the set of all linear functions from X to R, let
g be the field of cylinder sets of Ω. S ϊ e g if and only if 3 ί = { ω / ( ^ 1 ) ,
•••, ω(xn))eAn} where An is a Borel set in Rn. Let Pn be the ^-dimen-
sional measure induced by Fn(x19 λλ; xn, λn) and then we put P(3I)=
Pn(An). We will now show that P is a completely additive measure
on g.

(1) If SI e % then P(Sί) is uniquely determined. This is proved in
exactly the same way as in Kolmogorov [2].

(2) P(Ω)=1. Clear.
(3) If §ί and 33 are disjoint cylinder sets then P(3I \J S3)=F(9t) + P(95).
Let %={ωl{ω{xι\ . . . , φ f c ) ) e 4 } and »={ω/(ω(a?0, ••-, ω(χs))eBs}f

then by assumption §1/^33=0. Let (yl9 —-,yn) contain all the xt

9s and
x't'& in some order and let A be the cylinder set in Rn with base Ak in
Rk and B be the cylinder set in Rn with base Bj in R3. We claim that
Pn(A Γ\ B)=0. Suppose not, that is, Pn(A Π £ ) > 0 . We distinguish two
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cases. First suppose (yl9 , yn) are linearly independent. A
since Pn(A Γ i δ ) > 0 , Let (λu , λn)eAf\B, define ω(yi)=λi and extend
ω linearly to the linear extension, {yu — ,yn}L, of (y19 « ,2/n). Then
we can extend ω to a linear function on all of X (ω can even be taken
to be continuous by the Hahn-Banach theorem). Thus ωe Ω and
α>e2lΓ\35 which is a contradiction. Second suppose there is a linear

n

relation, Σ Λ i2/i=0, among the yt

9s. Since
1

dF(y19 λτ; yn9 λn)=

n

the measure Pn in ϋ!w is concentrated on the subspace Σ 0,^ = 0. Because

PW(A Π S ) > 0 there exists a point (λl9 •--, λn)eAΓ\B such that

"Σiaιλt=0. If we define ω as before we obtain the same contradiction.
1-1

Thus Pn(AΓ\B) = 0. Now

(4) P is completely additive on g This again can be proved
exactly as in [2].

We can now extend P to a completely additive measure on the a-
algebra, g', generated by g and thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

The next theorem gives conditions under which L( , ω) is continuous
for almost all ω, that is, L( , <i>)e9c* for almost all ω. The proof is
fashioned after a proof given by Mann [3] in the real valued case.

THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that L{x, ω) is
realizable in the space, X*, of all continuous linear functions from 36 to
R is that for any separable subspace X' and any e, η^>0 there exists
δ=d(ε, η9 X

;) such that for any finite collection xl9 •• , a ; w e ϊ / with \\Xi\\ < δ
we have

(3.4) \\'"\\dFn(Xl' λl' # " ; Xn

Proof of sufficiency. First note that if ^ t = e and /!*=— e ( i = l , 2,
•• ,^) are continuity points of ί^ then the integral (3.4) is equal to
P [ max |£(#ί)|<Ξ>]. For the purposes of this proof we denote 36* by Ω

and then as in the proof of Theorem 2 we can introduce a finitely ad-
ditive measure, P, on the field, g, of cylinder sets in Ω. We will now
show that P is completely additive. As is well known it is sufficient
to show that if 5Ii ID §ί21^ is a decreasing sequence of cylinder sets
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such that Π2I κ=0 then P(2ί re)\0. Assume P(3ϊ n )\tf>0. It is no

loss of generality to assume that %n is defined by xu , xn and a closed
Borel set An in Rn

2tn=H(<Φ?i), - "y ω(xn)) e An) .

Let X' be the separable subspace generated by {xu a?a, •••}, and let
{Vu •••} be the set of all finite linear combinations of the a?/s with
rational coefficients. Thus {?/J is a countable dense set in X' and we
arrange the notation so t h a t 2ln depends on ?/fci, ---,ykn where k^kj if
i<O" and kn-*<χ> as n~+oo. By hypothesis we can choose a
independent of n, such t h a t

for i;£fcn and

Define 5 ί^= |^ |ω6§ί w and max iω(^)l<I — i^Lkn, WyiW^LδΛ, then since

» ) ^ * we have P(3ί 2

w )>~ -f A and 9&CSt n . Also
2 4

Similarly we define inductively

and P(2I;) ̂  - -f — . More over S l i O ^ O , and St^CSlΓ'C CSί«.

Consider the sequence Sί̂  and note that 2IJ ̂  %l 3 , also note that
3ί£ depends on yu * 9yk . Moreover the above inequality shows that

P(§Ϊ5)2^ — We can now replace the 2l£ by sets 95P depending on ylf

Δ

*-,yk such that SSpCSIp and the corresponding Borel set, Bp, in Rp

n

is closed and bounded and P(33 P )^ — . See [2].
4

Now choose ωp e %$p and by the diagonal process we can choose a
subsequence (which we again denote by ωp) such that ωp(^) -> λt for
each yt. Since Bp is closed the point (λu , λk ) is in Bp and thus if
we define a>(yi)=λi for all y% we see that if we can show c^eϊ* it will
then follow that ωβ^8p. Clearly ω is rational linear on {y^. We now
show that ω is uniformly continuous on {Ϊ/J. Given ε > 0 choose j such
that — < i — and then choose ^ = δ j (the <5; used in the construction of

For any yt with | | ^ | | ^ ^ we have
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Since ωp(yt) -> ω(yi) we can choose a pQ such that p^>p0 implies

\ω(Vi) — ωp(Vi)\iΞ=~r. We choose a p such t h a t p^>po>

εthen ωpe^3pCZ%p

pC^ end hence K f c / O I ^ - ^ - l Thus if \\yt\\^δ

then |ω(2/t)|^e. Since ω is rational linear on {#4} it follows that ω is
uniformly continuous and hence can be extended by continuity to £'.
Clearly the extension will be linear on .£', and hence by the Hahn-Banach
theorem ω can be extended to be a continuous linear function on 3E.
It now follows that ω e S3P for all p and since S3P CΓ %p we have that

CO

ω € Π Sίfc. Hence P is completely additive on g.
fc=l

Proof of necessity. Since Z.( , ω je ϊ* for almost all ω we can write
L(x, ω)=ζx, X*(ω)y. Let £' be a separable subspace of 36 and let
||X*(α>)||' be the norm of -3Γ*(ω) when considered as a linear functional
on X', then ||X*(ω)||' is a measurable function. Given e, η^>0 we can
choose £ > 0 such that P[ | |X*IΓ^ε/δ]^l — ̂  and this ^ has the required
properties.

4 Application to X valued random variables. We can now give a
solution to the problem stated in the introduction in case 3t is a reflexive
space.

THEOREM 4. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and φ(x*) be a
positive definite function on X*. A necessary and sufficient condition that
φ is the characteristic function of an X valued random variable is that:

(i) φ(0)=l and φ be continuous on each finite dimensional subspace

(ii) If L=%(φ) (which exists by (i) and Theorem 1) then for any
separable subspace 3£f of 3£* and any e, ^ > 0 there exists δ=δ(£f, ε, η)
such that for any finite collection xf, •• ,a?*eX? with \\%T\\<Lδ we
have

Proof L is a g-weak distribution on 3E* which satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 3 relative to X*. Hence L can be realized in X**=X since
X is assumed reflexive. Thus L{x*, ώ)=ζx*, X(ω)y and X(ω) is weakly
measurable since L(x*, •) is measurable for all #*. But φ is the charac-
teristic function of L and hence as remarked in § 2 it is the charac-
teristic function of X. The necessity of the above conditions is obvious
if we apply Theorem 3.
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We conclude by giving two "continuity" theorems. Suppose φn =
%{Xn) (%(Xn) denotes the characteristic function of Xn) and φw(x*)->
Φ(#*). Clearly φ is positive definite and if φ is continuous at 0 on each
finite dimensional subspace then there exists a weak distribution L on
36 such that φ=%(L). The question naturally arises as to when there
exists an X such that φ=%(X). We give two theorems which bear on
this question and then two examples.

THEOREM 5. Let 36 be a real reflexive Banach space and let φn =
%(Xn)t if Φn(%*) —> Φ{%*) then a necessary and sufficient condition that
there exist an X such that φ=%(X) is that:

(1) φ restricted to any finite dimensional subspace of 36* is continuous
at 0.

(2) Given any separable subspace Xf of 36* and any ε, rj ^> 0 there
exists a δ such that for any finite collection J=(x*, •• ,a?*)e£* vMh
\\x*\\<Lδ there exists n(J, δ) such that if n^>n{J, δ) then

(4.1) P[max |L w (a ; f ) |^ε]^ l~^ .

Proof. Recall that Ln(x*)=ζx*, Xn(ω)y. We now prove the sufficiency.
Condition (1) implies that there exists a weak distribution L such that
φ=%(L) and Ln->L in the sense that

(4.2) mxf, λx - a?*, λk) -> F*(a?*, λ, . xt, ik)

provided (λl9

 β ,4 ) is a continuity point of Fk. We show that L
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4. For convenience we put F(e)=
F\e, , ε)--F( — ε, , — ε) for any distribution function F and we say
ε is a continuity point provided (e, , ε) and ( — ε, , — ε) are continuity
points of F.

Given ϊ*, e, γ, choose δ of Condition (2) corresponding to 36f, ε -, -5.,
Δ Δ

Given any finite collection J=(χ*f •• , a?*)€ ϊ f with | | a ? f | | ^ δ we must

show t h a t

r.. ί:
Choose ε' such that εr is a continuity point of Ffc and — < ε' < ε.

Δ

Choose n0 such that no>n(J,δ) and \F**(e')-~Fk(ε')\ <L-*L then
4

F X O - ^ . Since ε > e ' we have
4
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dFk{xΐ, λi; " ;xΐ, h)^Fk{ε')^FXε')-JL
8 4

The necessity is proved by a similar computation.

THEOREM 6. Let £ be a real separable reflexive Banach space and
let φn=$(Xn), if φn(x*) —• 0(α?*) £Λβw α sufficient condition that there exist
an X such that φ = g ( X ) is that:

(1) Condition (1) o/ Theorem 5 Λ-oM.
(2) i f Gn(a)=P[\\Xn\\<La] then there exists a subsequence Gn.{a) con-

verging to a distribution function G(a). (|]XJ| is measurable since X is
separable.)

Proof. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5 we have
that Ln —> L where L=%{φ) and Ln{x*)=ζx*y Xny. Given ε, ^ > 0 choose

δ > 0 such that — is a continuity point of G and G( - ) > 1 — ̂  .
2^ \2δ/ 2

Choose iV such that nj^>N implies

GJ±)-G(±)\<V

Now let J=(x*, •••,»*) where | |»*| |<id, and let ε' be a continuity point

of Fh{xf, Xt; , x*, 4) such that — < V < e . (We use same notation as
Li

in proof of Theorem 5.) Choose n5^>N such that

We now have

FM ^ F,(e') ^

But

Therefore we finally obtain

2

1-1-1=1-,
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and hence the proof of Theorem 6 is complete.

COROLLARY 1. Condition (2) of Theorem 6 is implied by

liminf Gn{a)=l .

Proof. In this case every convergent subsequence (at least one
exists by the Helly theorem) converges to a distribution function.

COROLLARY 2. (Mourier [4]). The following condition implies (2) of
Theorem 6. For some α > 0 E{\\Xn\\«) exists for all n and E(\\Xn\\*)<LM.

Proof. An immediate consequence of Corollary 1.

EXAMPLE. Let ϊ be a separable Hubert space and let {en} be a
complete orthonormal system. Let Yn be ordinary random variables
mutually independent with normal distributions such that E(Yn)=0,

1 n

E(Yζ) =—. Define X W = Σ ϊ*β Λ , clearly Xn is an 36 valued random vari-
n i

able. Moreover (identifying X* with X), if ^ = Σ ? Λ then

Q

But φn(x)->φ(x)=e fc-i A and the convergence is uniform if |

Clearly φ(#) corresponds to the weak distribution L(a?)=Σf f c 7 f c . How-
1

ever there is no 36 valued random variable corresponding since J£ ^ Λ
1

diverges with probability one. (This also follows from Theorem 4.) Thus
uniform convergence of φn(x*) -> φ(x*) on bounded sets is not sufficient
to insure that φ corresponds to an X valued random variable.

EXAMPLE. This example shows that condition (2) of Theorem 6 is
not a necessary condition. Let £ and {en} be as in Example 1. We
define an ordinary random variable Y with the following distribution.

P [ F = = : 1 / - ^ ] = P [ F 2 = w ] = — ( β - λ ί n ) for w=0, ••• . Clearly E(Y)<Lλ. Let
n\

YUj7c be independent random variables each with the above distribution
with parameter λn%Jc. Put
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Let X W = Σ Yn,*e* = ]£ Yn,keic, then again Xn is an 1 valued random vari-

able. If » = Σ ί Λ then
fc = l

W2 Γ W2 —11/2 1

S{|(a?,Zn)|}^Σl6*U».*^INI Σ « . J — 1 ||aτ|l->0 .
fc-i Lfc-i J 1/%

Therefore (a?, XJ -> 0 in probability hence (x, Xn) -> (x, X) in probability
where X = 0. Thus the weak distributions corresponding to Xn approach

n"

the weak distribution corresponding to X. However | | ^ W | | 2 = Σ Π,* where

the Γ^ k are independent Poisson variables with parameters λn Λ. Thus

the distributions of ||α?n||
a is Poisson with parameter Σ^n,*=τ/w a^d

clearly no subsequence converges to a distribution function.
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SOME INEQUALITIES BETWEEN LATENT ROOTS AND

MINIMAX (MAXIMIN) ELEMENTS OF

REAL MATRICES

Louis GUTTMAN

l Introduction* Because of the usual tediousness of computing
latent roots, any quick information about them is often welcome and
useful. We develop here some lower bounds to the absolute value of
the major latent root (the one largest in absolute value) of any real
symmetric matrix that depend only on a simple inspection of its ele-
ments. Also, lower bounds are developed for the largest latent root of
a Gramian matrix of the form AAf that require inspection only of the
elements of A. The latter case is especially important in linear regres-
sion theory of statistics, in factor analysis theories of psychology, and
elsewhere.

The original motivation for our inequalities was to study the relation-
ship between latent roots and the von Neumann value of a two-person
zero-sum game matrix. We actually use the von Neumann theory to
establish our bounds to latent roots, and in return we show how latent
roots can be used to bound the game value of a matrix. The latter
kind of bound will be useful whenever it is easier to get at the appro-
priate latent root than at the desired game value.

The bounds to latent roots are first exhibited in §§2-3, and then
proved in § 4. How to reverse their emphasis to provide bounds for
game values is shown in § 5.

2 Lower bounds to the major latent root/ Let A be any real
matrix of order mxn. Let ai3 be the typical element of A ( ΐ=l , 2,
...fm,;j=l,2, , n), and let pi and q3 be defined respectively as

(1) 2> i= min ai3 , q3= m a x ai3 ( ' ' ' ) .
V J — J-> ^ , y rij '

Furthermore, let p and q be defined respectively as

( 2 ) p = max Pi , q= min q3 .

From (1), it immediately follows that

(3) Pi^aί3^qj Γ Γ 1 ' 2 ' # ' ' m V

Received February 20, 1956.
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and in particular that p<Lq.
Let Λ2 be the largest latent root of AA\ where A is the transpose

of A. We shall prove in § 4 below that both of the following inequalities
hold:

( 4 )

( 5 )

Inequality (4) is a useful lower bound to \λ\ if and only if
while (5) is useful if and only if g<^0. If p<,0<Lq, we obtain no infor-
mation about \λ\.

One interesting feature of (4) and (5) is that they show that λ2 is
generally at least of the order of m or of n, depending on whether
g < 0 or p > 0 .

Corresponding inequalities can be developed by considering Af in
place of A. Let p) and ql be defined respectively as

( 6 ) pj= mm a q= max a Iu , qt= max ai3 I )

so that

< 7 )

Let p! and q' be defined by

( 8 ) p'= max p] . q'= min q{ ,

whence, from (7), p'' <Lq''.
Now, AA and A A have the same nonzero latent roots, which are

all positive. So if λ2 is the largest latent root of A A', it is also the
largest latent root of A A. In addition to (4) and (5), we can write

( 9 ) V\>,p'Vm

(10) \λ\^-qrVn

Notice that the roles of m and n in (9) and (10) are reversed from
those in (4) and (5). If p ' > 0 , Xz is at least of order m, while if g ' < 0 ,
λι is at least of order n. If either of p or p' is positive, or if either
of q or q' is negative, we get some information about \λ\.

Matrices of the form AA or A A are called Gramian, or nonnegative
definite symmetric. In statistics, any correlation matrix R is Gramian.
A good deal of work in psychology, for example, is aimed at " factoring "
an R into the form R=AAr. Given such a factoring, our inequalities
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immediately given lower bounds to the largest latent root of R from
the minimax and maximin element of A. The latter are easily ascertain-
able by inspection.

3 The case of symmetric matrices. If mφn, A itself has no
latent roots defined. However, if A is square, then it does have a
characteristic equation and latent roots. A particularly important case
is where A is symmetric, or A=A\ Then the latent roots of A are all
real, and their squares are the latent roots of AAf=A\ If λ2 is the
largest latent root of AA', then λ must be a root of A largest in abso-
lute value, and conversely. In this symmetric case, we have not only
m=n, but also p=ρ\ q=q'. So (9) and (4) are redundant, as are also
(10) and (5). The inequalities can now be interpreted as referring to
the major latent root of A itself, and not merely to a root of AA\

When A is symmetric, we can usually improve on (4) and (5).
Let / be the unit matrix of order n, c be an arbitrary constant,

and A* be defined as

(11) A*=A-cI.

If λ is a latent root of A, then ^-c is a latent root of A*, and con-
versely. Let p* and g* be the maximin and minimax of elements of
A* respectively, or, if dtJ is Kronecker's delta,

(12) p*= max min (au — cδi5) , g * = min max (al3 — cδl3) .
i 3 i J

Then in place of (4) and (5), we can write

(13) \λ-c\^:p*VΈ , μ - c | ^ - ( ? V ¥ (A=A0,

where λ — c is the major latent root of A*. In special cases, a judicious
choice of c may be apparent that will make maximum \λ — c\ correspond
to a i which is either the most positive or the most negative latent root
of A, and with a better bound than given by (4)-(5).

An especially important symmetric case is where A is a correlation
matrix R, with all diagonal elements equal to unity. In such a case,
the largest latent root of R cannot be less than 1, for the trace of R
is n and all n latent roots are nonnegative. For this case, if p^>0,
then choose c=l—p. This implies that the main diagonal elements of
iϋ* are all equal to p. Then, clearly p=p*; and since ΛI>1 for any i?,
\λ — l + p\ = λ — \-\-p when p > 0 , and (13) becomes

(14) λ^

Similarly, if # < 0 , by choosing e = l — g in (13) we get
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(15) ^ l - < r t i / ¥ - l ) fo^O, A=R).

4, Proof of the inequalities^ Let Pk denote the space of all k-
dimensional probability row vectors. That is zePk if and only if z is a
row of k nonnegative numbers whose sum equals unity. Let zf denote
the column vector that is the transpose of z. Then zzr is the sum of
squares of the components of z, and it is easily established and well-
known that

(16) j-^zaf^l (zePk).

The equality on the left of (16) is always attained by letting z=zλ,
where zι is a vector whose components all equal I/A: (and hence z1ePk).

von Neumann [1] has shown how each real matrix A has associated
with it a unique real number v with certain important minimax pro-
perties. Since his theorem was developed in the context of his theory
of games, we shall call v the game value of A. Our present interest
of course is to regard von Neumann's theorem as a general theorem on
real matrices, without necessary reference to the theory of games.

von Neumann's theorem is as follows. If A is a real matrix of
order mxn, then there exist an xQ and a y0, where x0 e Pm and yoe Pn,
and a unique real number v, such that

(17) xAy0 <Lv<L xQAy' for all xePm, yePn .

Furthermore,

(18)

where p and q are as defined in (2).
To use this theorem for establishing our own inequalities, apply

Schwarz's inequality to (17) to see that

(19) - VJm'){y^!Ay,) ^v< V^y')(xQAA%) ( ^ P m , yePn) .

Let λ* be the largest latent root of AAf and A A. Then

(20) XQAA'XΌ <: λ%Xo <1 λ* , '

the second inequalities in each part of (20) following from the second
inequality in (16). From the first inequality in (16),

(21) α a ^ — , VV'^1 (xePm,yePn),
m n

and we have noted that the equalities in (21) are always attainable, by
best possible xλ and y1 for this purpose. Using (20) and the equalities
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of (21) in (19) yield

(22) ~β\ 'L
Vm V n

Then (4) and (5) follow from (22) and (18). Inequalities (9) and (10)
follow from the restatement of (22) for the game value vr of A:

(23) ~M^V^ I'LL.
V n Vm

Inequalities (22) and (23) are of course sharper than those stated in
§ 2 above. If game values are known, they can be used in place of p,
qy p', or q! in the latter inequalities. We have stated our inequalities
in the form most practical to use, since p and q can be determined by
inspection, whereas v usually cannot, except in the special case where
p=q=v.

5. Application to game values- Let us now consider the converse
problem of bounding game values. If an upper bound to \λ\ is known,
this will serve to bound v and v' via (22) and (23). Thus, useful bounds
to v can be set that may sometimes be better than (18) when pφq.
Perhaps more important, (22) and (23) show how the magnitudes of v
and v' compare with those of m and n in general, given some notion
of the size of \λ\.

For the purpose of bounding v and v\ (22) and (23) can be improved
on. Let AG be the mxn matrix whose typical element is atJ — c, where
c is an arbitrary constant. Thus Ac is obtained by subtracting c from
each element of A (so AcφA* if cφQ). It is easily verified that the
game value of Ac is v — c, and optimal probability vectors x0 and y0 for
A are optimal also for Ac. Let λ2

c be the largest latent root of ACA'G (or
of A'CAC). Then we can replace (22) and (23) by the more general in-
equalities

(24) c - 4 — ^ ^ c + - 7 —
Vm Vn

and

(25)
V n Vm

Evidently, the best choice of c is that which will minimize Pc. A
practical way to approximate this choice is to minimize instead the
sum of all the latent roots of AcA'cy or the trace of ACA'C. This requires
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minimizing

m n

(26) ΣΣfau-c) 3 ,

for which the minimizing value is c=α, where

(27) 3= Σ Σ α/j
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THE NUMBER OF DISSIMILAR SUPERGRAPHS

OF A LINEAR GRAPH

FRANK HARARY

1. Introduction* A (p, q) graph is one with p vertices and q lines.
A formula is obtained for the number of dissimilar occurrences of a
given (α, β) graph H as a subgraph of all (p, q) graphs G, oc<ip, β <: q,
that is, for the number of dissimilar (p, q) supergraphs of H. The
enumeration methods are those of Pόlya [7]. This result is then appli-
ed to obtain formulas for the number of dissimilar complete subgraphs
(cliques) and cycles among all (p, q) graphs. The formula for the num-
ber of rooted graphs in [2] is a special case of the number of dissimilar
cliques. This note complements [3] in which the number of dissimilar
{p, k) subgraphs of a given (p, q) graph is found. We conclude with a
discussion of two unsolved problems.

A {linear) graph G (see [5] as a general reference) consists of a
finite set V of vertices together with a prescribed subset W of the col-
lection of all unordered pairs of distinct vertices. The members of W
are called lines and two vertices vu v% are adjacent if {vlt v2} e W, that
is, if there is a line joining them. By the complement Gr of a graph
G, we mean the graph whose vertex-set coincides with that of G, in
which two vertices are adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent
in G.

Two graphs are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one adjacency-
preserving correspondence between their vertex sets. An automorphism
of G is an isomorphism of G with itself. The group of a graph G>
written Γ0(G), is the group of all automorphisms of G. A subgraph Gx

of G is given by subsets V-LQV and W1 S W which in turn form a
graph. If H is a subgraph of G, we also say G is a super graph of H.
Two subgraphs Hl9 Hz of G are similar if there is an automorphism of
G which maps Hλ onto H2. Obviously similarity is an equivalence rela-
tion and by the number of dissimilar vertices, lines, of G, we mean
the number of similarity classes (as in [3, 4, 6]).

Two supergraphs Gτ and G2 of H are H-similar if there exists an
isomorphism between G1 and G2 which leaves H invariant. It is clear
that the number of dissimilar (p, q) supergraphs of H is equal to the
number of dissimilar occurrences of H as a subgraph of all (p, q) graphs.

2 Supergraphs* Let H be an arbitrary (a, β) graph. We wish to
enumerate the dissimilar (p, q) supergraphs of H where #>2>tf, q>β-
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Let sξ, q be the number of dissimilar supergraphs of H with p vertices
and q lines. For given p, let

p(p-l)/2

( 1 ) s%(x)= Σ *?.«**

be the counting polynomial for the numbers Sp>q. We shall develop a
formula for sf(#) using Pόlya's enumeration theorem.

In precisely the form in which we require it, Pόlya's Theorem is
reviewed briefly in § 2 of [2]. Therefore, we shall not repeat here the
definitions leading up to the statement of Pόlya's Theorem, but shall
only restate the theorem itself.

POLYA'S THEOREM. The configuration counting series F(x) is obtain-
ed by substituting the figure counting series φ(x) into the cycle index
Z(Γ) of the configuration group Γ. Symbolically,

( 2 ) F{x)=Z{Γ, φ(x)) .

This theorem reduces the problem of finding the configuration count-
ing series to the determination of the figure counting series and the
cycle index of the configuration group.

The observations needed to make our problem amenable to Pόlya's
Theorem are as follows: A (p, q) supergraph G of the given (a, β) graph
if is a configuration of length p(p—l)j2 — β whose figures are precisely
those vertex-pairs of G not adjacent in H. The content of a figure is
one if the vertices are adjacent and is zero otherwise, so that the figure
counting series φ{x) = l-\- x. Hence the content of the configuration G
is q—β. The desired configuration series is s%(x).

In order to apply Pόlya's Theorem, we still need to know the cycle
index of the configuration group ΓHiP. The degree of this group is
p(p —1)/2 — β since the objects acted on by its permutations are the lines
of the complement of H in the complete graph of p vertices containing
H. All permutations of these lines which are compatible with ΓQ(H)
are in ΓBtP. Before obtaining the cycle index of ΓBtP we state the
form of the result by applying (2) to the present situation:

(3) s*(x)=afiZ(ΓBtP, 1 + x).

We now turn to the development of the permutation group ΓBt p in
a form which will yield its cycle index. Let Fp denote the complete
graph of p vertices, that is, the graph with p vertices and all p(p—1)/2
possible lines. As in [3], let Γ^G) be the line-group of the graph G,
that is, the permutation group whose objects are the lines of Gy and
whose permutations are induced by those of /^(G), the group of auto-
morphisms of G. If Γ is a permutation group of degree s, let T(Γ)
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be the pair-group of Γ, that is, the permutation group of degree
8(8 — 1)12 which acts on the pairs of the object-set of Γ but is isomor-
phic to Γ as an abstract group. Then clearly Γλ(Fp) and T(ΓO(FP)) are
isomorphic as permutation groups. Let ΓX*Γ% denote the direct product
of the permutation groups Γx and Γ2 whose object-sets are disjoint.

The lines of the object-set of the configuration group ΓHiP are of
three possible kinds:

I. neither vertex is in H
II. both vertices are in H

III. one vertex is in H and the other is not.

For each of these three cases, we find the permutation group on the
corresponding subset of lines and then form their direct product to get
ΓHtP. In case I, every rearrangement of the lines with neither vertex
in H which is induced by a permutation of the vertices of G—H is
compatible with the group of if, so that we have the group Γ^Fp-*).
For case II, we obtain the line group of the complement of H, that is,
Γλ(Hr). The third " mixed " case yields the group M(H, FP.Λ) of degree
a(p—a) on those lines of Fp joining a vertex of H with one of Fp-a,
consisting of those permutations of these lines which are compatible
with Γ0(H). Then ΓHtP is the direct product:

and by a remark of Pόlya [7] to the effect that Z(ri ΓJ=Z(Γ1) Z(ΓJ,
we have

( 5 ) Z{ΓH,υ)=Z{ΓlFφ-a)yZ{ΓAH')) Z{M{H, F,..)) .

We note as a " dimensional check'' that the degree of the groups
of the right hand member of (4) are (p—a)(p — a —1)/2, a(a —1)12 —β,
and a(p—a) whose sum is p(p—l)j2 — β, the degree of the configuration
group.

Combining (5) and (3), we are now able to develop the counting
polynomial for the dissimilar p vertex supergraphs of H. It is useful
for this purpose to recall equation (10) of [2] which gives a formula
for the first factor of (5). In this formula, which is equation (7) be-
low, the letters g% are employed for the indeterminates of the cycle
index, Sp denotes the symmetric group of degree p, the sum is taken
over all p-tuples (j) satisfying

(6) Vi + Sfc+ +β/p-p,

and d(q, r), m(q, r) denote the greatest common divisor and least com-
mon multiple respectively,
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V! o) -

[CP-D/2]

x Π

In nn~ιV'?w /72wV o /

X Π ώs rt (/' r )

Equation (7) gives the first factor of the right hand member of (5).
The second factor depends on the particular graph H whose supergraphs
are being enumerated. The third factor also depends on H, but can
be readily computed as soon as Z{ΓQ(H)), the cycle index of the auto-
morphism group of H, is found, by the following procedure. It is well
known that for SP9 the symmetric group of degree p9 one has

( 8 )
p! α) Vijil 2hj%\ -p}pjpl

where the sum is taken over all partitions (j) of p satisfying (6) and the
letters bk are indeterminates. We write Z(Γ0(H)) using the letters at as
indeterminates, and then form the product Z(ΓO(H)) Z(SP-Λ). This will
be a polynomial whose general term, aside from its numerical coefficient
is of the form

( 9 ) « i α / 2 . . . α > )(b1

jώ,j2... fc5) = Π α,ft. EΓ Kjr

If the letters ck are the indeterminates of the third factor of (5), we
then obtain Z(M(H, Fv^)) by substituting for (9) in Z(ΓQ(H))-Z(SP-Λ)
the expression:

(10) Π^ί£ ( r ' f )

r,s

3 Cliques We now specialize (5) to the case where J? is a clique
or complete graph, that is, to H=Foύ. For this to be meaningful, we
define Z(Γ1(F'ΰύ)) = l, so that (5) becomes

(11) ^

To illustrate (11), we take p=4, a==2. Then the first factor is

and the second factor is Z(M(F2, JP2))=--(C} + 3C1). Therefore in thiscase,
4

(3) yields the polynomial:
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(cί + 3c^, 1 + x)
4

=x 4- 2x2 + ix3 4- 4#4 4- 2x5 + x6,

which can be readily verified pictorially by observing the number of
dissimilar lines in all the graphs of 4 vertices: see Figure 1.

u π s
II V. 1Δ

K
Figure 1

Equation (7) gives the first factor of (11) explicitly. One can also
obtain an explicit formula for the second factor of (11) by applying
(10) to two copies of (8) for the degrees a and p—a. The result of
this procedure is

(12) Z(M(Fa, F P _ , ) H • - 1 — Σ Σ -- a l ^ α ) !

^ I I 11 ̂ mCr,s)

When (12) is specialized to a=l, and then substituted into (3), the
formula in [2] for the number of rooted graphs results.

4- Cycles* A cycle of length n, or an n-cycle, of a graph is a col-
lection of n lines of the form ΛiA2, 42A3, •••, An^Ani AτAx in which
the vertices At are distinct. Let Cn be a graph consisting of an w-
cycle. We now specialize (5) to the case H=CΛ, Since a 3-eyele is also
a 3-clique, the particular case α = 3 for cycles has already been treated.
In general, however, Γ0(Cn)^Dnf the dihedral group of degree n and
order 2n. From Poly a [7], we have

1
(—aλaf~ \ when n=2m—1

1 2

-(αidf"14- af), when n=2m .V4

When the cycle index of Z{DΛ) is multiplied by Z(Sp-a) from (8), and
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(10) is applied, one obtains a formula for Z(M(CΛ, Fp-a)) analogous to
(12). Substituting H=CΛ into (5), we see that

(14) ziΓa^^ziΓ^F^yziΓ^c^yziMic^ FP^)) .

The only factor of the right-hand member of (14) for which we have
not yet developed a formula is Z{Γλ(C"&)).

To describe ZiΓ^C'*)), it is convenient to use a special case of the
" Kranzgruppe " of Pόlya [7]. Let Γ be any permutation group of
degree d, and let En be the group of degree n and order 1. Then by
Γ[En], the crown-group of Γ around En, is meant the permutation
group of degree nd obtained from Γ by replacing the d elements of
the object-set acted on by the permutations belonging to Γ, by d dis-
joint sets of n elements each. Thus Z(Γ[E;>]) is obtained from Z(Γ)
when one replaces each factor JV* occurring in each term of Z(Γ) by

For a odd, a=2n + l, one sees that

(150 Λ(Cί»+iHA»+i[#»-i],

from which Z(Γ1(C2ί+1)) is readily computed.
For a even, a=2n the group can be described using A. CayleyV

term " dimediation." For example the permutation group Γλ{Cr^ is
generated by (123456)(789) and (12)(36)(45)(7)(89). Thus Λ ( Q is iso-
morphic to D6 as an abstract group, but as a permutation group it can
be constructed from one copy of D6 and two different copies of D3.
Abbreviating dimediation by " d i m " following Cayley, we have in
general

(15") Λ(CίnH£U;#n-.J dim Dn .

One can compute ZiΓ^C^)) by multiplying each term of Z(D2n[En_2])
by the appropriate term of Z(Dn).

A Hamilton cycle of a graph is a cycle passing through all its ver-
tices. Thus the number of dissimilar Hamilton cycles occurring in all
(p> Q) graphs is the number of dissimilar (p, q) supergraphs of Cp. In
this situation, (14) becomes simplified to:

(16) Z(F V P )=Z(Λ(C;)).

We illustrate (16) for 39-5. Here (15r) becomes Λ ( Q = A [ # J = A ,
and by (13):

1 See for example: A. Cayley, On the substitution groups for two, three, four, five,
six, seven, and eight letters, Quart. J. Math. 25 (1890) especially p. 74.
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so that applying (3), we get the counting polynomial for the number
of dissimilar Hamilton cycles of length 5:

s°t(χ)=x5 + χ* + 2x7 + 2x8 + x9 + x10.

This polynomial is verified by the graphs of Figure 2, in each of which
the Hamilton cycle is drawn as the exterior cycle.

α

Figure 2.

For p=5, it turns out that each similarity type of Hamilton cycle oc-
curs in a different graph; but this is not always so for larger p.

5. Problems* We discuss two unsolved problems implicit in [4]
and [8] respectively.

I. It was shown in [4] that for any linear graph G; the dissimi-
larity characteristic equation:

(17) v-(k-kβ) + (c-cβ)=l

holds, where v, h, Jce denote the number of dissimilar vertices, lines,
exceptional lines2 respectively, and c, ce denote the number of cycles,
exceptional cycles respectively which appear in any dissimilarity cycle
basis3 of G. In the past, dissimilarity characteristic equations for trees
and for Husimi trees [6] have proven useful in enumerating these
kinds of graphs. The unsolved problem is to sum (17) over all (p, q)
graphs, then multiply the resulting equation through by xq and sum over

g=0 to ίSj . When this is done, the term 1 which is the right-hand

member of (17) becomes gp(x), the counting polynomial for all p vertex
graphs [2] and the term v clearly is manipulated into Gp(x), the polyno-
mial for p vertex rooted graphs [2], By a result of Pόlya [7], the
enumeration of configurations in which all figures are distinct may be
accomplished by using Z(An)—Z(Sn), where An is the alternating group
of degree n. But this is precisely the nature of the term Ic—Jce of (17),
which is the number of dissimilar lines of G whose vertices are not
similar to each other. One sees by inspection from Figure 1 that for .

2 An exceptional line of a graph is one whose vertices are similar to each other.
3 A dissimilarity cycle basis of a graph G is a minimal collection of cycles indepen-

dent mod similarity on which all cycles of G depend mod similarity. Consult [4] for more
details.
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p=4, the counting polynomial induced by the term k — ke is

To derive the general formula of which the preceding polynomial is the

special case p=4, let us regard F% as a line whose vertices are not

similar. Then replacing FΛ by F2 in (11Λ, we get

Fv

(18) Z(ΓFv

An explicit formula for the second factor is computed by noting that

we may take ^(Γ0(P2))=Z(Λ)-Z(S2)=ί(α?-α2) by the above-mentioned

result of Pόlya, then multiplying this cycle index by (8) in which p is

replaced by p—2, and applying (10).
The only term of (17) which we have been unable to sum is c—ce.

This appears to offer a nontrivial combinatorial problem, which if solv-
ed would provide a functional equation for gjix) of the form

gp(x)=Gp(x) — Z(ΓF2iP, l + a?) + the missing term.

Using (14) for α:=3, 4, •••, p one can enumerate all the dissimilar
cycles among all (p, q) graphs, but this does not count just those in a
dissimilarity cycle basis.

II. An n-cube can be described briefly as a graph whose vertices
are the 2n n-digit binary numbers in which 2 vertices are adjacent
whenever they differ in exactly one place. An interesting unsolved
problem with some potential applicability to switching theory is to deter-
mine the number hn of dissimilar Hamilton cycles in an ?ι-cube. It is
well known that h%=hz=l and it has been shown by E. N. Gilbert (un-
published) that A4=9. From the formula of [3] one can find the number
of dissimilar (p, p) subgraphs of any (p, q) graph, and of course, all
the Hamilton cycles of the graph are included among these subgraphs.
On the other hand, (16) gives a formula for the number of dissimilar
Hamilton cycles occurring in all (p, q) graphs. However, each of these
observations merely provides an upper bound for hn and leaves the pro-
blem open. The more general problem of determining the number of
dissimilar occurrences of a fixed graph if as a subgraph of a fixed
graph G is also interesting.

One can give the results of this paper an interpretation in binary
relations, following [1], and can also generalize them to directed graphs
by employing the ordered-pair group of [2] instead of the pair group,
but we shall not spell this out. We note finally that (3) implies that
each such counting polynomial has end-symmetry with respect to its
coefficients. This is explained geometrically by the one-to-one correspon-
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dence between the collection of all supergraphs G of H and the collection
of their relative complements G'H with respect to H defined by
G'H=G' \J H.
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STRUCTURE THEORY FOR A CLASS OF
CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS

EDWIN HEWITT AND HERBERT S. ZUCKERMAN

Introduction* This paper is a chapter in the study of convolution
algebras begun in [7]. The algebras studied here are algebras of Borel
measures on certain compact semigroups, and we describe completely
the structure of these algebras. The solution obtained seems remarkable
in view of the extreme complexity of the corresponding measure algebras
for compact Abelian groups (see [12]). Our success is explained by the
simple algebraic structure of the semigroups we deal with.

In addition to the structure theory (§§ 2-6), we give an application
to probability (§7), and some concrete examples and illustrations (§ 8).

Throughout this paper, we use the notation and terminology of [7].
In particular, the reader should be familiar with § 1 of [7]. The related
papers [6] and [8] are not essential for understanding the present paper,
but are referred to occasionally here at points of contact in subject-
matter. For all measure-theoretic terms and techniques not explained
here, see [4]. References are made throughout the present paper to
[9] for topological matters, and to [10] for the elementary theory of
Banach algebras. We use K to denote the complex number system. All
other special symbols will be explained as they appear.

1. The semigroups to be studied.

1.1. We consider an arbitrary non-void set G, completely ordered
by a transitive, irreflexive relation " < " . That is, for all x, yeG, ex-
actly one of the relations x<Cy, x=^y, y<Cx obtains, and the relations
%<Cy and y<Cz imply x<Cz. As usual, we write y^>x, meaning
and we write x^y, meaning x<Cy or x=y. For u,veG, we define

]u, v[={x: xeG, w < # < v) (open interval) ,

[u, v[={x: xeG, u<Lx<^v) (half-open interval) ,

~}u, v]= {x: x 6 G, u<^x<Lv} (half-open interval) ,

[u, v]={x: xeG, u<Lx<Lv} (closed interval) .

These sets may or may not be void, depending upon the relation between
u and v.

Received January 17, 1956. The first-named author is a fellow of the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. Research also supported in part by the National Science
Foundation.
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1.2. We make G into a semigroup by defining the product xy as
max (x, y) for all x,yeG. It is obvious that x(yz)=(xy)z for all x, y,
zeG, that xy=yx for all x,yeG, and that x2=x for all xeG.

1.3. Being a completely ordered set, (? has a natural topology defined
in terms of the ordering. For all ae G and all u,veG such that u<
α < v, the open interval ]u, v[ is taken as an open neighborhood of the
point a. If there is no u such that u<^a (i.e., if a is the first element
of G), then [α, ^[ with v > a is a neighborhood of a, and analogously if α
is the last element of G. These are all of the open neighborhoods of a.
It is obvious that HausdorfΓs neighborhood axioms are satisfied and that
Hausdorff s separation axiom is satisfied. A point a in G is isolated if
and only if it has an immediate predecessor and an immediate successor.
It has a complete neighborhood system consisting of intervals [a, v[
(]u, a]) if and only if it has an immediate predecessor (an immediate
successor).

It is easy to verify that the semigroup operation xy= max (x, y) is
continuous in both x and y for the topology described above. Hence G
is a topological semigroup satisfying the Hausdorff separation axiom.

1.4. We impose the additional restriction on G that it be compact
in the interval topology1. For this, it is both necessary and sufficient
that every subset of G admit a least upper bound and a greatest lower
bound. In particular, G has a least element, which we shall call a, and a
greatest element, which we shall call ω (not to be confused with the ordinal
number ω). For a sketch of the proof of this, see [9], p. 162, exercise C.

1.5. From now on, we shall suppose, save where the contrary is
explicitly stated, that G is a completely ordered set that is compact in
the interval topology, and made into a topological semigroup by the
operation max (x, y).

1.6. Let E(G) denote the linear space of all complex-valued con-
tinuous functions on G. We give (£((?) the usual norm :

for /e(£(G). Let (£((?) denote the conjugate space of (£((?), that is,
the linear space of all complex-valued linear functionals L on (£(G) such
that the number

is finite. It is well known that each Le (£(G) has a unique representation
1 See however 8.5.
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as an integral with respect to a complex-valued, countably additive, re-
gular measure λ defined on all Borel subsets of G (see [4], pp. 247-248).
That is,

(1.6.1) L ( / H ( f{x)dλ(x)

for all / e £ ( G ) . While many authors have contributed to this theorem,
we call it for convenience the Riesz representation theorem. Elements

of &(<?) will be denoted by capital Roman letters, L, M, •••, and the

corresponding measures of the kind referred to will be denoted by the

corresponding lower-case Greek letters λ, μ, . Under our interpretation

of the term "measure," the measures λ, μ, ••• are set-functitns and not

linear functionals (for a different point of view, consult [2], passim).

However, we shall allow ourselves the abuse of notation λ e (£((χ), mean-

ing that λ is connected with an element Led(G) by the relation 1.6.1.

At various points in our discussion, it will be necessary to pass

from an element Le©((?) to the corresponding measure λ. For non-
negative L (that is, L(/)I>0 for / real and nonnegative), this process
is simple. Let F be any closed subsetM G. Then

(1.6.2) Λ(F)= inf {£(/): / e £(<?), f(x) > 1 for x e F,

. f(x)>:0 for xeG} .

Let H be any open subset of G. Then

(1.6.3) ;(i?)=sup {λ(F): F is closed, FCZH} .

Let X be any subset of G. Then

(1.6.4) ;(X)=inf {λ(H): H is open, H^X} .

These three definitions of λ, on various families of sets, are all consistent,
and λ is an outer measure on all subsets of G. Every Borel set is λ-
measurable, λ is regular, and 1.6.1 holds.

For an arbitrary Le&(G), we obtain the corresponding measure λ
by writing L as

(1.6.5) L=Lι-Lι+i{L,-L,) ,

where Ll9 « ,L 4 are non-negative functionals on

1.7. We recall that a semicharacter of a semigroup Jϊis a bounded
complex-valued function χ on H, not identically zero, satisfying the
functional equation χ(xy)=χ(x)χ(y) for all x,yeH ([7], 3.1 and [8], 1.3).
Semicharacters of our semigroup G play a vital role in the solution of
the present problem, and we proceed to identify the semicharacters of
G.
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1.8. THEOREM. Let G be as specified in 1.5. Then functions of
the following two types are semicharacters of G:

(1.8.1) functions ψa]y where aeG and

0 if x ̂ > a

(1.8.2) functions ψa{, where ae]a, ω\ and

0 if

Furthermore, every semicharacter χ of G is one of these two types.

Proof. It is easy to see that all functions ψa]{aeG) and ψa[{a<l
a<^ω) are semicharacters, and we omit the verification. To establish
the converse, let γ be a semicharacter of G. Since x2=x for all xeG,
χ assumes no values other than 0 and 1. If χ is identically 1 (in this
case we write #=1), then χ=ψω}. If xφl, then there exist a and b
such that χ(a) = l, χ(b)=0. Let A={x; xe Gy χ(x)=l}, B={x; xeG,
χ(x)=0}. If xeA and # '<#, then we have l=χ(x)=χ(x'x)=χ(x')X(x)
=χ(x'). If xeB and # ' > # , then we have χ(x')=χ(x'x)=χ(x')X(x)=O.
The sets A and B are therefore non-void complementary sets forming a
Dedekind cut in G. Since G is compact, A has a least upper bound a.
If aeAy we have χ=ψa]; if aeB, we have χ=ψa[m

1.9. THEOREM. Let G be as specified in 1.5. Suppose first that
<x<La<^ω. Then the function ψa] (1.8.1) is continuous if and only if a
has an immediate successor. The function ψω] is trivially continuous.
Suppose next that a<^a<Lω. Then the function ψa{ is continuous if and
only if a has an immediate predecessor α_, and in this case, ^ α [ =^ α -]

We omit the proof of this theorem.

1.10. THEOREM. The semigroup G admits a continuous semicharacter
different from 1 if and only if G is disconnected.

Proof. Since a semicharacter of G can assume only the values 0
and 1, the necessity of the condition is obvious. Conversely, suppose
that G is disconnected, and that P and Q are non-void complementary
open sets in G. Since sup PeP and sup QeQ (P and Q being closed),
we may suppose without loss of generality that s u p P < ω . Let B=
{x; xe G, # > s u p P } . If s u p P = i n f 5 , then every open interval con-
taining sup P contains points of B, and BCZQ. Since P is open, this
cannot occur. Hence sup P<Mnf B, and the function ^ s u p P ] is a continu-
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ous nonconstant semicharacter.

1.11. REMARK. If G is not compact in its interval topology, then
semicharacters of the types 1, ψa]9 and ψa[ may or may not exhaust the
class of all semicharacters. If G admits a Dedekind cut {̂ 4, B) (where
A is the lower class) and where A has no supremum and B no infimum,
then the function ψA equal to 1 on A and 0 on B is a semicharacter different
from 1, ψa], and ψa{ for any a. The proof of 1.8 shows that the exist-
ence of such a Dedekind cut is also necessary for the existence of a
semicharacter different from 1 and all ψa] and ψa{.

1.12. THEOREM. Let G be as in 1.5. Let G denote the set of all

semicharacters of G. Then G is a semigroup under pointwise multipli-
cation.

Proof. If Xι and #2 are semicharacters, then the product χxχ%

(X\X%(χ)—X\(χ)X%(χ) f ° r %sG) is obviously either 0 or a semicharacter.
Since Xι(oL)=χ2{a)=ly we cannot have M 2 = 0 .

2. The convolution algebra (£((?)• In a previous paper, we have
introduced the general notion of a convolution algebra ([7], p. 69, 1.3).

We shall show here that (£(G) is a convolution algebra, where g = (

2.1. THEOREM. Let xeG and let /eg( f f ) . Then the function xf
whose value at yβG is f(xy)=f(ma,x(x, y)) is continuous.

Proof. This assertion follows immediately from the fact that

1 f(y) for y > x .

2.2. THEOREM. Let /e©((?) and Le&(G). Then the function on

G whose value at x e G is L(xf) is continuous [we also write L(xf) as

Ly(f(χy))l

Proof. Let u, veG and suppose that u<Lv. Then we have

(f(v)-f(u) if

(2.2.1) υf(y)-uf(y)= f(v)-f(y) if u<

0 if v<Ly .

Now let ε be a positive real number, and let x be an arbitrary element
of G, Since / is continuous, there exist a,beG such that a<
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(we omit the obvious changes needed when x=a or x=ω) and such that
\f(s)-f(t)\<Cε4L\\-1 for all s, te]a, δ[. It follows from 2.2.1 that
\χ'f(y)-J(y)\<^\L\~1 for all x'e]a, b[ and all yeG. Hence we have

This completes the proof.

2.3. THEOREM. Let L and M be elements of S(G). For all f e
let L*M(f) be the value assumed by the functional L for the function
whose value at x is M(xf). We write

(2.3.1) L*M(f)=Lx(My(f(xy))) .

Then L*Me$.(G), and

(2.3.2) }L*M\\^\\LI }M •

Proof. Theorem 2.2 shows that the right side of 2.3.1 has meaning.
Now for all x,yeG, we have |/(o2/)|<;||/H, and hence [xf\\ <; ||/||.
Therefore \Myf(xy)\^WHfl and in turn |L*ikf(/)|^||L«.||M|H|/||. This
proves that L*M is a bounded functional, and since L*M is obviously
linear, 2.3.2 and the present theorem follow.

2.4. REMARK. Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are verifications of [7]
1.3.1, 1.3.2, and 1.3.3, respectively. Therefore we have proved that
®((τ) is a convolution algebra with the convolution L*M of 2.3.

2.5. THEOREM. Let L, M be elements of &(G) and let λ, μ be the
corresponding measures as in 1.6. Then we have

(2.5.1) L*M(f) = [ \ /(max(a?, y))dμ{y)dλ{x) ,

for all /eg((r).

Proof. The right side of 2.5.1 simply rewrites the right side of
2.3.1, making use of 1.6.1.

We shall write λ*μ to denote the measure associated with L*M by
1.6.1.

2.6. THEOREM. The algebra &(G) is associative and commutative.

Proof. Associativity is a property of all convolution algebras ([7],
p. 73, Theorem 1.5). Commutativity follows immediately from Fubini's
theorem (which applies since all measures under consideration are finite
and countably additive) and 2.5.1:
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L*M(/)==\ I /(max (x, y))dμ{y)dλ{x) = \ \ f(max(x,y))dλ(x)dμ(y)
JGJG JGJG

= f ( /(max(y, x))dλ{x)dμ{y)=M*L{f) .
JGJG

2.7. To identify the unit in ©((?), and also for certain future pur-
poses, we introduce a class of special linear functionals EJa e G):

(2.7.1) Ea(f)=f(a) for / e £ ( ( ? ) .

It is clear that {tJE^Λ + ^ ^ 1 = Σ \t3\ for all complex numbers tu

• ••, ts and distinct alf , a8 in G. It is also clear that the measure εa

corresponding to Ea is the unit mass at a :

if aeX,
(2.7.2)

Ό if aφXy

for all I C G .

2.8. For all λe&(G) and every Borel set A in G, let λA be the
measure such that λΛ{X)=λ(A f\X) for all Borel sets XC.G.

2.9. THEOREM. For all λe€(G) and all aeG, we have

(2.9.1)

(2.9.2) εα*^-^([α:, α[)

Proof. The set [α, α] being a closed subset of G, it is certainly
a Borel set (although not necessarily a Baire set), and hence λ([a, a]) is
defined. Similarly, ]α, ω\ (which is void if a=ω) is a Borel set, so that
]̂α,«] j s defined. Hence the right side of 2.9.1 is defined.

Consider the integral I(x)=\ f(max(x, y))dεa(y), where feQZ(G).
JG

The integrand has the constant value f(x) for y e [a, x~\, and is equal to
/ in the interval ]#, ω\. Therefore if x<La, then l(x)=f(a). If x^>a,
then I(x)=f(x). It follows that

(2.9.3) L*Ea(f)=[ I(x)dλ(x)= [ f(a)Λdλ(x) + ( f{x)dλ{x)
JG J[Λ,a] J]α,ω]

-;([α, ά])Ea(f)+\ f{x)dλ\^\x) .

The relations 2.9.3 imply 2.9.1 immediately, and 2.9.2 is a trivial con-
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sequence of 2.9.1.

2.10. THEOREM. For all ^el(G), we have εa*λ=λ. That is, ΈΛ is

the unit of (£(<?).

Proof. Putting a=a in 2.9.1, aud taking an arbitrary Borel set
I C G , we have

(2.10.1) ε^λ(X) = λ({a})-εΛ(X) + λQa, ώ]f\X).

If a $ X, then εΛ(X) = 0 and ]α, ώ] f\ X=X. Hence eΛ*λ(X)=λ(X) in this
case. If aeX, the right side of 2.10.1 is equal to

λ({a}

Therefore εΛ*λ(X)=λ(X) in all cases, and eΛ*λ=λ.

2.11. THEOREM. For all L e &(G), we have Eω*L-=L(l)Eω. In terms
of measures, we have εω*λ=λ([a, ω])εω.

Proof. The set ]ω, ω] is void, and so, putting a=ω in 2.9.1, we
get λ]ω'ω]=-0 and εω*λ = λ([a, ω])eω. The first statement is obviously equiva-
lent to this.

2.12. THEOREM. For a,beG, we have eα*e6=emax(αfW.

Proof. This too follows at once from 2.9.1.

We summarize 2.3, 2.6, and 2.10 as follows.

2.13. THEOREM. Under the convolution 2.3.1, (!((•?) is a commutative
Banach algebra with unit.

3. The maximal ideals of (£((?).

In this section, we identify all of the maximal ideals in &(G). Since

(£(G) is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, every maximal ideal

in (£(G) is closed and regular, and we may identify the class of maximal

ideals in U(G) with the class of all (algebra) homomorphisms of ©((?)
onto K. For a discussion of Gel'fand's theory of commutative Banach
algebras, see [10], pp. 66-81.

3,1, An obvious source of homomorphisms of (£(G) onto K is the
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set of all continuous semicharacters on G. If χ is such a semicharacter,

then L(χ) is defined for all L e &(G) and the mapping

(3.1.1) L-

is obviously a linear functional on d(G). If L, Me (S(G), then

(3.1.2) L*M(χ)=\ \ X{χy)dμ{y)dλ{x) = f f χ(χ)χ(y)dμ(y)dλ(x)

Hence the mapping 3.1.1 is multiplicative, that is, it is a homomorphism

of (£(G) onto K.
However, as 1.8 and 1.10 show, G may have very few continuous

semicharacters. Indeed, it can be shown that there exist mappings of
the form 3.1.1 carrying an arbitrary LφQ into a non-zero number if and
only if G has Urysohn dimension zero. (We shall go no further into

this minor point.) Therefore, if we have any hope of proving (£(G)
semisimple, we must look further for homomorphisms of (£(G) onto K.
Our construction hinges on the fact that while the functions ψa] and
φa[ are often discontinuous, still they are Borel measurable and bounded.

Therefore they are Λ-integrable for all λ e (£(G) even though L(ψa]) and
L(φa[) may be undefined ab initio. The Riesz representation theorem
gives us a canonical method of extending L from (£(G) to the space of
all bounded Borel measurable functions on G, and it is just this fact
that we use.

3.2. THEOREM. Let aeG. Then the mapping

(3.2.1) L -+ λ&x, α])= ( φa,{x)dλ{x) (L e g(G))

is a homomorphism of ®(G) onto K. Let ae]a, ω\. Then the mapping

(3.2.2) L -* λ(\μ, α[)= ( φa[{x)dλ{x) (L e <g(G))

is a homomorphism of ®(G) onto K.

Proof, First of all, it is clear that the mappings 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
are linear and not identically zero on (£(G). Our only task is to show
that they are multiplicative. To this end, we consider first the mappings
3.2.1. If a=ω, then we are dealing with the continuous semicharacter
1, and this case has already been treated in 3.1. We may therefore
suppose that α < ω . If α has an immediate successor α+, then the
interval [α, α] is open and closed, and the function ψa] is a continuous
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semicharacter. Once again we can refer to 3.1. The remaining case is
that in which a<^ω and a has no immediate successor. In this case,
the interval ]α, u[ is non-void for every u^>a, the semicharacter ψa] is
discontinuous, and a more detailed examination is needed.

It is convenient first to treat the case of non-negative, non-zero linear
f unctionals L and M. It is obvious that if L and M are non-negative,
then L*M is non-negative. The set [α, α] being compact, we have
λ*μ([a, α])=inf L*Λf(/), the infimum being taken over all / e (£((?) such
that f^>Ψa] (see 1.6.2). Since the measure λ is regular, we have

λ{\a, α])-inf {λ{T): T is open, ϊ 7 ^ [a, a]} .

Every such set T contains an interval [a, u[y where u^>a, and hence

λ([a, α])=inf

Similarly, we see that

μ{[a, α])=inf

Now let e be any positive real number. Since λ and μ are additive
measures, the preceding two sentences show that there exists an element
n e ]α, ώ\ for which the following inequalities hold :

(3.2.3) , α α f

(3.2.4) μQμ, u[) < min (-~τr- \ l) .

Since G is normal, there exists fe&(G) such that f(x) = l for
xe[a, a], /(a?)=0 for xe[u, ω], and 0<Lf(x)<Ll for xeG. (See [9],
p. 141, Theorem 5.9.) We now consider the function /(max(a?, y)) on
GxG. The following facts are easily verified :

(3.2.5) /(max(x, y))=

for (a?, y) e [a, a] x [a, a]

° f o r ^ y>>eGx&> ^ U iu9 ώ\xG ,
/(a?) for (a?, y)e]a, u[x[a, a] ,

f(y) for (a?, 2/) e [α, α] x ]α, %[ .

We now have, applying 3.2.5, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4 :

**/<[", α])^L*M(/)= jj^/(max(a?, y))dμ(y)dλ(x)

= λ([a, ά\)-μ([at a\) + f /(a?)dΛ(a:).^([α, α])
J]βM*[

( f(v)dμ(y)-λ(la, α])+ f ( /(max (a?, y))dμ{y)dλ{x)+
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^λ([a, a]) μ([a, a]) + λ(]a, u[)-μ{[a, a}) + μ(]a, u\_) λ{[μ, a\)

+ λ(]a, u[) μQμ, u[)

Since ε is arbitrary, we infer that λ*μ{\_oc, &]):5i<K[<2, aΊ)'Kίaf aΊ)-
To establish the reversed inequality, let ε again be an arbitrary

positive real number, and let / e (£((?) have the properties that 11>
fW^Ψafa) for xeG and L*Λf(/)< λ*μ([a, α]) + e. The existence of
such a function / follows at once from 1.6.2 and the non-negativity of
L*M. It is obvious that f(x)f(y) <1 /(max(x, y)) for (x, y)eGxG. We
now have

λ([a, ά\)-μ([a, a]) ̂  \ f{x)dλ{xy \ f(y)dμ(y)

-\ \ f(%)f(y)dμ(y)dλ(x)<,\ \ f(msix(x, y))dμ(y)dλ(x)

Since ε is arbitrary, we have proved that

(3.2.6) λ*μ([a, ά\) = λ([a, a])-μ([a, a]) .

We now prove that the mappings 3.2.2 are multiplicative for non-
negative L and M. Since λ, μ, and λ*μ are regular measures, there
exists, for every positive integer n, a compact subset Cn of [a, a[ such
that

λ(la, a[)-~*~<λ(Cn), μ([a, a\) - -
n n

and

<*Ό-—<
n

We may evidently suppose that Cn=[a, bn] for some bn<^a. (If a has
an immediate predecessor α_, so that [α, a[=[a, α_], we may refer to
3.2.6.) Then we have, applying 3.2.6 :

(3.2.7) λ*μ([a9 α[H Km l*μ(Cn)= lim (λ(Cn).μ(Cn))

To establish the present theorem for arbitrary L, Me K(ff), we cite
1.6.5: L^(L1-L2)A-i(L3-L4l M=(M1 -M2)+i(M3-Mi)f where L3 and
Mk are non-negative (j,k=lf •••,4). The relations
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l<*> «]) = <*([<*, ά])-μ([a, a]) (a e G) ,

λ*μ([a, a\)=λ(la, a[) μ([a, α[) (ae [α, ώ]) ,

now follow from 3.2.6, 3.2.7, and the identity (rλ + sμ)(A)=r

valid for all r, seK; L,Me (£(£), and Borel sets AC.G. This completes
the present proof.

3.3. THEOREM. Let π be a komGmorphism of &(G) onto K, Then

either there exists beG such that π(L) = λ{[ρc, 6]) for all Le(£(G), or

there exists 6e]α, ω] such that π(L)=λ([a, b[) for all Leίί(G).

Proof. It follows from 2.10 that 7r(eΛ)=l. Let x, y be elements of
G. Then, using 2.12, we have

ττ(εx) π(εy) = π(ex*ev) = τr(ε m a x ( X ) y ) ) .

The function p on G such that p(x)=π(εx) for all xeG is therefore a
semicharacter of G. Theorem 1.8 asserts that either there exists beG
such that

(3.3.1) π(ex)=ψb](x) for xeG,

or there exists b e ]α, ω] such that

(3.3.2) π{ex)=ΨH{x) for xeG.

Suppose first that 3.3.1 holds. Applying π to the left side of 2.9.1, we
have

(3.3.3) π{ea*λ) = π{ea)-π{λ) = ψb]{a)π{λ) .

Applying π to the right side of 2.9.1, we have

(3.3.4) π(λ([a, a])

By 2.9.1, the last members of 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 are equal. We set a=b
in these expressions and equate them :

(3.3.5) π(λ)=λ{[a, b]) + π(flb »i) .

We next show that π(λ^b>ω])=0. Here there are two cases. Suppose
first that b has no immediate successor and that c is any element such
that c > 6 . Then there is a d such that b<Cd<^c. It follows at once
from 2.9.1 that ed*λίc^ = λ^ω^. Since π(εd)=0, we have

(3.3.6) 7r(;fc.«:) = o .

To infer from this that π(/l ] δ ω ])=0, we must use the continuity of π in
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the norm of (£((?). In fact,

(3.3.7) |π(L)|^||L|] for all Le&(G)

([10], p. 69, Theorem). Let λ denote the total variation of λ ([5], p.

459, 1.2). It is easy to see that I is regular. Thus, for every positive

real number ε, there exists a compact subset of ]δ, ω] (which we may

clearly take to be of the form [c, ω] with c > 6 ) such that I(]δ, c[)<ε.
Then we have

(3.3.8) \\λ^-λ^\\= sup { ( f{x)dλ{x) : \\f\\^l\ ^I(]δ, c[) < ε.
( J]δ,e[ j

We infer from 3.3.6, 3.3.7, and 3.3.8 that k(/llδ'ω3)i<O, and hence

Suppose next that b has an immediate successor 6+. Then ]δ, ω] =
[b+, ω\. From 2.9.2, we have

and since π(εbJ-=ψb-](b+)=Q, we have

Therefore τr(Λ]δ'ω:])=O in both cases, and, returning to 3.3.5, we find

(3.3.9) π(λ) = λ([a, δ]) for all λ e (£((?) .

This proves the present theorem in case 3.3.1 holds.
We have still to deal with the case in which 3.3.2 holds. If b has

an immediate predecessor, we are actually in the case 3.3.1. We there-
fore may suppose that b has no immediate predecessor. Applying π to
both sides of 2.9.1, we have as before

(3.3.10) π(λ) = λ([a, α]) + τr(^-3) for ae[a, b[ .

Relations 2.9.2 and 3.3.2 imply that 7r(^δ>ω])=0. Hence

for all ae[afb[. An argument based on p ]*> δ [ |, very like that used
above, shows that for every positive real number ε, there exists aQ<^b
such that |7r(^α'ω])|<]e if ^ 0 ^ α < ^ 6 . Since λ is regular, there exists
&!<& such that

\λ([a, ά])-λ([a, δ[) |<ε if α x ^ α < 6 .

From these facts and 3.3.10, we obtain the present theorem in case
3.3.2 holds.
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3.4. REMARK. It is interesting to compare 3.3 with the correspond-
ing assertion for compact Abelian groups. Let H be a compact Abelian

group with group operation xy. Then K(7ϊ) is a convolution algebra,
where

(3.4.1) λ*μ(f)=\ [ f{xy)dμ{y)dλ{x) for
JHJH

If H is infinite, then the homomorphisms of ®(ίf) onto K are enormously
complicated, and in fact need not be described by characters of H (see
[12] for a detailed discussion).

4. &(G) is setnisimple*

We establish first a preliminary result, which will also be of use in

§6.

4.1. THEOREM. Let f be an element of ©((?) and let εbe a positive
real number. Then there exists a finite subset {%J-Jt0 of G, where

such that the oscillation of f is less than e on each of the sets ]a3-i, α j

( i = l , 2 , . . . , m ) .

Proof. The function / is continuous. Hence, for all xeG, there

exists an interval neighborhood U(x) such that \f(y) — /(2/')l<C -— for all
ό

y, yf 6 U(x). Since G is compact, a finite number of these neighborhoods
cover G. Let Uu Z72, •••, Up be such a collection of neighborhoods.

Each Uj has one of the following forms : ]u, v[; [u, v[; ]%, v\\
{w}(u<^v). Whenever an interval U3 can be written in one of the last
three forms, let the elements uf v or the element w be considered as
the endpoints of Uj. Otherwise, call u, v the endpoints of U5. There
are at most 2p distinct endpoints of the sets Uj: we write them in
increasing order as a0, au « , α m . Since a is in some TJ5 and since the
only types of open intervals containing a are [a, v[ (a < v) or {a} (if
a is isolated), we must have ao=a. By the same token, we have am=ω.

Now consider an arbitrary interval ]ak-u ak~] (&=1, 2, •••, m). The
point ak lies in some interval Us ( s = l , 2, " ,p). If Us is of the form
~]us, vs[ or ~]us, vs~], it is obvious that aJc-1^us and hence ]αfc-χ, α Λ ] C i 7 s .
If Z75 has the form [ws, t?6[ with us<^ak, then it is again obvious
that ]αfc_!, α j C ί7 s. In these cases, the oscillation of / on ]αfc_2, αfc]
does not exceed e/2. If Z7S has the form [αfe, vg[ or {αfc}, then since Us
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is open, ak has an immediate predessor, say w. If ak^ι=w1 then
]ak-j, ak]= {ak}. Consider an interval Ut that contains w. If Ut has
the form [w, vt[ or ]ut, w] or {w}, then w=ak-τ. In these three cases,
the oscillation of / on ]ak-u ak~\ is 0. If Ut has the form ]ut, vt[ and
does not have any of the three preceding forms, then we have ak<^vt,
ut<^w, and necessarily ut^ak^. Again it follows that ]ak-lt α J C P ί ,
and the oscillation of / on ~}ak-u ak~\ does not exceed e/2. Since ε/2 is
less than ε, the lemma is proved.

Our next theorem shows that (£((?) is semisimple.

4.2. THEOREM. Let L be an element of (£((?) such that λ([μ, α])=0
for all aeG. Then L=0.

Proof Let / be any function in ©(£), let e be a positive real
number, and let {α ĴLo be as in 4.1. Let p be the function on G such
that

f{ak) for a^^x^aj, (fc==l, 2, . •-, m) .

Then p is Borel measurable and bounded and hence is in 2τ(λ). Our
hypothesis on λ implies that λ({a})=0 and that Λ(]αfc_i, an]) = 0 (k=l, 2,

•• ,m). Consequently, \ p(a?)d (̂ίt?)=O. On the other hand, we have

\p(x) -f(x)\ < ε f o r all a? e G. Therefore

\ f{x)dλ{x)Λ p(x)dλ(x)

Since ε is an arbitrary positive real number, it follows that L(/)=0,
and therefore L=0.

4.3. THEOREM. Let L be an element of (£((?) such that ;({ω})=0
and /ί([a, a[)=0 /or aM a e ] a , a>]. Then L=0.

The proof of this theorem differs only trivially from that of 4.2.

4.4. THEOREM. The Banach algebra €{G) is simisimple. IfLe K(G)
and Lφΰ, then the image of L under some homomorphism 3.2.1 is dif-
ferent from zero. If the image of L under every homomorphism 3.2.2 is
zero, then L=tεω for some teK.

Proof The second statement of this theorem merely repeats 4.2.
The first statement follows from the second. To prove the third state-
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ment, let t=λ({ω}). Then (λ — tεω)([a, α[)=0 for all ae]a, ω], and
( Λ - ί O ί M H O . We now appeal to 4.3.

5 ff as the maximal ideal space of (£((?)•

5.1. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 identify completely the homomorphisms

of ©((?) onto K. In order to study the space of all these homomor-
phisms, we introduce some new notation. For all aeG, let a denote
the homomorphism 3.2.1: a{L)=λ([a, α]). Let G denote the set of all

homomorphisms α. For λ e &((?), we define the function λ on G as

usual: λ(a) = a(L) for all aeG. For ae~\a, ω], let a' denote the homo-

morphism 3.2.2 : a'{L)=λ[a, a[). Let G' denote the set of all homo-

morphisms α'. For λe&(G), we define the function λ on Gf as usual:

λ(a')=a'(L) for all af e G'. By an abuse of notation, we identify G\J G'

with the semigroup G of all semicharacters of G (1.8 and 1.12). Theorems

3.2 and 1.8 of course suggest this step. The function λ on G=G\J G'

is called the Fourier transform of L.

5.2. Before going further, we must agree on certain identifications
that may have to be made between G and Gf. If aeG and a has an
immediate successor a+, then [a, ά\=[μ, α+[, and hence α=α+. Equiva-
lently, if ae]a, ω\ and a has an immediate predecessor α_, then [a, α[=
[α, aJ], and af=a-. For all such ae~]a, ω], we agree to identify the
point af with the point α_.

5.3. For u,veG, we define [u, v] as the set of all ce G such that
u<±c<Lv. The sets \u, v[, \u'', i;'], etc., are defined similarly.

5.4. The GePfand topology for G is the weakest topology (that is,
the topology with the smallest family of open sets) that makes all of

the functions λ continuous. It is well known that G is a compact Haus-
dorff space in this topology ([10], p. 52, Theorem 19B). We now de-
scribe the GeΓfand topology for G.

5.5. THEOREM. The paint ω is isolated in G. If be [a, ω[ and b
has no immediate successor, then a complete family of neighborhoods of
b consists of all sets of the form

(5.5.1) [6, c[ \J W, c'] where c e ]6, ώ] .

If be [a, ω[ and b has an immediate successor b+, then b=b+ is isolated

in G. If be ]α, ω] and b has no immediate predecessor, then a complete
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family of neighborhoods of b' consists of all sets of the form

(5.5.2) ]α', &'] \J [α, &[ where a e [a, b[ .

It b has an immediate predecessor &_, then bf=b-1 and is isolated.

Proof. We use repeatedly the fact that all λ must be continuous

on G. The function έω is 0 everywhere on G except at α>, and έω(α>)=l.

Hence ω is isolated.

Consider next any point b such that a<^b<Cω. If b has no im-

mediate successor, there exists, for every open set T containing [α, 6],

an element c such that c > δ and [ α , 5 ] C [ ^ c [ C Γ . Every measure

λ e (£((?) is regular, and hence we can find a c0 > b such that

(5.5.3) \λ(lcc,b-})-λ([a,c)l\<e

for all c such that &<e<lco, ε being an arbitrary positive real number.
This means that

(5.5.4) |2(δ)-i(c ') |<e if & O ^ c 0 .

If λ is non-negative, 5.5.3 clearly implies that |Λ([α, bj)-~λ([a, e]) |<εfor
all c such that b<Lc<Lc0. Since Λ is a linear combination of four non-
negative measures, we now have the following result.

5.5.5. Let be [a, ω[ and let b have no immediate successor. Let

λe&(G), and let e be any positive real number. Then there is a eo>&

such that U(6)-^(c)|<ε if b<Lc<cQ and U(6)-Λ(c')|<ε if b<c<^cQ.
If b has an immediate successor, 6+, then we have

i f X=b=b+>(5.5.6) ^ ( O ^ H J A
1 0 elsewhere on G .

Since the function εb— εb+ is continuous on G, the point 6=6+ is isolated.

We next consider a point 6'eff such that b has no immediate

predecessor. Then [α, &[ is a nonclosed open subset of G, and for every

closed subset Fof [a, b{, there exists c < & such that F C k c]CZ[a, b[.

If ^ e E(G), then λ is regular, and we see just as in 5.5.5 that:

5.5.7. λ(&) is arbitrarily close to λ(b') if co<Cc<Lb and λ(c) is

arbitrarily close to λ(bf) if c o ^ c < 6 (here c0 is an appropriately chosen
element <&).

The case in which b has an immediate predecessor has already been
dealt with.
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The topology imposed on G by the neighborhood system 5.5.1 and
5.5.2 (and with isolated points as described) is obviously a Hausdorff
topology. In 5.5.5, 5.5.6, and 5.5.7, we have shown that every function

λ is continuous on G in this topology. From 5.4, we see that the
GePfand topology is weaker than or equivalent to the topology just
described.

To show that this topology is precisely the GePfand topology, con-
sider any b, ceG such that a<Lb<Cc<Lω and such that b has no im-
mediate successor. It is easy to see that

x ί f

0 elsewhere on G.

Hence all of the neighborhoods of b enumerated in 5.5.1 are necessarily
open in the GePfand topology. Since c is the immediate successor of
b if and only if b is the immediate predecessor of c, the same function
έ6 — έc shows that all of the neighborhoods of b' enumerated in 5.5.2
must be open in the GePfand topology. Points with immediate succes-
sors and the point ω have already been dealt with : such points must
be isolated in the GePfand topology for G. This completes the present
proof.

5.6. REMARK. Since &(G) has the unit eΛ (2.10), G must be com-

pact. Thus the topology of 5.5 is a compact Hausdorίf topology. This

fact could of course be established by a direct examination of G.

5.7. The mapping L-> λ is a linear mapping of (£(£) into the func-

tion space S(G) that changes convolution into pointwise multiplication.

That is, L*M->(λ*μ)Λ==λ μ for all L, M e &(£), where λ μ is the pointwise

product of λ and μ on G. This follows at once from 3.2. Theorem 4.4

shows that this mapping is an algebraic isomorphism. The result of the

present section is to describe the (unique) compact Hausdorff topology

on G under which the functions λ are continuous. Thus in studying

algebraic properties of έ(G), we may consider the subspace of &(G)

consisting of all λ. In 6.7 and 6.9, we will give a more precise descrip-

tion of these functions.

5.8. The Stone (or kernel-hull) topology for G ([10], p. 56) is

identical with the GePfand topology. A neighborhood of x e G in the

Stone topology consists of all y such that λ(y) φ§, where i(jc)τ^0. It
is clear that the Stone topology is weaker than or equal to the GePfand
topology, and since the functions έδ — έc are different from 0 exactly on
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the neighborhoods 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, the two topologies coincide.

6* The Herglotz-Bochner theorem for (£((?)•

6.1. WeiPs generalization to locally compact Abelian groups of the
Herglotz-Bochner theorem (see [10], pp. 141-142, Theorem 36A) gives
an intrinsic characterization (positive definiteness and continuity) of all
functions on the dual group that are Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of
finite non-negative regular Borel measures. We here give two analogues

of the Herglotz-Bochner theorem for the algebra

6.2. Let /I be a non-negative measure in (£((?). Then the function
λ is continuous, real-valued, and non-negative on G. It is also nondecreas-
ing in the sense that λ(a)<Lλ(b) and λ(a')<LXbf) if α<;&. We shall
show that these properties completely characterize Fourier transforms
of non-negative measures. In fact if h is a continuous, real-valued, non-
negative function on G such that h{a) <I h(b) for a <I δ, and k(ω) > 0,
then h=λ for some non-zero λ e (ί(G) such that ΛI> 0. The proof requires
a number of steps, which we state as separate theorems.

6.3. THEOREM. Let h be a continuous function on G that is real-
valued and non-decreasing on G. Then h is also real-valued and non-
decreasing on G\

Proof. It is first clear that h is real-valued on G\ since G is dense

in G. Let α, b be elements of G such that α < δ , and let e be a positive
real number. There exists an element c < α such that \h(a') — h(x)\ < ε
for all x such that c<Lx<Ca (see 5.5.2). This holds trivially if a has
an immediate predecessor. Similarly, there exists an e<Cb such that
\h(bf) — k(y)\<Ce for all y such that e<Ly<Cb. If we choose e^>a, then,
as h is non-decreasing on G, all of the numbers h(x) are less than or
equal to all of the numbers h(y), and it follows that h{a')<,h(b').

Given a function h as in 6.2, we must recapture the measure λ, or,
equivalently, the linear functional L, whose Fourier transform is h. For
this purpose, we introduce a Riemann integral with respect to h.

6.4. DEFINITION. Let h be any real-valued, non-decreasing function
on G. Let Δ denote a finite subset {α0, al9 -- ,αm} of G, such that
aQ=a, am=ω, and aj-1<iaj (j=l, , m). For an arbitrary complex-
valued function / on G, let

S(f, ΛH
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6.5. THEOREM. Let f be a continuous function on G. Then there
exists a unique number L{f) such that for every e ̂ > 0 there exists a Δo

as in 6.4 with the property that \L{f)—S{f, Δ)\<^e for all ΔZϊ Δo. We
write this relation as L(f)=limS(f, Δ).

Proof. Let β=h(ω)-h(a). If £=0, then S(f, Δ)=0 for all J and
there is really nothing to prove. Otherwise, let θ be an arbitrary posi-
tive real number. Then, by 4.1, there exists a A^{aj]%Q such that the
oscillation of / is less than β~Ύθ in each of the sets ]θj-i, aj] (j=l,2,
•• ,m). Suppose now that Γ is a finite subset of G such that Γ^ A.
We shall prove that

(6.5.1) \S(f, Δ)-S(f,

Write Γ={bk}
r

k^, &Λ;-I<A, and suppose that bs=au bJc<^a1 for k<Cs.
Then we have

(6.5.2) - KaQ))

Σ

If hia^ — hia^) is positive, it is clear that the inequality in 6.5.2 is strict.
Estimates similar to 6.5.2 obviously hold for the b's lying in the inter-
vals ]alf α2], •• ,]αm_1, αm]. Adding these estimates together, we obtain
the result that

the strict inequality holding because some h{aj) — h{cij-ι) is positive. This

is just 6.5.1.
Let Δn be a subset of G as in 6.4 such that \S(f, Δ)-S(f, 4)1 O " 1

for all Δ D Δny and let Γn= \J Δ5 (w=l, 2, 3, •). Then {S(f Γn)};. t is a

Cauchy sequence of complex numbers and hence has a limit, which we
take as L(f). If e is a positive real number, then there exists an
n> 3/e such that \L(f)-S(f, Γn)\ < e/3. If Δ D ΓΛ, then J D 4 , so that
\S(f, Δ)-S(f, Γn)\<2/n. Thus \L(f)-S(f, Δ)\ < ε , as was to be proved.
The uniqueness of L{f) is proved by a standard argument, which we
omit.

6.6. THEOREM. The function L defined in 6.5 for all f e (£(G) is

a non-negative linear functional on
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Proof. Since h is real and non-decreasing, it is clear that S(Δ, f) is
real and non-negative for all real / e <£(<?) that are nonnegative and all
Δ as in 6.4. Hence the limit L(f) of these numbers is non-negative.
The linearity of L follows at once from 6.5 and the obvious equality
S(Δ, uf + vg)^ΞuS(Δ,f) + vS(Δ, g), valid for all complex numbers u, v, all
f,ge&(G), and Δ as in 6.4.

We can now state and prove our main theorem.

6.7. THEOREM. Let k be a continuous function on G that is real-
valued, non-negative, and non-decreasing on G. Let L be the non-negative
linear functional associated with h as in 6.5. Let λ be the measure
associated with L as in 1.6.1. Then h is the Fourier transform of
λ 4- h(a)eΛ :

(6.7.1)

Proof. Since λ and h are completely determined by their behavior

on the dense subset G of G, we have only to show that 6.7.1 holds on

G. That is, we must show that

(6.7.2) λ(a)=λ([a, a])=h(a)-h(a) for all aeG .

If a 6 G and a has an immediate successor, then the function ψ^ is
continuous, and by the definition of λ given in 1.6.2, we have λ([a, ά]) =
L{ψa-]). If Δ is any finite subset of G as in 6.4 that contains α, then it
is plain that S(^α], Δ)=h(a)—h(a). This implies that L(ψal)=h(a) — h(a),
that is, that 6.7.2 holds for this value of a.

If a has no immediate successor, then, for every positive real number
e and every b > α, b e G, there exists a non-negative real-valued function
/e(£(G) such that /(a?) = l for x<,a, /(a?)=0 for x^b, 0<^f(x)^l
for xeG, and

(6.7.3) \λ(la, α ] ) - L ( / ) | < A .
o

This follows at once from 1.6.2 and the fact that G is a normal topolo-
gical space. Now let Δ be any finite subset of G as in 6.4 that contains
a and b. The inequalities

(6.7.4) h{a)-h{a)<S{f, Δ)^h{b)-h{a)

obviously hold. Since h is continuous on G, we can choose the element
6 > α such that Q<Lh(b) — ̂ (α)<ε/3. By 6.5, there exists a finite subset
Γ of G such that Γ^Δ and

(6.7.5)
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Combining 6.7.3, 6.7.4, and 6.7.5, we have

(6.7.6) μ([α, a])-(h(a)-h(«))\<e .

Since ε is arbitrary, we have proved 6.7.2.

6.8. REMARK. Theorem 6.7 is an analogue of the Herglotz-Bochner

theorem, since it characterizes in a simple way those functions on G

that are Fourier transforms of non-negative measures in (£((?). We can
also obtain an exact analogue of the Herglotz-Bochner theorem in terms

of positive definite functions. A function p on G is said to be positive
definite if

m m __

(6.8.1)
k=Ί

for all complex numbers ξu •••, ξm and all distinct χu •••, χm in G. If

λ is a non-negative measure in S(G), then we have

Σ ta) Σ gΣ Σ Wta)= Σ g
m

Hence 5 is continuous and positive definite in the sense of 6.8.1. Con-

versely, let p be a continuous function on G that satisfies 6.8.1. Let

a,beG and let α < 6 . For m=2, X1=φa], X%=Ψ*], f i=l, and f 2 = - l , the

the inequality 6.8.1 obviously reduces to

(6.8.2) -p(Φai) + P(Φbi)^0 .

Writing p(φxl)=p(x) for xeG, we have p(a)<Lp(b). From 6.8.1, we also
see that p is non-negative. That is, p is continuous and non-decreasing
on G and hence is the Fourier transform of a non-negative measure
(6.7). Monotonicity is a much easier property to verify, in applications,
than the inequality 6.8.1, so that the present characterization of Fourier
transforms of nonnegative measures as continuous, positive definite
functions is perhaps only a curiosity.

6.9. REMARK. Theorem 6.7 permits us to characterize general

Fourier transforms λ, where λ is an arbitrary complex-valued measure

in (£(G), as being continuous functions on G that are linear combinations

of continuous, real-valued, non-decreasing functions. However, there is

another characterization of the functions λ, more intrinsic in nature.

Namely, let p be a function on G and let α, b be elements of G such
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that a<Lb. We define the variation of p on the interval [α, 6] as the
supremum of all numbers

Σ
1

taken over all finite sets a^aQ<^dι<i * ̂ ^ m ^ ^ (if ct=δ, we take the
variation as 0). We write this variation as V(p: a, 6). One can then

prove that a function q on G is the Fourier transform of some measure
in (£(G) if and only if q is continuous and V(q: a, ω) is finite. The
proof is suggested by standard arguments from the elementary theory
of functions of a real variable (see for example [11], pp. 215-223). In
the non-trivial direction, the proof is carried out by showing that every

continuous real-valued function of finite variation on G is the difference

of two continuous, real-valued, non-decreasing functions on G. We omit
the details.

7* An application, to the theory of probability•

7.1. Theorem 6.7 has applications to the theory of probability. Let

Φ be a random variable defined on a probability space (Y, π) with values

in G. The function d on G, defined by

(7.1 1) { d(a)==π{y: VeY> Φ{y)^a) for aeG ,
' d{af)^π{y: yeY, < % ) < α } for ae]a, ώ\ ,

is obviously non-decreasing on G and G\ Under some obvious hypotheses

on π and Φ, this function d is continuous on G and hence is the Fourier

transform of a probability measure λ in E(G) (6.7). It is clear that λ is

non-negative, and since cZ(α>)=l, we must have /(G)=l, that is, λ is a

probability measure on the Borel sets of G. If Φ5 are independent ran-

dom variables as above with corresponding probability measures λ3 e (£(G)

( i = l , , m), then the probability corresponding to the product Φr - -Φm

is the convolution λ^ *λm. Thus the arithmetic of independent sets of

random variables is just the arithmetic of the set of all continuous,

nonnegative, non-decreasing functions p on G such that p{ω)=l. The

operation is of course pointwise multiplication on G. If we denote the

set of all probability measures in £((?) by ξβ, then the set of function

on G that we are now considering is exactly φ. In the case of a finite

semigroup G, the arithmetic arising in this way has been studied in

detail in another place [6].

We proceed to a description of some of the properties of 5β and φ.
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7.2. It is clear that ψ has a unit, namely eΛ (2.10). Since the
measure εω has the property that

if xφω,

if x = ω ,

it follows that eω*Λ=εω for all λ such that λ(G) = l. Hence εω is a zero
in the set $p.

7.3. We next identify the idempotent elements of ς$. If λ*λ=λ,

where λ e (£(G), then λ2=λJ and λ assumes only the values 0 and 1. If

ΛeSp, then λ is nondecreasing on G and λ(ω) = l. The requirement of
continuity makes it obvious that there exists an element b e G such that

l(a)=0 for a<^b, Λ(α) = l for α ^ δ , /(α')=0 for a<Lb, and i(α /)=l for
a^>b. This implies that λ=εb. Hence the only idempotent elements of
5β are the measures εδ.

7.4. DEFINITION. Let {Λn}n-i be a sequence of measures, where

^ne5β for all n. If there exists i e K(G) such that lim-Jn(jc) = ̂ (jc) for

all xeG, then we say that λ is the limit of the sequence {h}n=ι, and
we write λ= lim 4

7.5. It is easy to show that lim λn is in ψ whenever it exists. The
notion of limit adopted here is very like that employed in the classical
theory of probability (see for example [3], pp. 58-62, and esp. 102).
There are obvious differences, as we insist on pointwise convergence
throughout the entire space of homomorphisms G, while the classical
theory deals only with the homomorphisms defined by integrals

e~ίxydλ(x), which are not even dense in the space of all homomorphisms

(see [12]).

7.6. THEOREM. Let 2 e $ and let /IM-Λ*. - .*Λ(n) {n=l, 2, 3, •).
Then there is an element aeG such that l imΛ C w ] = e α .

Proof. Consider the function ln = (^y on the set G. Let A=

{x: xeG, Λ(x)=l}. Since ωe A, A is non-void. Let a=m£A. Since λ

is non-decreasing, we have {xixeG, x^>a} CZA. Since 1 is continuous
on G, we have a e A. It follows that

(7.6.1) λ(x)\ ==1 ιΐ

1 < 1 if
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This implies that

(7.6.2) lim2(xH{° i f X<a>
[1 if x^a.

Therefore lim λn(x) = εa(x) for all xeG. The same relation holds if

xeG', as is shown by the same argument. (Continuity shows that

α= inf {x:xeG, λ(xf)=l}.) Therefore, by 7.4, lim λ^=εa.

7.7. Finally, we may look for the class of probability measures in ̂ 3
that can be written in the form lim (μι* */O, where // rae$. For this
purpose, it is convenient to go over to 9β. Let λ be an arbitrary element
of φ. Write λ=p. Then for every positive integer r, there is a unique

nonnegative function pllr on G. It is easy to see that pιlr satisfies the
conditions of 6.7 and has the property that p1/r(α))=l. Hence pllr is the
Fourier transform of a probability μr such that u^ = λ. It is further-
more clear that

\impll2(x)-pιli(x) pll2n(x)=p(x)
n-^oo

for all xe G. Therefore, if we write λn=μ2*μ4* *μ2W, we have lim λn=
λ. Therefore every λ in φ is an "infinite product". If λ is not idempo-
tent (that is, not of the form eα), then no μr is idempotent, and λ is
an infinite product with " nondegenerate" factors.

If ea= lim (μχ* *μn)y then it is clear that all μ5 are equal to eΛ.
For in the contrary case, we have μ5{a) <C 1 for some ae G and some
positive integer^'. Hence lim μL(a) •fin(a)^foj(&)<Cl> a n d μL μn

does not converge to εa=l everywhere on G.
On the other hand, if beG and δ > α , choose any ueG such that

oc<Lu<Ca. A simple calculation shows that

lim (ieu(x) + iea(x)f = ea(χ)

uniformly on G. Hence εa is an infinite product with all factors non-
degenerate. (For the case of a finite G, see [6], 8.2.)

7.8. An intuitive interpretation of the results of 7.1-7.7 may be
given. Consider a game whose possible outcomes are points of G, with
the probability that the outcome lies m A(ZG given by λ(A), where
λe?$. We play the game repeatedly and keep score as follows. After
the first game, we take its outcome, xu as our "score". After each
subsequent game, we take as our score the maximum of its outcome
and our previous score. That is, the score after n games is max(#1?
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•••,#„). The probability that this score lies in A CZG is λ[n\A). Hence,
as n —>°o, 7.6 shows that the outcome is almost certainly α, where
α= inf {x: xe G, λ(]x, ω])=0}. This is in accordance with what one
intuitively expects. If there is a positive probability of obtaining x in
some interval [α, 6], then, after sufficiently many repetitions, the pro-
bability is arbitrarily close to 1 that the maximum will be greater than
or equal to a.

A similar interpretation, based on 7.7, can be given for games with
different probabilities λn. Here an arbitrary λ e φ can be obtained as
the limiting probability as the number of games goes to oo.

8 Examples and special results •

Our construction yields interesting results in certain classical cases.
We here list a few of them.

8.1. Let G be the closed interval [0, 1] on the real line, with the

usual ordering. Then d(G) consists of all complex, finite, countably

additive Borel measures on [0, 1]. The space G is the union I\J Γ\J {1},
where i=[0,1[ and /' is a replica of ]0,1] disjoint from /and {1}. The
point 1 is isolated. Sets of the form [t, ί-f δ[\J]*', t' + 8% where [£, t + δ[
C.I and ]έ', t'-t δ'] (ZΓ, are a basis for open sets in I\JΓ. This topology
was described many years ago by Alexandroff and Urysohn for counter-
example purposes [1], and it seems remarkable that it turns up here as
the maximal ideal space of a certain Banach algebra.

As noted in 6.9, the Fourier transforms λ are just the continuous
functions on G that have finite variation on I\J {1}. Now let ψ be any
complex-valued function on [0,1] that has finite variation and is continu-
ous on the right: ψ(t-hθ)==φ(t) for 0 ^ ί < 0 . It is well known ([3], p.

53) that φ determines and is determined by a Λe&(G): φ(t)=λ([O, f])

(0<:£<:i). Hence λ(t)=ψ{t) for all tel\j{l}, and it is easy to see

that λ(t')=φ(t-O) for t'e Γ. It follows that the algebra 9? of all right-
continuous functions of finite variation on [0, 1] with pointwise operations

is isomorphic to the algebra of Fourier transforms λ and hence to ®(G).
Furthermore, the homomorphisms of S3 onto K all have the form ψ ~> ψ(t)
(0<lέ<ll) or φ-+φ(t — 0) ( 0 < £ < : i ) . This answers a question put to
the first-named author by Professor Einar Hille in 1946. Finally, if

ψjβS3, and φ3 corresponds to the measure ^ed(G) (j=l, — ,m), then
the function φτ φm corresponds to Λ* *Λm.

8.2. Let G be any well-ordered set having a greatest element. It
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is obvious that G is compact and hence (£(<?) is an algebra of the kind

analyzed in the present paper. The measures in &((?) are all uncompli-

cated. In fact, if λe<ί(G), there exists a countable subset {an}~=i of G

and a sequence {£w}~=i of complex numbers such that Σ i ^ l ^ 0 0 a n ( i

such that

(8.2.1) λ=±znean.

The proof of this depends upon the following fact.

8.2.2. Let A be a well-ordered set with a greatest element and let
d be a finitely additive, real-valued, non-negative measure on the Borel
sets of A such that (̂{p})==0 for all pβ A and δ is inner regular in the
sense that δ(P)= sup {δ(F): F compact, FC.P} for all intervals P =
[a, w[C4. Then <S=0.

Proof. We may suppose that A is infinite. Let a be the least
element of A and let α+ be the successor of a. Then δ([oc, #+[)=
£({#})=(). Suppose that ue A and that δ([a, t[)=0 for all £ < > . If
% has an immediate predecessor %_, then we have

δ([a, w[) = ̂ ([«, %-[U {%-})=*([«> %-D + 3({w-})=0 .

If % has no immediate predecessor, then for every compact set F CZ [ρcy u[,
there is a t<Cn such that [α, ί ] ^ F . There is also a £' such that
t<^tr <C.Uj and we have F C f e ί ]C[«, ί'[. By our inductive hypothe-
sis, we have <5([α, t[)=0. By the regularity of δ, we infer δ([a, u[) =
sup {δ(F): F compact, F C O, %[)} =0. Hence 5([α, u[)=0 for all % 6 A.
Since <5({<»})-(), it follows that δ(A)=0.

In proving 8.2.1 from 8.2.2, we may clearly suppose that λ is non-
negative (use 1.6.5). Let {αw}"=1 be the subset of G consisting of all

points for which λ is positive, and let zn=λ({an}). Then δ=λ— ^zneari is
7 1 = 1

a measure satisfying the hypothesis of 8.2.2 (this δ is even countably
additive).

It follows that the algebra ®(G) is isomorphic to the algebra 1{(G)
described in [8]. Since we have obtained all of the semicharacters of
G in the present case, Theorems 1.8, 3.3, and 4.4 of the present paper
are somewhat more precise that the corresponding Theorems 5.1, 2.7,
and 5.8 of [8].

8.3. As another illustration of our techniques, we find all idempotent

elements in ©(G), where G satisfies 1.5. If λ*λ=λ, then λ2=λ and λ can
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assume only the values 0 and 1. According to 6.9, λ must have finite
variation on G and be continuous on G. Hence λ can have only a finite
number of changes of sign on G. A simple argument shows that there
exists a finite subset {bj}J=ι of G such that a <C&i <Cb.λ<^ ' * * <Ĉ m <Cω

(we write <x=b0, ω=bm+1 in the following formulas) with the following
properties. First, we may have

(8 3 1) 2λ(x) = \ 1 ~ ( " ~ 1 ) & f o r xeVbk,bk+l (k = 0, , m) ,

( _ i r for χ6[6m, 6m+1] .

Second, we may have

1 ^ f o r J C 6t 6^ 6fc+it ((8 3 2) 2λ(x) =
' l Γ for xe[6m, 6m+1] .

These are the only possibilities. Translating this into a statement about
the original measures, we see that λ must have the form

(8.3.3) ^ ε c o _ ε c i + s + . . . + ( _ i ) ^ C f c 9

where a <icQ < cx < <c f c ^ ω. Since every measure 8.3.3 is obviously

idempotent, we have found all idempotent measures in (£((?). This may
be compared with Theorem 9.1 of [8], where we obtain a less precise
result for a class of measure algebras related to but more complicated
than those under study here.

8.4. Again let G satisfy 1.5. (£(G) admits an obvious involution.

Let Le&(G) and L=M+iN, where the functionals M and N are real-

valued for real-valued /e£(G). Then the mapping L~>L=M—iNis an

involution of (£((?). Furthermore, (£((?) is obviously symmetric under

this involution : (λ)A is the complex conjugate of L However, (Σ(G) is

never isomorphic to (£((?) (pointwise operations) if G is infinite. If G is
infinite, we may suppose without loss of generality that G contains an
infinite strictly increasing subset

(8.4.1) α i < α 2 < θ 3 < •••<«»<••• .

Let b be the least upper bound of this set. It is easy to see that

T= {an} \J {6'} is a closed subset of G. The function r on T such that

γ(an)=^(l-(-l)n) and 7-(&')=0 is continuous on T. By Tietze's exten-
n

sion theorem, there is a continuous function γQ on G such that γQ(an) =
γ(an) ([9], p. 242). Obviously γQ has infinite variation on G and hence
is not a Fourier transform (6.9).
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8.5. Following a suggestion of the referee, we note that if a semi-
group G satisfies all of the hypotheses of 1.1-1.3 and if 1.4 is replaced
by the hypothesis of local compactness, then it can be treated in much
the same way as we have treated the compact case. Certain changes,
however, are needed. The function space GΓ(G) of 1.6 is replaced by
(£*((?), the space of all bounded continuous functions on G. The conju-
gate space K(G) is replaced by ^f(G), the space of all countably addi-
tive, complex-valued, finite Borel measures on G. (This is a realization

of (£(G) for G compact but is ordinarily only a very small part of the
conjugate space of (£*(G) if G is non-compact.) The integral 1.6.1
exists for all / e (£*(G) and λ e ^£(G) and defines a bounded linear
functional on (£*(<?). Under this definition, ^/(G) is a convolution
algebra. Every semicharacter of G is defined by a Dedekind cut, and
it will be of the form 1.8.1, 1.8.2, or as in 1.11. ^f(G) has a unit
if and only if G has a least element a and the unit in this case is ε̂ .
(See 2.10.) The results of §§ 3 and 4 can be carried over with obvious

modifications. The maximal ideal space of ^/ί\G) is still G (see § 5),
but the topological structure may be complicated. We omit the details.
The changes necessary in §§6-7 are considerably greater, and the more
general results to be obtained would not seem to justify carrying out
all of the details.
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SOME TAUBERIAN THEOREMS

AMNON JAKIMOVSKI

1. Introduction* The following Taurberian theorem is well known.

THEOREM A. If the sequence {sn}, n=0, 1, 2, , is summable Abel1

to s and the sequence {n(sn—sn^)} is bounded on one side, then {sn} is
convergent to s.

Another Tauberian theorem, proved in [4], is

oo

THEOREM B. If the series Σ an is summable Abel to s and the se-
n=0

quence {w2(αw-i •—«„)} is bounded on one side, then limnan==0.

An immediate consequence of Theorem B is the well known proposi-

tion that, for a convergent series J£ an with monotonically decreasing

terms, \imnan=0 .
oo

By a well known theorem of Tauber, the series Σan of Theorem

B is convergent and hence the sequence {sn} of partial sums of the
series is summable (H, — 1), that is, {sn} is summable by the Holder
method of order — 1 , as defined in § 2. Thus Theorem B is equivalent
to the following

T H E O R E M C. If the sequence {sn}, n=0, 1, 2, •••, is summable Abel

to s and the sequence \( o)(sw-2""2sw_1-f sn){ is bounded on one side, then

{sn} is summable by the Holder method of summability of order — 1.

As will be shown below both Theorem A and Theorem C are special
cases of general results proved in § 5 of this paper.

The Tauberian conditions,

and

Received September 16, 1955 and in revised forms January 16, 1956, and May 28, 1956.
1 Concepts and propositions mentioned or used in this paper without definition or proof

are to be found in Hardy's book [3J.
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belong to the general class of conditions of the form

where k is some fixed nonnegative mteger and Δ"sr is defined by

In this paper we prove for the Abel transformation Tauberian theorems
in which the Tauberian conditions are of the form

or 0(1), or Oz(l), as %->oo. For these theorems see specially §5.

2 Some properties of HausdorfF and Holder transforms. For all se-
quences appearing in this paper the index denoting the order of the
terms will assume the values 0, 1, 2, . If, in some formulae in this
paper, a term appears with a negative value of the index denoting the
order of the term, then we shall understand that this term assumes
the value zero.

We say that a sequence {tn} is a Hausdorff transform, generated
by the sequence {μn}, of the sequence {sn}, if

(1) tn^

for n=0, 1, 2, . A Hausdorίf transform generated by a sequence
{μn} will be called here, for shortness, a (ξ>, μn) transform.

It is known that a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence
{tn} to be a {£>, μn] transform of {sn} is the existence of

(2) 4%=/vJ%

for n=0, 1, 2, ••• .
It is easy to see that, if {4} is defined by

(3) 4=^>o

for n=0, 1, 2, •••, where {μn} is an arbitrary sequence, then for each
pair of nonnegative integers p and q

( 4 ) 4% = /l*μp.

If {λn} is defined by (3) then (2) might be written in the form
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( 5 ) JHa=Jnλa Λns0

for n = 0 , 1, 2, •••. Equation (2) now shows that

tn = Σ (
w = 0 \

1 Yάn-mμ)s n=o, l, 2,

is, by (4) and (5), equal to

which, by the symmetry of (5) in {λn} and {sn}, is equal to

for ?2=0, 1, 2, ••• .

Thus the (ξ>, μn) transform of {sn} might be defined equivalently
by

(6) ίβ = j

for 7i=0, 1, 2, a fact which we use later.

We shall denote, in this paper, by {μ^}, where a is an arbitrary
fixed real number, the sequence {(n + l)"*}. The Holder transform of
order a, {kff*} (or, in short, the (H, a) transform) of a sequence, where
a is a real number, is defined as the (ξ>, /4Λ)) transform of the original
sequence. We say that a sequence {sn} is summable Holder to s if it is
summable (H, a) to s for some real number a. We say that {sn} is bound-
ed Holder if it is bounded (H, a) for some real number a.

Let & be a fixed nonnegative integer. It is known that

( 7 ) J f c +V4~ f c )=o

(8) J ^ " f c ) = ( — l)fc yfc!

for w=0, 1, 2, therefore, by (6),

( 9 ) %-"

for %=0, 1, 2, ••• . Equations (9) and (8) immediately yield the identity
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(10)
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/fc + l

= ( - D ( 2

o
0

0

0

0

hT

for n=0, 1, 2, . If the determinant on the right side of (10) is ex-
panded then we obtain

p=o

for n=0, 1, 2, where, as is easy to see,

(!•"/ ^ j &p ==zv ) a$ -/— U ,

for k=Q, 1, 2, . In the rest of this paper we shall denote by ac

Q

k\
• •• , α£fc) the coefficients which appear in (11).

It is known that the Holder transform of order a of the Holder
transform of order β of a sequence {sn} is identical with the Holder
transform of order a-hβ of {sn}.

Let {/*J be defined by μn=(V/\ n=0, 1, 2, , where k is a fixed
\fC/

nonnegative integer. It is easy to see that

(13)
( — for O^p

for p>k.

A consequence of (13) is that the sequence |(?]/ί*sB_&i, n=0, 1, 2, ,

is a Hausdorff transform, generated by | ( —l)*(/»)f > °f the sequence

It is known that the product of two Hausdorff transformations is
commutative; therefore, taking one the transformations to be that given

by {hc

n

a)} and the other to be that given by j(?jzfsΛ_ fci we obtain the

following consequence of (11).

LEMMA 1. Let a be a real number and k a nonnegative integer
then, for any sequence {sn},
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V

for n=0, 1, 2, •• .

3 A proposition concerning the product of two summability
methods and three Tauberian theorems. We shall use later the follow-
ing proposition (proved by O. Szasz in [7]).

THEOREM D: If {sn} is summable Abel to s and {tn} is a regular
Hausdorff transform of {sn} then {tn} is summable Abel to s too,

and the three theorems

THEOREM E. If {sn} is summable Abel to s and {sn} is bounded,
then [sa} is summable (H, ε) to s for each e > 0.

THEOREM F. If {sn} is summable Abel to s and {sn} is bounded on
one side, then {sn} is summable (H, 1) to s.

Theorem E may be deduced from Theorem 92 and Theorem 70 of
[3], while Theorem F is Theorem 94 of the same book.

THEOREM G. If f(x) possesses a finite nth derivative, n~^>2, in the
interval 0<^α?<^l, and if for some real number a

then for all integers k satisfying

If, in Theorem G, we put l — x^y1, the theorem becomes a result
first proved by N. Obrechkoίf in [5] and subsequently generalized by
M. Parthasarathy and C. T. Rajagopal in Theorems B and C of [6].

We shall now show the following proposition to be a consequence
of Theorem G.

LFMMA 2. Let the real sequence {sn} be summable Abel to s, that is

(14) lim(l-αOΣX^==s.

If for some nonnegative integer k
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(15)

then for all integers p satisfying 0 <I p

(16) l imα-^-^-^
a j | l

Proof. The identity

for r = 0 , 1, 2, ••• combined with (14) yields (16) with p=0; that is

(17) Σ (^sn^)xn^(-iγs(l-xy^ , x 11 .

Taking the /cth derivative of the left side of (17) and using (15) we
obtain

(18) Σ (J^-Λrf -fc! Σ
ϋ k

Γ) ί(Λ ^,\ —1\ / y f 1

The validity of (16), for all integers p satisfying 0 < p < k, follows
now from (17) and (18) by an appeal to Theorem G with

CO

/Y/y» i \ Λ A^Q sy*M/ ___ ( __ "1 \^Ql 1 — O* I ~"̂  /Ύ Ic — 1 Ύ) A* if Ύ\
J y*V I / j IΛ o ^ — j^ λ/ ^ I-j "\-"- VJ 1 j LA, IV X f iv Γi/f Γv jfy

71=0

4* A Tauberian inequality for power series* In this section we
prove one of the fundamental steps used in proving the main results
of this paper. This step is the following.

THEOREM 1. Let p be a fixed nonnegative integer. If for some real
or complex sequence {sΛ},

then, for x=l — (m

(19) lim

n
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where ρp is independent of {sn}.

The case p=0 of Theorem 1 is well known. See for instance, in-
equality (15) of H. Hadwiger's paper [2].

The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following auxiliary proposition.

LEMMA 3. For any pair m, n of integers satisfying m i > l , n > 0,
and for 0 < l # < I l , we have

ίn\where we suppose f )=0 if p^> n .

Proof. By the Taylor expansion

1! (n— 1)1 n

we obtain, by choosing 6=1, α = l — a? ( O ^ a r ^ l ) and f{t)=tn,

Hence, for the stated values (in the theorem) of m, n and x,

Proof of Theorem 1. We have

(20) -(\-x)-*.Δ>8m-,£

w = ?n+l i. r=0

Lemma 3 yields

Now, for α = l — (m+1)"1,
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(21) lira l/il <Ilim
n

P+I
For each ε > 0 there exists an integer mo(ε) such that, for every

We suppose now m ]> mo(ε); then

(22)

It is easy to show that for 0 <I r <; p we have

(23) (l-α;)-^- r ) Σ a?"-r 4p"r(w-2>)-1

and for r=p

(24) ( l - ^ ) - ^ " r ) Σ a?w"'r-^p"r(w-p)-1= Σ (^-p)"V- p .
w = m + l ?i = m + l

If we choose ^ = l - ( m + l)"1 and apply (23) and (24) to (22) we infer
easily that, for p I> 0, there exists a positive constant λp which is in-
dependent of the sequence {sn} and such that

Since ε > 0 is chosen arbitrarily we infer that, for x—1 — (m + l)~\

(25) H

Combining (20), (21) and (25) we see that our proposition is proved.
A consequence of Theorem 1 which will be used later is the follow-

ing proposition.

LEMMA 4. Let {sn} be summάble Abel to 8, and let there be a fixed
positive integer k such that

(26) n
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Then {\) y^jΔpsn_v==o{l), n -> oo, for 1 <Lp<Lk, (ii) {sa} is conver-

gent to s.

Proof. If k=l, we have to prove conclusion (ii) alone, and this
follows from Theorem 1 with p=0. If k ̂ 2 , then, by Theorem 1 and
(26), for x=l-(m-hl)-1,

= 0 .(27) lim

The Abel summability of {sn}, (26) and Lemma 3 show that

(28)

= 0 .

(28) and (27) show, for α = l - ( m 4 - l ) - \ that

The last fact shows, immediately, that

n -> oo .

Thus we reduced k in (26) by one, and by such a reduction (repeated
if necessary) prove conclusion (i). Finnally we derive conclusion (ii)
from conclusion (i) as already stated.

5. Some Tauberian theorems. The main result of this paper is
the following.

THEOREM 2. Be k some fixed positive integer. A necessary and
sufficient condition for {sn} to be summable {H, k) is that {sn} should be

summable Abel to s and lim

Proof. Proof of the sufficiency part. From the convergence of

{sn} to s and the relations \™\Δpsn-p==o{l), n-> oo, for p=l, ••-,& (from

Lemma 4) rewritten in the form (11), we get

lim hc

n-
p)=s

W~»oo

for p=l, 2, •••, k, successively; which proves the sufficiency part of the
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theorem. The proof of the necessity part of our proposition follows
from (11) and the fact that the limits

^CO)

exist and are all equal to s.
Now we prove three interesting consequences of Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence {stι}
to be summάble (H, a), for some real value of a, is that {sn} should be
summable Abel and that the sequence

should be summable {H, a + k) to zero for some fixed positive integer k.

Proof. The necessity of the Abel summability of {sn} is obvious.
The necessity of the (H, a±k) summability of

to zero follows from Lemma 1 (if we replace a there by a + k). Thus
we have proved the necessity part of our theorem. The sufficiency
part of our theorem is proved as follows. Suppose, first, that a > — k.
Then, by Theorem D, the sequence

{hί«^} , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,

is summable Abel to the same sum as the original sequence {sw}, hence,
using Theorem 2 with {hCn+k)} instead of {sn}, which is justified by
Lemma 1 with a replaced by a + k, {sn} is summable (H, a); which
proves the sufficiency part of our theorem for ct^i — k. In the case

being summable (H, a-hk) to zero, is necessarily convergent to zero;
and so, by Theorem 2, {sn} is summable {H, — &), or {h^} is summable
{H, —a—k), and consequently summable Abel too. Thus, by Theorem
D, {hCr?+1c)} is also summable Abel and the proof can be completed as in
the case oc^>— k.

The case k==l is a special case of Theorem (9.4) of [1], with β=a
+ 1 there.

THEOREM 4. Be k an arbitrary fixed nonnegative integer. If a
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sequence {sn} is summάble Abel to s and the sequence

is bounded (Ht a-hk) for some real number a, then {sn} is summable (H,
α + e) for each ε > 0 .

The case &=1 of the last theorem is the special case β=aΛ-1 of
Theorem (9.5) (for Abel summability) of [1].

Proof. First suppose <*I>0. Then, by Theorem D, (11) and (12),

vn = Σ

and {vn} is summable Abel to zero. Therefore, by Theorem E, {vn} is

summable {H, ε), for each ε > 0 , to zero, or j(^)J*sn_ fc[ is summable

(H, a + k + ε) to zero, and the conclusion follows by Theorem 3. If a
< 0 , we apply the preceding argument to the (H, —a) transform of
{vn} which is clearly 0(1), as n -> oo, and summable Abel to zero.
Thus we find that the (H, —a) transform of {vn} is summable (H, ε)
to zero, for each ε > 0 , or that {vn} in summable (H, — α-fε) to zero
and hence summable Abel to zero. Since vn=O(l), {vn} is, by Theorem
E, summable (H, ε) to zero and the proof is completed exactly as in the
case a > 0.

THEOREM 5. Be k an arbitrary fixed positive integer. If a sequen-
ce {sn} is summable Abel to s and the sequence

is bounded (H, a + k) on one side, then {sn} is summable {H, a-hi) to s.

The case k=l is the special case β=a-hl of Theorem (9.6) "of [1].
The proof of Theorem 5 is exactly the same as that of Theorem 4.

But now we have to use Theorem F in place of Theorem E.
In conclusion I wish to thank Professor C. T. Rajagopal for helpful

suggestions.
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SIMPLIFIED PROOFS OF "SOME TAUBERIAN THEOREMS"

OF JAKIMOVSKI

C. T. RAJAGOPAL

l Introduction* In this note, the preceding paper (mentioned in
the title) will be referred to as [J], the papers or books numbered 1, 2,
• in the bibliography concluding [J] will be referred to as [Jl], [J2], ,
while those in the numbered list of references at the end will be re-
ferred to by their numbers in square brackets.

The notation in [J] is retained with a slight simplification as follows.
As in Hardy's Divergent series [J3], a sequence {tn} is called a Haus-
dorff transform of another sequence {sn} when there is a sequence {μn}
such that

(1) J%==/V4%.

If a is a real number, the special case of {tn} defined by (1) with μn

= (n-h 1)"*, called the (H, a) transform, will be denoted by H*s where
s denotes the sequence {sn}. Since two Hausdorff transformations are
commutable, the operator H* is such that H«EP=HβH«=H«^ and H°
is the identity operator.

From the Abel or (A) transform of {sn}, defined as the left-hand
member of

( ) ( ) Σ * ( ) ( ) Σ n / ,
0 0

0 < > < l , p-1,2 , 3, . . . ,

we deduce the equality (2) by induction on p. It is in the form of the
right-hand member of (2) that the (A) transform is used in this note.

For any sequence {sn}, summability (H, a) to a finite value I and
summability (A) to I have their usual meanings as in [J].

2 The fundamental theorem in [J] This theorem ([J], Theorem
2) may be restated as follows with its non-trivial parts separated, so
that Tauber's first theorem ([J3], Theorem 85) emerges as the case
k=l of the first part, with the conclusion of the convergence of {sn}
restated as that of the (H, —1) summability of {sn}.

THEOREM 1. (a) If (i) {sn} is summable (A) to I, (ii) for a positive
integer k, nkAksn-k=o(X), n~> oo, then {sn} is summable (H, —k) to L

Received June 18, 1956.
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(b) Conditions (i) and (ii) are also necessary for {sn} to be summable
(H, -Jfc) to I

For establishing this theorem, Jakimovski's tools are (1) the Tau-
berian technique embodied in Lemma 2 of this note with the additional
complications necessary to bring in npΔpsn-p to take the place of nΔpsn_u

(2) the technique of repeated differences (or differentiation) implicit in
his appeal to one particular case of a theorem proved by Parthasarathy
and Rajagopal ([J6], case k=l + r of Theorem C). However, the second
technique, while generally useful in proving Tauberian theorems of the
Hardy-Littlewood class, is not required at all for proving the original
Tauberian theorems; and it is perhaps not very satisfactory to use it to
prove Theorem 1 which is essentially of the latter class of theorems.
The present note supplies a new proof of Theorem 1 whose merit is
that it depends only on Lemma 2 as it stands and on the interpreta-
tion, in Lemma 1, of n(n —1) *(n — pΛ- l)Δpsn-p, which is asympotically
equal to npΔpsn-p, as a Hausdorff transform of sn. Although the content
of Lemma 1 is due to Jakimovski, the proof of Lemma 1 as it appears
here is a simplification of his proof, resulting from the symbolic repre-
sentation (5) of the Hausdorff transformation of sn in question, sug-
gested to me by Mr. M. R. Parameswaran.

LEMMA 1. If k is a positive integer and

then tn is related to sn by (1) with

(4) < " - ( - l

that is, {tn} in (3) is the Hausdorff transform of {sn} corresponding to
the {μn} defined by (4), and further we have symbolically

( 5 ) {U ~(~^kH-7c(H°-H1)(H°--2H1)- -(H°-kHι)s
k\

the order of factors in (5) being immaterial.

Here I must record may indebtedness to Dr. Jakimovski who has
pointed out an implication of the first part of (5), namely, that
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where S% are Stirling's numbers of the first kind ([1], p. 142, (3)).

Proof. The relation between sn and tn is proved directly, starting
from

and showing that substitution for tr from (3) leads to (1) with the {/*„}
in (4).

Equation (5) follows from the fact that (4) can be written:

n+V V

Now the factors (n + l)\ l-~(n + l)-\ l - 2 ( n +1)"1, •••, l-k(n + l)-\
taken successively instead of μn in (1), make the {tn} of {1} the Haus-
dorff transforms of {sn} corresponding to the operators H~k, H° — H\
H°-2H\ ••• , H'-kH1 respectively. Hence the {tn} of (3) is the pro-
duct of the several Hausdorff transforms last mentioned multiplied by
( — ly/kl. We thus have the representation in (5) of the {tn} in (3),
and we can take the factors in this representation in any order since
Hausdorff transformations are commutable.

LEMMA 2. If {sn} is such that nJd
1sn-ι=O(l), then, for x=l—n~\

lim sup Σ
r=cQ

where τ is the ' Tauberian constant9 :

lim sup \nΔιsn-1\

\ e~xx ι dx , C=Euler's constant.

This result, due to Hadwiger ([J2], inequality (15)), is a particular
case of a more general result (e.g. [2], case a=l, λn=n, φ^(u)=^e~u of
Theorem 2(b)).

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) We may suppose without loss of gene-
rality that Z=0. For, we have only to consider, instead of {sn}, the
new sequence {sn — 1} which is clearly subject to hypothesis (i) with
1=0 and also hypothesis (ii).

First, we take Δksn.k instead of Δ1sn^ι in Lemma 1 and obtain, for
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( 6 ) lim rlim sup (1—x)~k+ι\nd*8n-k

=τ lim sup \nkA*sn-k\ .

Next, we take p=k in (2) and get

( 7 ) (-mi-x)-«+ι±J%-kχr=(l-x)Σisχ

as a result of hypothesis (i) where Z=0 according to our supposition.
Using in (6) hypothesis (ii) and (7) with a?=l — n'\ we obtain

n^Jt-X^+^-il-xy^it^Sr-^oil), n -> co.
r-0

If &=1, we infer at once that sn converges to 0. If fel>2, we repeat
the foregoing argument with k — 1, &—-2, •••, 1 successively in place of
& and find that w M ^ . ^ o f l ) for p=Jc-2, fc-3, •••,(), thus finally
drawing the same inference as before. After this we use the fact,
following from npJpsn-p=o(l), l<Lp<Lk, taken along with (5), that

( 8) {-ψH

as ^-> oo for p=l, 2, •••, k, and prove successively that H~ιs, H~2s,
••• , H'ks all converge to 0=1.

(b) If {sM} is summable (H, —k) to I, then if^s, 39=fc, Λ —1, , 0,
are obviously each convergent to / and (8) necessarily holds for p=k;
also {sn}, being convergent to Z, is necessarily summable (A) to I.

3. Remarks on other theorems in [J]- It may be pointed out how
(5) in conjunction with the notation of this note simplifies the presenta-
tion of Jakimovski's main theorems ([J], Theorems 3,5) restated in this
notation as Theorems 2,3. The simplified presentation, like the one
given by Jakimovski, depends only on the results of the preceding sec-
tion, 0. Szasz's theorem for the product of a regular Hausdorff method
of summability and (A) summability ([J], Theorem D, generalized by
Rajagopal in [3], Theorem I), and finally an idea whose simplest ex-
pression is the lemma which follows.

LEMMA 3. If {sn} is summable (A) to I and the sequence denoted by
H*s, where a is any real number, is bounded on one side, then HΛ+ιs is
convergent to I.

The case α = 0 of Lemma 4 is classical. The case a 7^0 is includ-
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ed in one of Jakimovski's theorems ([J4], Theorem (9.6)). However, it
is best to deduce it from the case a=0 by means of the following
observation. If a > 0, then H*s is summable (A) to I by Szasz's
product-theorem referred to above; while, if a < 0, H*s is again sum-
mable (A) to I since it is summable (H, —a-\-l) to I as a result of
s=H-*(Has) being bounded on one side and summable (A) to Z.

In Lemma 3 we extend a Tauberian theorem for sequences s sum-
mable (A) by replacing s by H*s in the Tauberian hypothesis and the
conclusion. The method of extension shows that, in Theorem 1 (a), we
may replace s by Has, or, a being any real number, replace s by
Ha+Jcs, in hypothesis (ii) and the conclusion. The result of the replace-
ment of s by H"+ks is stated below.

THEOREM 2. (a) // (i) the sequence {sn} is summable (A) to I, (ii)
for a real number a and a positive integer k, the sequence Ha+H is null,
where t = {tn} is defined by (3) or (5), then {sn} is summable (H, a) to I.

(b) Conditions (i) and (ii) are also clearly necessary for {sn} to be
summable (H, a) to I.

An immediate deduction from Theorem 2 is the next.

THEOREM 3. If, in Theorem 2(a), condition (ii) is replaced by the
condition that HΛ+kt is bounded on one side, the conclusion will be that
{sn} is summable (H, a +1) to L

Proof, By Szasz's product-theorem, HH is summable (A) to 0.
Hence, by Lemma 3 with HH instead of s, HΛl+1+H is a null sequence,
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2(a) with α-f-1 instead of a.

4. Addition. (November 23, 1956.) Szasz ([4], p. 1019, Lemma 5)
has proved the following theorem.

THEOREM X. Let {sn} be a sequence which is (i) summable (A) to I,
(ii) bounded below and quasi-monotonic-decreasing in the sense that there
is a constant c > 0 such that

sn+ι <: (1 +cln)sn , n > no(c).

Then {sn} is convergent to I.

Appealing to Lemma 3, we can replace s ΞΞΞ {sn} by H*s in the
hypothesis (ii) and the conclusion of Theorem X, and obtain the follow-
ing theorem.

THEOREM Y, Let s be a sequence such that (i) it is summable (A) to
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I, (ii) its transform H*s is bounded below and quasi-monotonic-decreasing
according to the definition in Theorem X. Then s is summable (H, a)
to I.

The cases a=0, a = — 1 of Theorem Y have applications to trigono-
metric series ([4]: p. 1020, Theorem 3 and p. 1031, Theorem 8).
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A CONGRUENCE THEOREM FOR TREES

PAUL J. KELLY

Let A and JB be two trees with vertex sets au α2, , an and
bi, b2, • ••, bn respectively. The trees are congurent, are isomorphic, or
"are the same type", (Aζ^B), if there exists a one-to-one correspon-
dence between their vertices which preserves the join-relationship be-
tween pairs of vertices. Let c(at) denote the (n-l)-point subgraph of
A^obtained by deleting at and all joins (arcs, segments) at at from A.
It is the purpose here to show that if there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence in type, and frequency of type, between the sub-graphs of order
n — lmA and J5, that is, if there exists a labeling such that φ ^ ) ^
cφi), i = l , 2, •••, n, then A ~ B. It is assumed throughout, therefore,
that there is a labeling of the two trees A and B such that c(α4)^c(δ4),
i = l , 2, •••, n9 where n^Z.

Some lemmas to the main theorem are established first. Let T
denote a certain type of graph of order j , where 2<Lj <^n, which oc-
curs as a subgraph a times in A and β times in B. If at is the num-
ber of T-type subgraphs which have at as a vertex, then,

Similarly,

where 6t is the number of T-type subgraphs having bt as a vertex.
Because c(αt) ̂  c(64), the number of T-type subgraphs which do not
have at as a vertex is the same as the number which do not have bt

as a vertex. Thus

a-a^β-βi, i = l, 2, . . . , n.

Therefore

so n(a—β)=j(a — β), which implies a=β. This, in turn, implies oci^=βu

i==l, 2, •••, w, and the lemma is established.

LEMMA 1. Every type of proper subgraph which occurs in A or B

Received December 16, 1955.
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occurs the same number of times in both, and at and b-h are vertices in
the same number of these subgraphs, i = l, 2, , n.

The case j=2 gives a special result.

LEMMA 2. The vertices αt and bt have the same degree, i=l, 2, , n.

Next it is clear that if either A or B consists of just a path between
two end points then the other is also a path of the same length. If
neither is just a path, then their maximal-length paths are proper sub-
graphs and have the same length because of Lemma 1.

This proves the third lemma.

LEMMA 3. The trees A and B have the same radius r and both
trees are central or both are bicentral.

A correspondence between c(ai) and c(6J, under which c(at)
will be called an αΓmapping (or 6Γmapping), and the main theorem is
obtained by using these submappings to define a congruence of A and
B, Because such a congruence is more easily obtained when the trees
are central, the proof will be carried through for bicentral trees only,
with the simpler proof implied by analogy. It is supposed therefore

that A has bicenters ax and α2 and that B has bicenters bτ and b2 (where
α2 is not necessarily aλ).

Let F be a component in the graph obtained by deleting from A
the bicenters and all joins to them. There is a point of F joined in A
to one bicenter, say aL, and no point of F is joined in A to ά 2 . By
(a \J F) is meant the graph, which has for its vertices α, and the vertices
of F, and whose joins are the same as they are in A. The graph (ax\JF)
is a limb at αx. It is a radial or nonradial limb according as it does
not possess an r-point, that is, a point whose distance in A from the
nearest bicenter is r. An easy consequence of Lemma 1 is that ai is an
r-point if and only if b% is an r-point.

Some special subgraphs of A and B are now defined. At ά{ the
radial limbs are

and the non-radial limbs are

while at bt the radial limbs are

Ba, Bi2, , Bini
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and the non-radial limbs are

Du, Di2, ••-, Dlh, » = 1 , 2 .

Next,

At=(Atι \JAU\J \J Alm) , 5 , = ( 5 u U ^ U U Bim.),
m.)

and

Finally,

Ar=(A υ A), 5 , = ^ υ 5,), c=(ct w Q ,

and

z>=(A υ A).

In obtaining congruences for these special subgraphs, an important
role is played by center preserving mappings, that is, those which pair

cίi and ά.z in some order with bι and 62. It is useful, therefore, to
define a vertex at to be a nonessential point, (n. e. point), if it is of
degree one (is an end point) such that c(αj is a bicentral tree of radius
r. Every end point, which is not an r-point, is an n. e. point. An
r-point is nonessential if it belongs to a limb with more than one r-
point, or if the bicenter to which its limb belongs has more than one
radial limb. If a h is an n. e. point then bt is an n. e. point and every
αΓmapping is center preserving. The following fact is also useful.

LEMMA 4. If at is an n. e. point of A in Ar then b% is an n. e. point
of B in Br.

Proof. Assume bt $ Brj that is, bt e D. Any αΓmapping must pair
the remainder of Ar (without at) with all of Br, so the order of Ar is
one greater than that of Br. If A had a nonradial limb it would have
an n. e. point in C, say aJt and an α^-mapping would have to pair Ar

with all or part of Br, which is impossible. Therefore A has no non-
radial limb and b , is the only point of B not in Br. The sum of the
degrees of aλ and ά2 is therefore smaller than the sum of the degrees
of &! and 62. If B had an n. e. point blf distinct from bif the sum of

the degrees of F2 and ζ would be the same in c(bΊ) as in J9, and there-
fore a δ rmapping could not be center preserving. From this it follows
that a% and bt are the only n. e. points in A and B respectively. Thus
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A consists of a (2r-hl)~path and one extra point a% joined to a point
ak, which is not a center, while B consists of a (2r-hl)-path and one
extra point 6έ joined to a center. This center is bk since ak is the only
point in A of degree three. But now it is clear that c(ak) has a com-
ponent which is a path of greater length than any in c(6fc), which con-
tradicts c(ak) ^ c{bk). The assumption that &« is in D is therefore false
and Lemma 4 is established.

THEOREM. // A and B are trees with vertices au α2, , an and
bx, bz, , bn, n^> 3, respectively, and c(αj = c(6 )̂, i=l, 2, , n then

Proof. As previously indicated, the details will be given only for
the case where A and B are bicentral.

Case l One of the trees, say A, has a nonradial limb. Then A
has an n.e. point ak in C and, from Lemma 4, bk is in D. An ak-
mapping, therefore, pairs Ar with Br, so

( 1 ) Ar^Br.

Next,

( 2 ) There is a congruence of C and D which pairs dl9 α2 in

some order with 6X and bL.

Consider the n. e. points of A m Ar> First, suppose the limb to which

one of these points a% belongs is still of length r after at is deleted

from it. Then an (^mapping cannot take this sub-limb into D, and so

must pair the remainder of Ar with the remainder of Br. It therefore

pairs C with D as stated in (2). Next, suppose every n.e. point which

belongs to Ar or Br is the end of an r-path limb. If ai and bt are

such points, then deleting them from their limbs produces two (r — 1)-

path limbs. Since these sub-limbs are congruent, an αΓmapping either

pairs C and D as stated in (2) or else can be redefined to do so. The

only remaining possibility is that no n.e. point occurs in either Ar or

Br, so each is a (2r-f l)-path. Let at be the r-point in At and bt be the

r-point in Bu i = l, 2. Since C(ax) is a tree of radius r and center az

and c(6i) is a congruent tree with center b2, an c^-mapping pairs ά2 and

δ2. It must also pair the nonradial limbs of A at d.z with the nonradial

limbs of B at 62, and hence C2 ~ Rz. By the same reasoning, an α2-

mapping establishes a congruence of Cx and Dx which pairs ax with bl9

so there is clearly a congruence of C and D satisfying (2).

If a congruence of C and D, satisfying (2), and a congruence of
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Ar and Br both pair the bicenters in the same order, then clearly A ~
B. Assume, on the contrary, that every congruence of Ar with Br pairs

the bicenters in one order, say aι with bx and az with b2, while every

congruence of C and D, satisfying (2), pairs the bicenters in the op-

posite order, namely aτ with bz and a2 with 61# It will be shown that

this leads to a contradiction and hence that A ^ B under Case 1. First,

from the assumption about the congruence of Ar and Br, it follows that

each is not just a (2r4-l)-path. Therefore A has an n. e. point ah in Ar,

and it may be supposed that a% e Aτ. Since an α*-mapping implies a

congruence of C and D satisfying (2) it must pair άι and a.z with b2 and

bι in that order. By assumption, Aλ ~ B1 and A2 ~ B2, so bt e B2 would

imply that an (vmapping pairs A2 with Blt But then A] ~ Az ~ Bγ ~ Bz

would contradict the unique mapping of bicenters in any congruence of

Ar with Br. Therefore b^B^ Le t/ i be the order of Arand B{ and

f2 be that of A2 and B2. An α rmapping shows f2=fτ — 1. Suppose A

has an n. e. point α, in A2. Then an <zΓmapping pairs αt and 62, so it

pairs Aτ with all or part of Bz. But this is impossible because / i > / 2 .

Therefore there is no n. e. point of A in A2y and, by the same reason-

ing, there is no n. e. point of β in S2. Thus A2 and Bz are paths of

length r, and A and B each have just two end points in A1 and B%

respectively.

Now consider nonradial limbs. At least one exists so, from Lemma

4, at least one each exists in each tree. Suppose there is a nonradial

μmb at al9 and let af be an end point of A in this limb. Then bjβD.

Because an c^-mapping includes a congruence of Ar and Br, it pairs aλ

with bλ and az with 62. If b3 were in Dλ such a mapping would imply

C2 ^ D2, and this, with d ^ A and C2 ^ Du would yield Ci ^ C2 ^ A

^ At contradicting the unique center pairings in a congruence of C and

D. Therefore bj e D2. Let / 3 be the order of Q and A and /4 by the

order of C2 and A An αj-mapping shows that / 3 —1=/ 4 . Therefore

there is no n. e. point in C2 and none in A . For if ak in Cz were an

n. e. point, an α^-mapping would pair aL with bλ and therefore would

pair CΊ with all or part of A This is impossible because / 3 > / 4 .

There are, therefore, no nonradial limbs at α2 or blf and there is just

one nonradial limb at ax and at b2y each of length one. The center aγ

and b2 are of degree three and α2 and bγ have degree two. Let αx be

the end point of A in A . The tree c ^ ) has only one center, namely

aτ of degree three. If the r-point δ : were in J52, the center of c(60

would have degree two, contradicting c(aΊ) ^ c(62). So ^eB^ Also &!

is the only r-point in A , for otherwise c(6i) would be a bicentral tree.

If a2 and δ2 denote the other r-points of A and B respectively, it fol-
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lows that c(a2) and c(b2) are central trees and that ά2 and bλ are their
respective centers. But in c(a2) the radial arm to ax is a path in c(b2)
both radial arms branch, and this contradicts c(a2) = c(62). The supposi-
tion that a nonradial limb exists at ά2 rather than αx leads to the same
kind of contradiction, hence A ~ B under all the possibilities of Case 1.

Case 2* There are no nonradial limbs but one tree has at least

three radial limbs. Suppose there are at least two radial limbs at α2,

and now let a1=a1 and 62=δ,. One and only one component of c{aλ) is

a central tree of radius r. Its center is a2 and all of its limbs are

radial. Let b[ be the center of the corresponding, congruent tree in

c(6x). If bL is neither Th or Έz, then b[ is a non-end point of B in some

limb of By say a limb at Flm There is a path P ίvom~bly to δί and there

also exists a path P' starting at b[ and having no join in common with

P. Since the length of Pf must be less than r, all the limbs of the

tree centered at b[ cannot be radial. The supposition that bγ is neither

Fλ or hz is therefore false, and bτ may be taken to be 61# Then A2 ^ B2

is implied by an (^-mapping.

If there are at least two radial arms at either aλ or bl9 the same
reasoning shows that Ax ~ Bλ and this, with A2 = Bz, implies A ~ B.
Suppose, then, that An and Bn are the only limbs at aλ and bι respec-
tively, and let the order of An be at least as great as that of Bn.
There is an r-point aό in An and it is an n. e. point. An ^-mapping

must pair ax with 6: because these are of degree two while a2 and b2

are of degree at least three. The mapping therefore pairs An with all
or part of Bu, and since the latter case is excluded by the orders of
An and Blly it follows that An ~ Bn. This, with A2 ~ B%y implies A ^ B
and completes Case 2.

Case 3. Each tree has exactly two limbs. Let nt be the order of
At and ri% be the order of Bίf i=l, 2. Assume that the pair nu n2 is
not the pair nu ri2 in either order. Then, because n^n^ri^ri*, one
of the four numbers is a strict maximum. Suppose n2 > max (nu n[, rQ.
Then A2 is not congruent to Bλ or B2 or any of their subgraphs, and
therefore A1 has no n. e. points. It is therefore a path with one r-
point of A, say α3. Then vertex b3 is an r-point and is the only r-point
of its limb because a3 is not an n. e. point. The tree c(a3) is central,
has radius r, and d2 is its center, so its two radial limbs have orders

nx and n2. The center of c(δ3) is either \ or ζ , but in either case the
two limbs have orders n\ and ri2, so a congruence of c(a3) and c(b3) is
impossible. From this contradiction it follows that nλ and n2 are in
some order the numbers n[ and ri2 and it may be supposed that Wi=wί
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and n.2=n2.

Now consider the n. e. points. If none exist, then both trees are
(2r4-l)-paths and hence are congruent. If, on the other hand, at is an
n. e. point of A, then bt is an n. e. point of B and the following ap-
plies :

( 3 ) If ai and bt are n. e. points, with ah in Aι and bt in B2 (or
ah in A2 and b-t in Bj), then A ~ B.

For, suppose a% e Ax and b% e B2. Then because of the orders of the limbs,
an <zΓmapping pairs A2 with Blf so A2 ~ B1 and %1=ra2. If there is no
n. e. point of A in A2 then A2 is an r-path and so is B1 because it is
congruent to A2. But then, because n^n^ both A1 and Z?2 are also r-
paths, which is contradictory. Therefore, there exists an n. e. point a5

in A2. Because nx=^nt, an ^-mapping pairs Aτ either with 5 2 or with
By. The first case, together with A% ~ B[} implies A ^ B directly. The
second case implies A1 ~ Bx ^ Aιy and from this it follows that there is
an n. e. point, say bk, in B1. Then a ^-mapping pairs 5 2 with either
A1 or A2. Therefore all the limbs are the limbs are the same type and
A^B.

Because of (3), it is now only necessary to consider the case at e A1

and bteBτ. There are two sub-cases.

Case 3 1. There is no n. e. point in either AL or B2. Then A, ^ B2

since they are both r-paths. Let the end point of A2 be α3. Then
c(a3) is a central tree, of radius r, whose center is α2. From
c(α3) ~ c(δ3), it follows that δ3 is the only r-point of some limb in
B. Assume b3eBy. Let 64 be the r-point of B in S2. Then α4 is the
only r-point of A in A1# An α4-mapping pairs α3 with &i and also pairs
the limb of c(αi) which is not a path with the limit of c(64) which is
not a path. It therefore pairs jzj. with 6Π, the first point in the limb
B1. Because aτ is of degree two, the point bn is of degree two and so
is joined to a well defined second point in Bl9 say bn. An α3-mapping
pairs h2 and au and, by the same reasoning as before, pairs bt with the
first point, say αn, in Ax. Then an is of degree two and so is joined
to a well defined second point α12 in A^ An <z4-mapping must, then,
pairs au with b12, so 621 is of degree two and joins the third point in
Bx. Alternating this way between the α3 and α4 mappings, it follows
that all points of A1 and B1 are of degree two, which is absurd. The
assumption that 63 is in Bλ is therefore false, so 6 3 e β a . Now an α3-
mapping must pair ax with bγ and must also pair the branching and

non-branching limbs at aλ and 6ι# Therefore A1 ^ Blf and this, with
A2^B2, implies A~B.
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Case 3.2. There is an n. e. point in A2 or else there is one in B2.
Suppose a5 e A2 is nonessential. If bj is in Bu then, from (3), A ^ B,
so suppose bj e B2. If an α^mapping pairs A2 with Bz and an α^-mapping
pairs Ax with Bλ then clearly A ^ B% So suppose an (^-mapping pairs
A2 with the remainder of BL (without 6$). Then nγ=n% + \ and because
of this an armapping pairs Aλ with Bu hence A2 ^ Blt Let αfc be the
point of A1 paired with bt in an α rmapping. Then Aι minus ak9 that
is the graph obtained from Aτ by deleting ak and all joins to ak, is
congruent to Bλ minus δ .̂ But an c^-mapping pairs A2 with B1 minus
bt. Therefore c(ak) is a bicentral tree both of whose limbs are con-
gruent to A2. From Lemma 1 there is a subgraph of the same type
in B and hence B.λ ~ A2. This, with A1 ^ Bl9 implies A ^ B and com-
pletes the proof.

It is natural to wonder if any two graphs must be isomorphic when
they have the same composition in terms of (n — l)-point subgraphs.
The author has considered the question for graphs having at most one
join for any pair of points, with no point joined to itself. Actual in-
spection shows that the theorem is valid for all such graphs up to order
seven. It also holds for any two such graphs of general, finite order
if either is disconnected or its transpose is disconnected. (The trans-
pose is obtained by reversing the join relationship between every pair
of vertices.) However, the author was unable to prove or disprove the
general case. As a final comment, it is not true that the same com-
position in terms of (n — 2)-point subgraphs implies isomorphism.
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ON THE MEASURE OF NORMAL FORMULAS

ROBERT MCNAUGHTON

l Introduction* Qυine has recently found (in [1], [2] and [3]) a
reasonably practical method which yields the simplest normal equivalent
of a given truth functional formula. The problem of this paper is to
find a practical method which yields the simplest normal formula with
a given measure. Roughly, the measure of a formula is the number
of T's in the column under the formula in a truth table which has
2a rows; these rows represent all possible assignments of T's and F's
to d letters including all the letters of the formula and perhaps others.
The problem, which is rather difficult, arises in the design of certain
networks in digital computers (described at the end of § 2) as part of
a more general problem which is all the more difficult. Networks,
however, are not discussed at all in the remainder of the paper, where
the main problem is attacked as a problem in pure logic. I have had
no success in obtaining* a method which is generally satisfactory, but
have succeeded in proving a few theorems which will probably be in-
dispensable in any future attack on the problem.

2. The problem and its origin. Most of the terminology which I
shall use is Quine's. Where it conflicts with Quine's terminology of [1],
[2] and [3] I shall explicitly say so; on the other hand, I shall not pre-
suppose that the reader is familiar with any of these papers. An
italicized word appearing in a sentence of this paper is defined in that
sentence. In this section a sentence without an italicized ^kord is often
a theorem which is either well known or obvious.

A formula is made up in the usual manner from the letters Au •••,
Aa by means of negation, conjunction and disjunction (or alternation).

For any formulas Φu , Φn, n^2, Φλ is the negation of Φu ΦxΦ^^Φn

is the conjunction of Φlf ••, Φn (these being conjuncts), and Φ Λ / ^ V " *
\JΦn is the disjunction (called ' alternation ' by Quine) of Φu •••, Φ»
(these being disjuncts). (I assume that the reader is familiar enough
with the general literature to see how the circularity of definition in
the last two sentences can be avoided.) A letter or its negation is a
literal. If a formula is a disjunction, then the disjuncts are clauses;
if it is not a disjunction, the formula itself is its only clause. A for-
mula all of whose clauses are literals or conjunctions of literals is a
normal formula. (For Quine a clause of a normal formula cannot have

Received January 30, 1956. This paper is ,an abridged version of report No. 1, con-
tract DA~04~200ΌRD-436 (Applied Mathematics and Statistics Laboratory, Stanford, Cali-
fornia), sponsored by the Office of Ordnance Research.
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repetitious letters.)
A formula is consistent if it comes out true under some interpreta-

tion of its letters. An inconsistent normal formula, then, must be one
in which every clause is inconsistent; a clause of a normal formula is
inconsistent if and only if there is a letter appearing both with and
without a bar. An inconsistent clause can be omitted from any con-
sistent normal formula and the resulting formula is equivalent to the
original. A clause of a normal formula subsumes another if every literal
of the second is a literal of the first. Any clause which subsumes
another in a normal formula can be omitted and the resulting formula
is equivalent to the original. A literal which has occurred previously
in the same clause can be omitted and the resulting clause is equivalent
to the original clause; hence, the resulting formula is equivalent to the
original formula. A normal formula in which no clause subsumes ano-
ther, no clause is inconsistent, and no clause contains a repeated literal,
is an apparently irredundant normal formula. An irredundant normal
formula is one in which no literal or clause can be omitted without
sacrificing equivalence. Some apparently irredundant formulas are not
irredundant as example 1 or example 2 of [1] is enough to show. An
interclausally consistent formula is one in which the conjunction of any
two clauses is consistent. A normal formula is interclausally consistent
if and only if no letter appears in it at least once with a bar and at
least once without a bar.

A normal formula is developed with respect to the letters Au ,
A d if every clause has one and only one occurrence of each of these
letter. Ev̂ jry consistent formula Φ containing no letters other than Alf

• , Ad can 1?e transformed into an irredundant normal formula which
is developed with respect to the letters Al9 — *,Ad; the number of clau-
ses in the letter is the measure of Φ, or m(Φ). If Φ is inconsistent,
then the measure of Φ is 0. In general m(Φ) depends on d> but there
is no need to make this dependence explicit in the notation in most of
this paper. Where the notation m{Φ) is used, it is assumed that Φ con-
tains only (perhaps not all) the letters Alf , Ad. If a truth table is
constructed for Φ with 2a rows, representing the 2d assignments of truth
values to Al9 •••, Ad, then there will be m(Φ) T's in the column for Φ.

Two formulas Φ and Ψ are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one map-
ping / of the set of literals of Φ onto the set of literals of ψ such that,

if both At and A% occur in Φ and if f(At)=AJ then f(Ai)=Ajf and if

f(Ai)=Aj then /(^Lί)==Aj; and such that a formula Ψr can be obtained
from Φ by replacing each literal by its image under /, and Ψ can be
obtained from Ψf by changing the order of conjunts of zero or more
conjunctions and changing the order of disjuncts of zero or more dis-
junctions. Thus AλA^\JA^A^XJA iA^Ar, is isomorphic to AxAbAG\/A^A^
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; here / is the mapping such that /(A1)=A1, /(A2)=A2, /(A3)=A5,

/(A4)=A6, /(A5)=A4. If no letters except Au •••, Ad occur in 0 and Ψ,
and if 0 and Ψ are isomorphie, then m(Φ)=m(Ψ). (If this fact is not
obvious enough to the reader, it is proved for the case in which Φ and
Ψ are normal formulas as Theorem 2.4.)

For the purposes of this paper the word " simplicity " need not be,
and is not, defined precisely. Let us understand merely that simplicity
of a normal formula depends on the number of clauses and the number
of literals in each clause.

A practical solution to the problem of finding the simplest normal
formula with a given measure would have some application to the de-
sign of certain parts of digital computers. Dr. Montgomery Phister,
Jr. of the Ramo Wooldridge Corporation has suggested the following
problem which was the initial stimulus for the research for this paper.

Suppose that one is to devise a circuit with n outputs in such a
way that in each of m given time intervals each output is to be in
state 1 or state 0 as specified. The circuit engineer can select his in-
puts in any way he chooses, so that each input is either 0 or 1 in each
interval. But he must do so in such a way that each output is a func-
tion of the inputs and the circuit is the most economical. If certain
kinds of diode circuit are used, then the part of the circuit which
relates any output to the inputs must be constructed as a normal
formula.

The problem of finding the simplest normal formula with a given
measure is relevant to this problem, even though a practical solution to
the former would not necessarily mean a practical solution to the latter.
If the number of intervals is between 2d~1-h 1 and 2d inclusive and if
each time interval itself is to be a unique function of the inputs, then
there must be d inputs. With these assumptions, a practical way of
choosing inputs so as to minimize the circuit for just one output is
easily obtainable if there is a practical way of finding the simplest nor-
mal formula with a given measure. For example, if there are 16 time
intervals and there is to be one output in state 1 in exactly 5 intervals,
then it is necessary to find, for d=4, a simplest formula whose measure
is 5; in this case, A^X/A^A^ seems to be a formula.

3 Calculation of the measure of a formula. There is a straight-
forward way of calculating the measure of a normal formula which is
somewhat simpler than actually expanding it into a developed normal
formula. At the basis of this method is an easily proved theorem relat-
ing the measures of two formulas, their conjunction and their
disjunction.

THEOREM 3,1, For any formulas Φ and Ψ
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m(Φ\/</>)=m(Φ)-hm(Ψ)-m(ΦΨ)

Proof Consider the developed normal formulas with respect to d
variables equivalent to the four formulas concerned, Φ*, Ψ*> {Φ\JΨ)*,
(ΦΨ)*. The number of clauses in (Φ\/Ψ)* can be counted by counting
the number of clauses in Φ* (which is assumed to be 0 if Φ is incon-
sistent) and then counting the number of clauses in Ψ*, remembering
that any clauses which these have in common have been counted twice.
But the number of clauses which Φ* and Ψ* have in common is pre-
cisely the number of clauses in (ΦΨ)*9 or 0 if ΦΨ is inconsistent, which
in either case is m(ΦΨ). Hence Theorem 3.1 follows.

THEOREM 3.2. If Φ is a conjunction of j distinct literals, no two of
which are of the same letter, then m{Φ) = 2a~j.

This theorem follows readily from well known properties of truth
tables or developed normal formulas.

For the remainder of this paper let Φ be a normal formula. Let
Ψu •••, Ψk be the clauses of Φ in the order of their appearance in Φ.
Let Φx, l<Lx<^k, be the normal formula ^iV^V * * Wχ Thus Φk is
Φ. Let C(Φ) be the set of all clauses of Φ. For any S g φ ) let j s

be the total number of distinct letters appearing in the clauses of S.
Let is be 0 if at least one letter appears in at least one clause with a
bar and in at least one clause without a bar, that is, if the conjunction
of all the clauses of & is inconsistent. If there is no such letter, let
is be 1 if there are an odd number of clauses in S or —1 if there are
an even number of clauses in S.

THEOREM 3.3.

the summation being taken only over nonempty subsets S.

The proof is by induction on the number k of clauses in Φ. If k
= 1, then there is only one S to be considered, namely, the unit set of
the one clause. If there is a letter which appears both with and with-
out a bar, is is 0 and so is m(Φ). If there is no such letter, then
m(Φ)=2*-Js9 by Theorem 3.2.

Suppose that k^> 1 and suppose that Theorem 3.3 holds for all
formulas having fewer than k clauses. By Theorem 3.1,
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Now Φic-xψn is not a normal formula unless A; — 1 = 1 . If k — l^>l let Ψ
be the normal formula which is equivalent to Φk-\ψk obtained by dis-
tributing the conjunct ψk over the clauses of Φk-u and if fc — 1 = 1 , let Ψ
be Φk-tfjc. Thus Ψ will have k — 1 clauses and, for each h<Lk — l, the
hth clause of Ψ will have the literals of the hth clause of Φk-λ and those
of ψk9 but no others. Now since Ψ is equivalent to Φk-λψkί

( 2 )

By the inductive hypothesis and Theorem 3.2,

( 3 ) w(0*-,H Σ i

( 4 )

and

( 5 )

where in each case only nonempty subsets S are considered.
Making substitutions in (1), justified by (2), (3), (4) and (5), we get

( 6 ) m(0)= Σ is2^s+i 2d-Jc^~ Σ i^-'*.

It remains only to show that we can equate the expression Σ is2
d~':fs

5CCCΦ)

with the right side of (6). But these expressions are equal, term by
term, as can be seen as follows. For every S in C{Φ), either S does
not contain ψk (case I), S contains φk and other clauses (case II), or S
contains ψk only (case III). In case III, the summand is2

a~js is the
middle term of the right side of (6). In case I, SeC(Φk^) and so the
summand i&2a~js occurs as a summand in the first term on the right
side of (6). In case II, finally, suppose S contains besides ψk the gψ,
• ••, g%£ clauses of Φ. Then consider S', the set containing the g?1, •••,
gt clause of Ψ. The literals appearing in these clauses are exactly the
literals appearing in the clauses of S. A letter will appear both with a
bar and without a bar in S if and only if it does in Sr. Hence, is,=^0
if and only if is=0. There an odd (even) number of clauses in S if
and only if there are an even (odd) number in S' since S has just one
more clause than S'. Hence the summand is2

d~js occurs negatively as
a summand in the third term of the right side of (6). It is easy to
see that this correspondence is one to one and that the equality of the
two expressions is established.

THEOREM 3.4. If Φ and Ψ are normal formulas, and if Φ is iso-
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morphic to Ψ, then m(Φ)=m(Ψ).

Proof. The corresponding clause in Ψ to a clause φ in Φ is the
clause which contains those literals into which the literals of <p are
mapped. Consider any set S of clauses of Φ and the corresponding set
of clauses S' in Ψ. The total number of distinct letters of S equals the
total number of distinct letters of S'. There is a letter appearing with
a bar and without a bar in £ if and only if there is such a letter
appearing in S'. And, of course, the number of clauses of S is the
same as the number of clauses of S'. Thus the expressions for m(Φ)
and m(Ψ) as given by Theorem 3.3 will be the same, term by term.

The formula Ψ implies Γ if every assignment of truth values which
makes Ψ true also makes Γ true. As is well known, Ψ implies Γ if
and only if every clause of a developed normal formula equivalent to
Ψ is a clause of a developed normal formula with respect to the same
variables equivalent to Γ. The formula Ψ is equivalent to Γ is Ψ im-
plies Γ and Γ implies Ψ. The formulas Ψ and Γ are equivalent if
and only if they are equivalent to a common developed normal formula.
Theorems 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 are direct consequences of these remarks.

THEOREM 3.5. For any formulas Ψ and Γ, m(Ψ\/Γ)^im(Ψ). The
equality holds when, and only when, Γ implies Ψ.

THEOREM 3.6. m(ΨΓ)<Lm(Ψ). The equality holds when, and only
when, Ψ implies Γ.

THEOREM 3.7. // Γ implies Ψ, then m(Γ) <; m{Ψ). The equality
holds when, and only when, Γ and Ψ are equivalent.

4 Bounds on the measure of a formula with a given structure.
If jι <I jz <I <^jk9 then a formula has the structure <ijuj2, , j k >
if and only if it is an apparently irredundant normal formula with k
clauses which have, in the order in which they appear in the formula,
0i> m

 9jk literals. Note that a formula has some structure if and only
if it is normal, it is apparently irredundant, and its clauses are in order
of nondecreasing length. In finding a simplest normal formula we need
only consider formulas which have some structure; for every normal
formula which does not is equivalent to, and is no simpler than, a
normal formula which does. In this section I shall give an upper bound
and a lower bound on the measure of formula with a given structure.
This result will be convenient in some cases where one is trying to
determine a simplest formula with a given measure.

THEOREM 4.1. If Φ has the structure <OΊ, •• , i * > , then
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The proof is by induction on k. For Jc=l, if Φ is of structure < O Ί > ,
then since Φ is apparently irredundant, m(Φ)=2a~jι by Theorem 2.2. I
shall assume that Theorem 4.1 is true about all structures whose for-
mulas have less than k clauses, and show that it is true about the
structure < £ , , jk > . If Φ has the structure < £ , , jk > , then,
by inductive hypothesis, m{Φk-1)<^2a-jι-\-... +2 d " ί*-i, and
But, by Theorem 3.1,

( N o t e t h a t , for a n y f o r m u l a Φ w i t h s t r u c t u r e <^jl9 •••, j f c > , m(Φ)=2d~jι
A h2d~^ if and only if the conjunction of every pair of clauses is
inconsistent. It can be proved that such a formula exists if and only
if 2d-jL+...+2a-jk^2d.)

Theorem 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 are, in effect, lemmas to Theorem 4.5
which establishes a lower bound on formulas with a given structure.

THEOREM 4.2. If Φ is not interdausally consistent, if the number
of distinct literals of Φ does not exceed d, and if Φ has some structure,
then there is an interdausally consistent normal formula with the same
structure as Φ but with no greater measure.

Proof If Φ is not interdausally consistent, then there is at least

one letter in Φ appearing both with and without a bar I shall prove

Theorem 4.2 by proving that there is a formula Φ' with the same struc-

ture as Φ with exactly one less letter appearing both with and without

a bar, such that m(Φf)<Lm(Φ). Suppose An appears both with and

without a bar in Φ. Let Φ' be Φ with every occurrence of An replaced

by a variable Ap with does not appear in Φ. Since Φ has some struc-

ture, it is apparently irredundant, and so An never appears both with

and without a bar in any one clause of Φ. Hence Φ is equivalent to

Anφ\/AnΓ\/Ω and Φ' is equivalent to Anψ\JApΓ\JΩy where ψ, Γ, and

Ω are normal formulas in which An, An, and Av do not occur. By

Theorem 2.1, then, the following hold.

m{Φ)^m(AnΓ) + m{Anψ\/Ω)-m(Anr{Anψ\JΩ))

We have, m{ApΓ)=m{AnΓ) since APΓ and AnΓ are isomorphic and can

easily be converted into isomorphic normal formulas. Therefore we can

concentrate on the last term of each equation. AnΓ(Anψ\JΩ) is equi-

valent to AnΓΩ, and ApΓ{Anψ\/Ω) is equivalent to AnApΓψ\JAPΓΩ.
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Also m(AnΓΩ) = m(ApΓΩ), the formulas being isomorphic. Finally
m(ApΓΩ)<Lm(AnAprψ\/ApΓΩ), by Theorem 3.5. Thus m(Φr)<:m(Φ),
Φ' has the same structure as Φ, and the number of literals of Φf equals
the number of literals of Φ.

Now if Φr still has at least one letter with and without a bar, I
construct Φ1', related to Φr as Φf is to Φ, and so forth. Eventually I
shall obtain a formula Φ(q) which has no letters appearing both with
and without a bar, has the same structure as Φ and has demonstrably
no greater measure. It is obvious enough that the number of variables
in 0 ( α ) will not exceed d if the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied.

(Two things can be noted. First the formula # ( Q ) can easily be
constructed from Φ as follows: supposing (without loss of generality)
that Au •••, Aq are the variables which appear both with and without

bars and Aq+1, •••, Ar are the other variables of Φ, replace Alf •••, At

by Ar+1, •••, Ar+q respectively. Second, if we prefer, we can delete all
the bars from Φi<ύ and the resulting formula will have the same mea-
sure, being isomorphic to Φi<ύ. In summary, then, given a formula Φ
which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 it is an easy matter to
write down another formula without bars, with the same structure and
with the same structure and with no greater measure.)

THEOREM 4.3. If Ψ, Γ have no letters in common, then

Proof. Suppose (without loss of generality) that Aly •••, An are the
letters occurring in Ψ; then every letter appearing in Γ is one of the
letters An+1, , Aa. From well known logical laws, the developed normal
equivalent Ψ' of Ψ with respect only to the letters Au •••, An has
m{Ψ)lt2

a~n clauses. And the developed normal equivalent Γ' of Γ with
respect to the letters An+1, •••, Ad has m{Γ)l2n clauses. ΨΓ is equi-
valent to Ψ'Γ'\ the developed normal equivalent of these can be obtain-
ed from the latter by the distributive law for disjunction over conjunc-
tion; the number of clauses will be the product of the number of clauses
of Ψ' and Γ\ which is m{Ψ)m{Γ)l2d. Since this last formula is the
developed normal equivalent of ΨΓ with respect to Alf , Adf this
number is the measure of ΨΓ. (For example, if d=5, Ψ is A1\/Aι and

Γ is A A*, then rc=2, Ψf is Λ Λ V Λ Λ V Λ Λ and Γf is AAA^AAA^
The result of " multiplying o u t " Ψf and Γ! yields the developed normal
equivalent with respect to Al9 •••, A& of ΨΓ.)

THEOREM 4.4. If k<d, the formula A J V Λ V V ^
 has the
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maximum measure 2d~1-f 2d"~2-f -h2d~h of all interclausally consistent
normal formulas having exactly k <^d clauses; the formula A^\/A^\/
VA has the maximum measure 2d~1 + 2d-*-i h2° of all interclausally
consistent normal formulas having d or more clauses.

Proof The formula mentioned in the second part of the theorem

is equivalent to — (A^- Ad). Therefore its developed normal form has
all the 2d clauses except one, and therefore its measure is 2d--l. This
measure is a maximum for all interclausally consistent formulas since
the one higer measure, 2d, is that of a tautology, which is never inter-
clausally consistent.

The formula of the first part of the theorem, when developed with
respect to Al9 - *,Ak, has 2fc —1 clauses (by the first two sentences of
the above paragraph with ' k ' for ' d '). From this we obtain an equi-
valent formula developed with respect to all d letters by developing
each clause into 2d~k clauses. The measure of the formula, therefore,
is

Now every interclausally consistent formula with k clauses not isomor-
phic to Aτ\/ \M/b either has at least one clause with more than one
literal or has one literal in every clause with some repetitions of clauses.
In the latter case, the formula is equivalent to Ax\/ \/AJf for some
j < & , whose measure is 2d4-2*-M -f 2d- j <2d-i -f2d""\ I dispose
of the former case by showing that, in an interclausally consistent for-
mula, if every clause containing more than one literal is replaced by
just one of its literals then the measure of the formula is not decreas-
ed. Suppose the formula Ψ\JAiφi\/-"\/Aiψi is thus replaced by
Ψ\Ά^V' VΆ% The latter is implied by the former and hence, by
Theorem 3.7, its measure is no smaller than that of the former.

(It is easy to extend this method of proof to prove that a formula
with k clauses in which no letter appears both with and without a bar
has this maximum measure if and only if each clause has one literal
and no literals are repeated or, equivalently, no clauses are redundant.)

T H E O R E M 4.5. If Φ has the structure <Cjlf •• , i * ] > , then

m(Φ) I> 2d-

I prove first that Theorem 4.5 holds where Φ is interclausally con-
sistent. The proof is by induction. If Φ is of structure <OΊ ̂ >> then
equality holds. Assume, as an inductive hypothesis, that the measure
of any formula Γ of structure < i 2 , •• , i A - i > satisfies
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m{Γ) ^ 2d- Ί4- 2£*"V1 + . . . + 2*-Ά

Where Φh is of structure

The formula Φh-X has structure <CJu •••,i*-i> a n d so> b ^ inductive
hypothesis,

{ u ι ) ,

Also m(φh)=2a~jfι. Therefore, it remains to prove that

The formula ψhΦh-\ is equivalent to ψhψ', where Ψ is obtained from Φh-λ

by deleting literals which appear in ψh; we know that there must be
at least one literal in each clause of φh-λ which does not occur in φh,
for otherwise <ph would subsume another clause of Φ contrary to the as-
sumption that Φ has structure <^ju * , i Λ > and is therefore apparent-
ly irredundant. Therefore Ψ has h — l clauses and has no literals of ψh.
Since Φ is interclausally consistent, it has no letters both with and without
bars; it follows that, since Ψ has no literals of <ph, it has no letters of
ψΛ. Thus,

m(ψhΨ)=^m(φh)m(Ψ) =~~ m(Ψ)

by Theorems 4.3 and 3.2. Since Ψ has h — l clauses and since no letter
appears both with and without bars in Ψ, it follows from Theorem 4.4
that, regardless of the value of h, m{Ψ) ^2 ί *~ 1 + 2d'2 -f 4- 2d'(h-Ό .
Therefore,

) ^ 2^(2d-1 + 2d->+ . 4 - 2 d - ^

which is what had to be proved.
To show that Theorem 4.5 still holds when Φ is not mtercluasally con-

sistent, I must discuss what happens to a formula when d varies. I
shall use the notation md(Φ) here (and only here) to denote the measure
of Φ for a given d. From the definition of measure, it can be seen
that md(Φ)=md,(Φ)-2d-d', assuming that Φ has at most min (d, d') letters.
Let Φ be a formula of structure <OΊ, * , i Λ > which is not interclau-
sally consistent. I have to prove that, for any d not less than the
number of distinct letters appearing in Φ,

md(Φ) > 2d-Ji + 2d-j*-1+
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Let e be the number of letters appearing both with and without bars
in Φ; then md+e{Φ)=md{Φ)2e. There are at most d + e distinct literals in
Φ, and so, by Theorem 4.2, there is an interclausally consistent Φ' of
structure <CJU ••-,.?*> (with at most d + e letters) such that md+e(Φ')
<Lmd+e(Φ). But from what has been established it follows that

md+e(Φ') > 2d+G-jι-h2d+e-h-1^ . . . + 2<l+β- >*-(*-1) ,

which must now be true for md+G(Φ). Therefore,

md{Φ) ^ 2*-'i + 2 d -V 1 + . 4- 2*-'*-c*-1> #

This observation completes the proof of Theorem 4.5.
For j k -f k <1 d -f 1, a formula with structure <OΊ, > ifc ^> which

has the minimum measure 2d"" Ί-f2d~V-1H + 2*- >*-<*-1> has been ex-
hibited in the literature, namely in Quine's paper [2]. Quine does not
discuss the measure of formulas, but proves, in his Theorem 2, that his
formula has the value truth in just the first 2 d - J H f-2d-J*""(fc~i:> rows
of the conventional truth table. By the well known connection between
truth tables and developed normal formulas it follows that the measure
of Quine's formula is this number. The construction of this formula
which has no bars can be described as follows: the first clause has j ι

distinct letters, and, in general, the hth clause has all the letters of the
(h~ l) t b clause except the last and enough letters which do not appear
in any previous clause (at least one, since jh-ι<Ljh) to make a total of
j h distinct letters; the last letter of the hth clause is a letter which has
not appeared previously. It follows that the last letter of any clause
of Quine's formula appears in that clause only. For example, if d=10,
the Quine formula of structure < 1, 1, 3, 3, 6 > whose measure is
294-284-254-244-20 is

(It is possible to exploit the method used in proving Theorem 4.5
to prove that, for i&-f & <^c£-hl, the only formulas with structure
<Cii> '"yjk^> and measure 2 C Z ~ J ΊH— 4-2c*~i*-(fc~1) are those isomorphic
to Quine's formula. The key property of Quine's formula is the fact
that each clause ψ contains a literal, say Aq, such that Aq is not in any
other clause of the formula and all clauses followings φ contain all the
literals of φ except Aq. In Quine's formula Aq is the last letter of the
clause. This property is necessary, as well as sufficient, in order to
insure that the formula Ψ in the proof of Theorem 4.5 has exactly h — 1
clauses of one letter each, these letters being different from each other.)

One method of finding, for a given d and for a given measure
m <I 2a, a simplest normal formula whose measure is m is to construct
some normal formula of measure m and then calculate the measure of
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all simpler normal formulas. This method is impractical (although ef-
fective) unless there is some way of limiting the number of formulas
whose measure must be calculated. A method of constructing a for-
mula due to Quine was described two paragraphs above; from what
Quine shows, it follows that for any given measure such a formula can
be constructed. Although Quine's formula is not always a simplest
formula with that measure, it can serve to start the search for such a
formula. Then the bounds on the measure of formulas with given
structures established in this section serve to limit the number of for-
mulas among which the search is to be made, (although not enough to
make this method practicable). Only formulas having some structure
need be examined; normal formulas without any structure are not ap-
parently irredundant and have shorter equivalent formulas or can be
converted to a formula with structure by changing the order of dis-
juncts. Needless to say, once a formula has been examined, formulas
isomorphic to it need not be. The following theorem will be of some
help in the search, although not enough to make it practicable in all
examples.

THEOREM 4.6. If a formula with some structure and with a least
clauses, where h+l<Lk, has measure

and if the first h clauses of it have exactly j u , j h 9 respectively, letters,
then the (&-f l) s t clause has at least j h + ι letters.

Proof A formula Φ of structure < ^ , , j h , j ' h + u j ' h + 2 , •>, where
J'h+i<CJh+ι, has a measure which satisfies, by Theorem 4.5,

m(Φ) >__ 2d~h + 4- 2*- 'Λ-<Λ-1> + 2d- >'Λ+i-
Λ -f

> 2d'h+ . . . -f 2ίZ-4-(Λ-1>4-2*- Ά+i-Λ+ +2 t l - '*-(*-1) .

The last inequality is justified by the fact that the two expressions are
each sums of powers of 2 with descending indices. As is well known
about such expressions, since equality holds for the first h terms, the
inequality of the (h + Vf1 term is decisive.

5 Conjectures and a counterexample* The results of the previous
sections lead to no practical method of findining a simplest formula
with a given measure. But there are two conjectures which, if they
are true, would be of some significance. Another conjecture which sug-
gests itself rather naturally turns out to be false, as a counterexample
of mine will show. (I must admit that these conjectures may turn on
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the definition of " simplicity " which has not be given precisely in this
paper.)

A one-clause formula with j literals, no two of which are of the
same letter, has a measure 2a~3. Any formula with at least two non-
contradictory clauses having this measure cannot have a non-contradic-
tory clause with less than j + 1 literals (by Theorem 4.1). Thus a one-
clause formula is simpler than any formula with more clauses but with
the same measure. My first conjecture, in its strong form, is that any
normal formula Φ is simpler than any formula with the same measure
but with more clauses. The weaker form is that Φ is at least a simple
any such formula. I have no conterexample to either of these proposi-
tions, nor do I have any good reason to believe that either of them is
true in general.

Let r be the number of distinct letters of Φ. Then r <Ld, and
m(Φ) is divisible by 2d~r. If. 2d~x is the largest power of two which
divides a given number m, then it is possible to find a formula with
measure m with just x distinct letters. One example is Quine's formula
with that measure (described near the end of § 4 of this paper). But
for some Φy m{Φ) is divisible by a power of two greater than 2*~r.
For example, for <2I>3, m(A1A2\/A2A^\/A1A3)=2d~\ In this example
there is a simpler formula with the same measure, namely Ax. My
second conjecture is that for any measure m, for any simplest formula
Φ with measure m, m is divisible by 2d~r. A weaker form of this con-
jecture is that, for any measure m, there exists a simplest formula Φ
with measure m such that m is divisible by 2d~r.

A formula with two clauses which are each consistent but which
contradict each other (because a letter appears with a bar in one and
without a bar in the other) has a measure 2α + 2δ, if there are d-a and
d~b distinct literals in the respective clauses. If a=b then a single
clause formula with d-a-1 literals, no two of the same letter, has the
same measure and is simpler. If a > 6, then Quine's formula of mea-
sure 2Λ-f 2δ has two clauses with d-a and d-b~l, respectively, letters
and is, therefore, simpler. A third conjecture that suggests itself is
that, for any formula in which some letter appears both with and with-
out a bar, there is another formula in which no letter appears both
with and without a bar, which has the same measure and which is no
less simple. However, for d=6 the formula

is simpler than any formula which has the same measure and which
has no letter appearing both with and without a bar. (To verify this,
the reader should note that Quine's formula with that measure has
structure < 2 , 2, 3, 3 > . Using Theorems 4.6 and 4.1 the only possible
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structures for formulas which have the desired measure and are at least
as simple as the displayed formula are < 2, 2, 3 >, < 2, 2, 4 >,
< 2 , 3, 3 > , and < 2, 2 > . Since the desired measure is not divisible
by two, and since d=6, there must be exactly six distinct letters in
any formula with that measure: for there are at most six, since cZ=6;
and there are at least six, by an observation made in this section.
Therefore, the structure < 2 , 2 > is excluded. Any formula with
exactly six distinct letters in which no letter appears both with and
without a bar is isomorphic to AxA2\jAλA^\J'A±A5A6 or
if it has the structure < 2, 2, 3 >, is isomorphic to AλA^\JΆdA^\
or Λii4aVAτA3\/A^A^AQ or A^^/AτA2\JA^AbAQ if it has the structure
< 2, 2, 4 >, and is isomorphic to AXA.^\/A^A^/AτAbAQ or A^^A^A^

or AλA2\fA^A^/AzAbAQ or Λ Λ V ^ Λ Λ W i Λ Λ or AλA2

tAfλ/A3A±A6 if is has the structure << 2, 3, 3 > . But none of
these formulas has the desired measure.)
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DISTRIBUTIVITY IN BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

R. S. PIERCE

1. Introduction. Let a be an infinite cardinal number; suppose i?
is an α-complete Boolean algebra, that is, every subset of B which con-
tains no more than a elements has a least upper bound in B.

DEFINITION 1.1. B is a-distributive if the following identity1 holds
in B whenever S and T are index sets of cardinality <: a :

Λ σe*( V r e i Ό - V,6,(Λσ€A,(σ)) , WhβΓβ F = T

This paper studies ^-distributive Boolean algebras, their Boolean
spaces and the continuous functions on these Boolean spaces. A survey
of the main results can be obtained by reading Theorems 6.5, 7.1, 8.1
and 8.2.

2* Notation. Throughout the paper, a denotes a fixed infinite
cardinal number. The term α-B.A. is used to abbreviate α-complete
Boolean algebra. Only α-complete algebras are considered, although
some of the definitions apply to arbitrary Boolean algebras. We speak
of Λ-subalgebras, αsideals, α-homomorphisms, α-fields, etc., meaning that
the relevant operations enjoy closure up to the power a. For example,
an α-field is a field of sets, closed under α-unions, that is, unions of a
or fewer element.

The lattice operations of join, meet and complement are designated
by \/f /\ and (') respectively. The symbols 0 and u stand for the zero
and unit elements of a Boolean algebra. Set operations are represented
by rounded symbols: \J, Γ\ and gj respectively denote union, inter-
section and inclusion. If A and B are sets, B—A is the set of elements
of B which are not in A the complement (in a fixed set) of A is de-
signated Ac. The empty set is denoted by 0. The symbol A stands for
the cardinality of the set A. Finally, for typographical reasons, we use
the symbols 2* and exp (a) interchangeably.

Received February 17, 1956. The research in this paper was done, in part, while the
author was a Jewett fellow of the Bell telephone laboratories.

1 The notion of α-distributibity was introduced in [1]. It is assumed that the least
upper bound an the right side of the equality (1) exists. However, by Corollary 3.4 below,
it would suffice to make the equality in (1) contingent on the existence of this least upper
bound.

983
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3» Alternative characterizations of α-distributivity

D E F I N I T I O N 3.1. A subset A of an α-B.A. B is called a covering of

B if l .u.b. A=u. The covering A is called an a-covering if A<La. A
binary partition of B is a pair consisting of an e lement of B and i ts

complement. If A and A are coverings of B> t h e n A is said to refine

A if every aeA is <I some aeA.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Le£ B be an a-B.A. Then the following are equiva-
lent properties of B :

( i ) B is a-distributive

(ii) if {Aa.\σeS} is a set of a-converings of B and S<La, then
there exists a covering A which refines every Aσ

(iii) if {Aσ\σeS} is a set of binary partitions of B and S<la, then
there exists a covering A which refines every Aσ.

Proof!1 (i) implies (ii). Indeed, if we index each ^ f f by a set Γ
of cardinality <LOL, say Aσ={aστ\τeT} (allowing repetitions), then
{/\σesβσφcσϊ\φ€ Ts} is a covering which refines every Aσ.

(ii) implies (iii), obviously.
(iii) implies (i). Let Aστ={aστ, (αστ)'} for all σeS, rβT . Because

the cardinality of Sx T is <la, there exists a covering A which refines
every Aστ. Suppose Oφb<^/\σes(\/7eτaστ). Since l.u.b. A=u, there
exists aeA such that a ^ b Φ 0; Then for each a e S, we can find reT
such that α Λ α σ τ ^ 0 . Denoting this r by φ(σ) defines φeF=Ts. But
A refines A σ K σ ), so a<±aσφCσ) for all σ. Hence, α^Λσes<Wσ:>. It fol-
lows that 6/\(Λσ€s^σκσ))τ^0. Since b can be arbitrarily small,
ΛσesίVvejcO i s the least upper bound of the set {/\σesaσφC^\φ e F],
that is, (1) is satisfied.

COROLLARY 3.3. An α-B.A. is a-distributive if and only if (1) is

identically satisfied under the conditions S<La, T^=2 and <xσl=(aσ2)\

Proof By the argument that leads from (i) to (ii) in 3.2, the
hypotheses of 3.3 imply (iii) of 3.2.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let B be an a-BΛ. which is not a-distributive.

2 The referee has pointed out that there is overlap between the first part of this paper
and the independent work of Smith and Tarski [5]. In particular, 3.3 and 3.4 appear in [5]
as Theorems 2.5 and 2.2, while our Corollaries 6.5 and 6.6 are special cases of Theorem 3.6
in [5]. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contribution of a conscientious referee to the
improvement of this paper.
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Then there exists 67^ 0 in B and a set of pairs {[cσl, c^] ξZB\σeS, S<Ia}

such that cσl/\Cσ2=Q and c σ l N / c σ 2 = ό for all σβS and Λo-es^Ww^O f°r

all φ € 1 * (1 =|_1, Δ\).

Proof. By 3.3, if B is not α-distributive, there exists a set of
complementary pairs {[ασl, α^Jl^eS, S ^ α } such that the unit of B is
not the least upper bound of the set of elements /\σes^σφ^, Ψ & Ts.
Thus, there exists 5 ^ 0 in B such that b /^(/\σ€sa(rφC^)=0 for all <peTs.
Then cσl=b Λ α f f l and ^ , = 5 / ^ ^ have the required properties.

4. Examples of α-distributive Boolean algebras. Every α-field of sets
is α-distributive. Moreover, from Definition 1.1.

(4.1) Every α-subalgebra of an α-distributive B.A. is α-distributive
(4.2) Every 2*-homomorph of an ^-distributive B.A. is α-distributive.
Using (4.2), it is easy to construct α-distributive algebras which are

not α-fields of sets (following Horn and Tarski [2, p. 492], or Sikorski

[4, p. 253]): let B be the B.A. of all subsets of a set X with X=
exp (exp (a)). Let / be the α-ideal of all subsets I of I such that

Λf<:exp(αO. Then (see Tarski [8], or the remarks following 6.6 below),
there exists no prime α-ideal of B which contains /, and consequently
Bjl has no prime α-ideals. Hence, Bjl is not an α-field. On the other
hand, by (4.2), Bjl is α-distributive.

It is easy to see that (4.2) cannot be strengthened to assert that
every α-homomorphic image of an α-field is α-distributive. In fact, by
the theorem of Loomis (see [3]), every ^0-B.A. is the ^vhomomorph
of an c^vfϊeld. But not every ^-0-B.A. is ^-distributive : an atomless
measure algebra in which all nonzero elements have positive measure is
not ^-distributive.

5. The representation of α-distributive algebras* In this section,
we show that every ^-distributive B.A. is the α-homomorph of an <x-
field. If a = 2β, then by (4.2) any α-homomorphic image of an α-field is
/5-distributive. This shows (as Sikorski observed in [4]) that the class
of (2-homomorphs of ^-fields is rather elite when ct^exp(^-0).

For any Boolean algebra B, let X(B) denote the Boolean space of
B. Then the points of X(B) are the prime ideals of B and the topology
is imposed by taking all the sets X(a)=^{Pe X{B)\a$P}f with aeB, as
a neighborhood basis. As Stone [6] has shown, X(B) is a totally dis-
connected, compact, Hausdorff space and the correspondence a —• X(a) is
an isomorphism of B onto the Boolean algebra of open-and-closed sets
of X(B).

DEFINITION 5.1, A set TQX(B) is called a-nσwhere dense if there
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is an α-covering A of B such that T=(\J aEAX(a))c = Γ\aeAX(a').

(5.2) A closed set T^X(B) is topologically nowhere dense in X(B)
(that is, T contains no open subset of X{B)) if and only if there is a
covering A of B such that T=(\JaeAX(a))c. In particular, the α-nowhere
dense sets are just the closed, nowhere dense sets which are α-inter-
sections of open3 sets.

LEMMA 5.3. If B is an a-distributive B.A., and if {Tσ\σeS} is a

set of a-nowhere dense sets in X(B) with S <La, then \Jo esT<r is nowhere
dense in X(B).

Proof By 5.1, Tσ=(\JaeA X(a))c, where Aσ is an α-covering of B.

By 3.2, there is a covering A which refines every Aσ. Then Γ=
(\JaeAX(a))c is a nowhere dense set (by (5.2)) which contains every Tσ.

THEOREM 5.4. If B is an a-distributive B.A., then B is the a-
homomorphic image of an a-field of sets.

Proof* Let F be the α-field generated by the open-and-closed sub-
sets of X(B). Let / be the α-ideal of F generated by the α-nowhere

dense subset of X(B). Consider the collection F of sets in F which are
congruent modulo / to some X(a) with ae B. The α-completeness of B

implies that F is an α-field since F contains every X(α), F=F. By
5.3, X(a)el only if α=0. Hence, Fjl is isomorphic to B.

6 Quotients of ^distributive algebras. We wish now to character-
ize the ideals / of an α-distributive B.A. for which B\I is α-distributive.

DEFINITION 6.1. Let S be an index set with S<La. For each σeS,
suppose Aσ={aσr\τe T} is a subset of the a-B.A. B. Denote

( 2 ) Πσ6*Λτ= {Λσ6^Cσ)|? € TS) \J {0} .

The sets EξΞ:B which are of the form ΐlσesAσ, with each Aσ a disjoint
pair of elements of B, are called PΛ subsets of B.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let B be an a-distributive B.A. and suppose I is
3 Note that since X(B) is compact, every closed set which is an ^-intersection of

open sets is also an α-intersection of open-and-closed sets.
4 This theorem is a special case of known results. (See [1] and the following abstracts

from B.A.M.S. vol. 6 1 (1955): Smith 210, Chang 579, Scott 675 and Tarski 677.) We in-
clude the proof for the sake of completeness. The argument is the same as the topological
proof of Loomis' theorem, given, for instance in Halmos' Measure Theory, p. 171.
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an a-ideal of B. Then B\I is a-distributive if and only if every PΛ sub-
set of B which is contained in I has a l.u.b. in I.

Proof. Suppose Bjl is α-distributive. Let £ = Π σ e Λ be a PΛ set
with EQI. Then

E={eφ\φeF=Ts}\J{0} .

where ββ,=/\σ €iSασ ?, ( σ ), T = [ l , 2]. Let a->d be the natural homomorphism
of B onto BjL By the α-distributivity of B\I,

Λaes(aσΊ\/άσ.2) = χ/ φeFeφ=Q

and hence

Conversely, suppose B\l is not α-distributive. Then by 3.4, there exists

Ί)φO in BII and

such that

with c< r l /\Cσ 2=0, cσΎ\yCσ2=T) and

Choose an element be B whose image in Bjl is ~b. Next, pick counter-

images

\βσl, cσ2] e β

of the pairs Cσ in such a way that c ( T ] / x c σ 2 =0 and c σ . i x / c σ 2 =6. Then
UcresCσ is a PΛ subset of B which is contained in / and whose least
upper bound is b (since B is α-distributive), which is not in /.

PROPOSITION 6.3. Let B an α-B.A. Then a subset E of B is a Pa

subset if and, assuming B is a-distributive, only if
(a) 0 e E,
(b) the elements of E are disjoint,
(c) l.u.b. E exists in B,

(d) there exists EσQE defined for each a in an index set S with

S<La, such that l.u.b. Eσ exists for all a and the sets Eσ distinguish

the nonzero elements of E, that is, if eφe are nonzero elements of E,
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then there is an Eσ which contains e or c, but not both.

Proof. The necessity of (a)-(c) is clear from 6.1. The subsets Eσ

of (d) are obtained by letting Eσ=[ee E\e<La<n]. Evidently, l.u.b.
Eσ=aσl/^(\.u.b. E).

To show that (a)-(d) are sufficient, let α=l.u.b. E, ασl==l.u.b. Eσ

and α σ J =l.u.b. {E—Eσ). By (b), α σ i = α / x ( α σ l )
/ and for eeE, either

e<Laσl and e κ x α ( Γ 2 =0, or vice versa. We prove that ί ^ Π σ e A
Suppose <pe F and eeE satisfy

e/\/\σesaσφί<τ ) '

Then e / N α σ ^ C σ ) ^0 for all σβS, so e<:aσφCσ). Consequently,

0 = = /\σ€ S^σφCσ)

(by (b) and (d)). Thus, Π σ e Λ ^ ^ . On the other hand, for e^O in
Ey define ^ e F b y <P(<J) = 1 if esEσ, φ(σ)=2 if eφE-Έσ.
β/sΛσe^σ^cσ), and therefore e = A r t A ^ ) . Hence, E S Π

COROLLARY 6.4. Lei B be a 2*-B.A. T/̂ en EξZB is a P« subset if

and only if OeE, the elements of E are disjoint and E<L2*.

Proof. The necessity is clear. To prove the sufficiency, observe

that since E<L2*, it is possible to find a one-to-one map λ of E into

the set of all two-valued functions on a set S of cardinality <La. For

each σeS, let

Eσ={eeE\[λ(e)l(σ)=l} .

It is clear that the system {Eσ\σeS} satisfies condition (d) of 6.3.

COROLLARY 6.5. Let B be a 2*-B.A. which is a-distributive. Let I
be an a-ideal of B. Then B\I is a-distributive if and only if I is a 2*-
ideal.

Proof.5 If C g / satisfies C<12*, then using Zorn's lemma, it is

possible to find a set E of disjoint elements such that Έ<LC, l.u.b. E
=l.u.b. C and every eeE is contained in some ceC (so that EξΞ=I).
By 6.4, E\J[0] is a PΛ subset of B. By 6.2, l.u.b. (E\J[0])eI. Thus,
l.u.b. Cel.

5 See footnote 2. As noted in Smith and Tarski [5], the assumption that B is a-
distributive in 6.6 is unnecessary. This condition was used only to prove the sufficiency
in 6.2.
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COROLLARY 6.6. Let B be a 2Λ-complete, a-distributivite B.A. Sup-
pose a is weakly accessible from the infinite cardinal β. . Let I be a β-
ideal of B such that Bjl is a-distributive. Then I is a 2*-ideal.

Proof First, observe that if ξ is a singular cardinal and / is an
^-ideal for all ??<£, then / is a f-ίdeal. Using this fact, 6.6 follows
from 6.5 by transfinite induction on α.

It should be remarked that the methods and results of this section
are related to the circle of ideas developed by Ulam and Tarski in [9]
and [8]. For example, it follows directly from 6.6 that if B is a 2Λ-
field, where α is weakly accessible from β, then any prime β'-ideal is
also a 2*-ideal (see [8], Theorem 3.19).

7* The lattice of continuous functions on X(B). Stone has proved
(see [7], p. 186) that a Boolean algebra B is α-complete if and only if
the lattice of real valued, continuous functions on its Boolean space is
conditionally α-complete. This result immediately suggests the

THEOREM 7.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Then B is a-distributive
if and only if the lattice C(X(B)) of real valued, continuous functions on
the Boolean space of B is a-distributive6.

Proof. Assume first that C(X(B)) is conditionally α-complete. Then
the set of all characteristic functions of open-and-closed subsets of X(B)
form an α-sublattice of C(X(B)) which is clearly lattice isomorphic to B
(see the proof of Theorem 12 of [7]). Consequently, if C(X(B)) is α-
distributive, so is B.

Conversely, suppose B is α-distributive (and α-complete). Then by
Stone's result, cited above, C(X(B)) is conditionally α-complete and we
have only to verify the relation (1) of 1.1.

First consider the special case where each function aστ takes only
finitely many real values. Let A^^ib^n^ly 2, •••} be a finite set of
disjoint elements of B such that Vw^W^^ and aστ is constant on each
set X(bσrn). By 3.2, there is a covering A of B such that A refines
every Aστ. If be A, then every aσr is constant on X(b). Since α->
(a\X(b), a\X{bf)) is a direct decomposition of C(X(B)), the restriction
homomorphism πb: a->a\X(b) preserves arbitrary joins and meets. More-
over, πb sends all αστ into the conditionally complete sublattice of constant
functions on X(b). This sublattice, being isomorphic to the chain of
real numbers, is evidently α-distributive. Hence,

β That is, C(X(B)) is a conditionally ^-complete lattice which satisfies the identity (1)
of Definition 1.1 when the elements aστ are functions which have a common upper bound
and a common lower bound.
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/\<r€SVτ€7τ7Γ/X°W~ VφeF/\σesπb(aσφCσ})

Using this remark, we show that /\σ\/7aστ is the least upper bound in
C(X(B)) of the set {/\^^^\φeTs}.

Suppose / I > Λ σ < W ) for all φ. The if be A, πh{f) ̂  j\σπh{aσψi^)
for all ψ, so

Thus / ( P ) I> (ΛσVArrXP) pointwise on the dense set \JbeAX(b) and
therefore, by continuity, /I>ΛoVArr By definition of the least upper

Now consider the general case of arbitrary functions aστ. Since
X(B) is compact and totally disconnected, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem
guarantees the existence (for each a e S, τ e T and integer n) of functions
fστ, taking only finitely many real values, such that \fστ — aστ\<Lljn.
Suppose feC(X(B)) satisfies / ^ Λ σ < W r ) for all φeTs. Then

for all ψ. Hence, by the result of the special case,

Since w can be arbitrarily large, Thus,

8. The continuous functions on X{B). In this section we consider
the individual continuous functions on the Boolean space of an ^-,Γ

distributive B.A.

LEMMA 8.1. Let B be an ^^distributive B.A. Let X(B) be the
Boolean space of B. Let Y be a separable metric space. Then any con-
tinuous mapping f of X(B) into Y is locally constant on a dense subset
of X{B)f that is, the set of points P of X(B) such that f is constant
on some neighborhood of P is dense in X(B).

Proof Let {Nlf iV2, •• ,JVn, •••} be a countable neighborhood basis
of Y. Set Mn=f~1(Nn). Since Y is a metric space, Nn is an open Fσ

(that is, a countable union of closed sets). By the continuity of / , so
is Mn. But X(B) is the Boolean space of an ^-B.A., so the closure
of any open Fσ in X(B) is open (see [5], Theorems 17 and 18). Hence,
elements bneB exist so that M~=X(bn).

Let An=[bn, b'n~\. Then there is a covering A of B which refines all
An. By 5.2, \JazAX(a) is dense in X{B). It will be sufficient to prove
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that / is constant on X(a) for each ae A.
Suppose f{P)φf(Q). Then there exists Nn such that f(P)eNn,

f(Q)<βN'. Thus PeMn^X{bn), but QφM», since f(M~) S A £ . Hence,
Qe J(5ή). Consequently, P and Q cannot lie in the same set X(a) with
aeA, In other words, / is constant on each X(a).

THEOREM 8.2. Let B be an ^0-B.A. and let X(B) be the Boolean
space of, B. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that B be ^-0-
distributive is that every real valued, continuous function on X{B) be
locally constant on a dense subset of X(B).

Proof. Necessity is a special case of 8.1. Suppose then that every
real valued continuous function is locally constant on a dense set. Let
An=[an, an] be a countable set of binary partitions of B. Let ψne
C(X(B)) be defined by ψn(P) = 0 if PeX(an), ψn(P)=2 if PeX(άn). Set
f(P)=Σin=iMP)βn. Then / is continuous on X(B). Note that /(P) =
f(Q) if and only if ψn{P)=^ψn{Q) for all n (because the points of the
Cantor set have unique representations in the form Σ~=A/3W with dn=
0, 2). By assumption, / is locally constant on a dense set. Thus, there
is a subset A of B such that \JaeΛX(a) is dense in X(B) and / is con-
stant on each X(a) with aeA. This implies A is a covering of B and
every ψn is constant on each X(α), so that A refines every An. By 3.2,
B is ^-distributive.

9 Unsolved problems,

(9.1) What properties of the Boolean space of B characterize α-
distributivity ? One can deduce from 3.4 the following result, which,
seemingly, is only slightly weaker than the converse of 5.3 : if B is
an α-B.A. which is not α-distributive, then there is a nonempty open
subset of X(B) which is contained in a 2α5-union of α-nowhere dense
sets.

(9.2) Is the completion by Dedekind cuts of an α-field (or more
generally, and α-distributive B.A.) itself α-distributive?

(9.3) Is every 2*-complete, α-distributive B.A. the 2α5-homomorph
of a 2Λ-field? By 6.5, it would be enough to prove that every α-distri-
butive, 2Λ-B.A. is the α-homomorph of a 2Λ-field.
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CONTINUOUS SPECTRA AND UNITARY

EQUIVALENCE

C. R. PUTNAM

1. Introduction• In the differential equation

(1)

let λ denote a real parameter and let p(t) (>0) and f(t) be continuous
real-valued functions on 0<ίt < C Ό . Suppose that (1) is of the limit-point
type, so that (1) and a linear homogeneous boundary condition

(2J α<0)costf + a?'(0)sinα===0 , 0 < i α < > ,

determine a boundary value problem with a spectrum S=SΛ on the
half-line 0<I £ < ° ° ; cf. [7]. The continuous spectrum Ca (if it exists)
is determined by a continuous monotone nondecreasing basis function
pa(λ). It is known that the set of cluster points, S\ of Sa is independent
of α, [7, p. 251] the question as to whether the corresponding assertion
for CΛ is also true was raised by Weyl [7, 7. 252] but is still undecided.

Consider the self-ad joint operators Ha= \λdEa{?) (all of which are

extensions of the same symmetric operator) belonging to the various
boundary value problems determined by (1) and (2Λ) cf. for example,
[2]. The object of this note is to shown that any two HΛ possessing
purely continuous (hence, in view of the above remark concerning S',
necessarily identical) spectra are unitarily equivalent, at least if certain
conditions concerning the nature of the sets CΛ and the basis functions
Paίλ) are met. In fact there will be proved the following.

THEOREM (*). Suppose that there exist two {distinct) values a± and
aι (0<Iαfc<Cπ) such that, for each of the two boundary value problems
determined by (1) and (2ak), the following three conditions are satisfied:

( i ) SΛkφ(-«>, co),
(ii) the point spectrum is empty, and
(iii) pΛJc(λ) is absolutely continuous. Then HΛl and Hm are unitarily

equivalent.
The condition (i) of (*) surely holds if, for instance, / is bounded

or even bounded from below on 0 £ ί < c » , It should be noted however
that every (real) λ belongs to an SΛ for some a (depending on λ) [1].

For other results on the continuous spectra of boundory value pro-
Received April, 1956. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation

research grant NSF-G481.
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blems with absolutely continuous basis functions (on certain intervals),
see [4].

The proof of (*) in § 2 will depend upon the following result of M.
Rosenblum [5] concerning perturbations of self-adjoint operators : Let

the self-adjoint operators Ak=\λdE(λ) (for fc=l, 2, 3) satisfy A1 — At=Ad.

Suppose, in addition, that A3 is completely continuous and such that

I \λ\dE3(λ) has a finite trace while (Eτx, y) and (E2x, y) are absolutely

continuous functions of λ for arbitrary x and y in Hubert space. Then
Aλ and A2 are unitarily equivalent.

2 Proof of (*)• In the sequel, the index ock will be replaced by
k. It is clear from the assumptions that there exists some real value
λ=λ* not belonging to Sh for k=l, 2. Consequently, since f(t) can be
replaced in (1) by /OO + Λ*, it can be supposed without loss of generality
that λ=0 is not in either of the sets Sk. Then the operators Hk

L,
where

are bounded, self-adjoint integral operators with kernels Gk(s, t) on
0<Is, ί < o o ; cf. for example, [2], [7]. Furthermore,

Gi(s, ί)-G,(β, t)=cg(s)g(t) ,

where c denotes a constant and g(t) is a function of class L2[0, oo); cf.
[7, p. 251]. Thus (H^ —Hΐ^x is a multiple of g for every element x
of class L2[0, oo). Hence H^ — Hς* is a multiple of a one-dimensional
projection operator; in particular, H'—Hΐ1, corresponding to AB, satisfies
the trace condition on that operator mentioned at the end of § 1.

In view of the assumptions (ii) and (iii) of (*), it follows from the
formulas relating the basis functions ρk(λ) to the projections Ek(λ) (cf.,
for example, [2]) that HE^sell is an absolutely continuous function of λ
for every x in the Hubert space therefore (Ek(X)x, y), hence also
(Fk(λ)x, y), is absolutely continuous for every pair x, y of this space.
According to the above mentioned theorem of Rosenblum, it now follows
that the operators H*1 (hence also the Hk) are unitarily equivalent, and
the proof of (*) is now complete.

3 Consider the special case of (1) in which /==0. It is readily
seen that there are no eigenvalues for either of the boundary value
problems determined by x" + λx=Q and the respective boundary conditions
#(0)=0 and a?'(0)=0. (These boundary conditions correspond to a=Q,
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π/2 in (20ί) in a somewhat more general connection, cf. [3, p. 792]).
Thus, in each case, there is a purely continuous spectrum consisting of
the half-line 0 <1 λ < °°. Moreover, the basis functions, which, in this
instance, are even known explicitly [6, p. 59] are absolutely continuous.
Consequently, Theorem (*) is applicable and shows that the self-adjoint
operators belonging to the above mentioned boundary value problems are
unitarily equivalent.
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PERTURBATION OF THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM

AND UNITARY EQUIVALENCE

MARVIN ROSENBLUM

l Introduction. Suppose that A and B are self-ad joint operators
in a Hubert space H such that B—A=P is a completely continuous
operator. We shall concern ourselves with the problem of finding con-
ditions sufficient to guarantee that B is unitarily equivalent to A.
Clearly a necessary condition is that the spectrum of A (considered as a
point set on the real line) is equal to the spectrum of B. However
this condition is not sufficient; von Neumann [8] has proved the follow-
ing result

1.1. Let A and C be bounded self-adjoint operators in a separable
Hiϊbert space, such that the spectra of A and C have the same limit
points. Then there exists an operator B that is unitarily equivalent to
C and such that B — A is completely continuous.

Thus we see that perturbation by a completely continuous operator
can radically alter the multiplicity of the spectrum. Even if A and B
have pure continuous spectra on the same interval, it does not follow
that B is unitarily equivalent to A.

Our present investigation continues along lines begun by Friedrichs
in [1] and [2]. He considered bounded operators A that have continu-
ous spectrum of finite multiplicity, and worked in the representation
space where A corresponds to a multiplication operator. One of Fried-
richs ' results is the following.

1.2. Let H=U( — l, 1) and let A be the operator that sends any
function f(x) of H into xf{x).. Let P be the integral operator with the
hermitian kernel p(x, y)=p{y, x), where p satisfies certain Lipschitz
conditions. Then if ε is a sufficiently small real number, there exist
unitary operators Uζ and Vs such that

( i ) e-KA+*pv>eiAi converges strongly to U2 as t -> oo;

( i i ) e-KΛ+spϊteiAi. conveTges strongly to Vζ a s t-> — oo;
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and

(iii) U*(A + dP)Uz=A and V

The operator S=US*VS is the scattering operator, which is of in-
tersect in quantum mechanics; see H. E. Moses [5] and Kay and Moses
[4].

We shall make the following assumptions.

Assumption 1.3. ^-=1 zdxEx and B=\ -xdxFx are (possibly un-

bounded) self-ad joint operators and B — A=P is a completely continuous

operator such that the trace of \P\ is finite1.

Assumption 1.4. The spectral measure of A is weakly absolutely
continuous, that is, {Exf, g) is an absolutely continuous function of x
for all /, g in H.

We want to find conditions on B that will guarantee that B is
unitarily equivalent to A, that is, that there exist a unitary operator
U such that BU=UA, or equivalents, that (FxUf, g)=(Exf, U*g) for
all /, g in H. Thus a necessary condition is given in

Assumption 1.5. The spectral measure of B is weakly absolutely
continuous.

We shall show in this paper that this condition is also sufficient.
In fact, we shall prove the following.

THEOREM 1.6. Suppose that 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 hold. Then as ί->oo,
or t-> — oo, e-iBt

e

iAt converges strongly to unitary operators U and V re-
spectively, such that U*BU=A and V*BV=A.

By von Neumann's theorem (see 1.1) Theorem 1.6 is no longer true
if P is allowed to be an arbitrary completely continuous operator. It
should be noticed that we have imposed no smallness condition on the
norm of P, and that A may have continuous spectrum of any
multiplicity.

1. Sketch of the proof. Actually, to prove Theorem 1.6, we have
only to prove the following (seemingly) weaker result.

2.1. Assume 1.3-1.5 hold. Then αs£->cχD, e-«"βw« converges weak-

1 For any self-adjoint ^4=\ λdEκ we define \A\ = \ \λ\dE\
J -co J-oo
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ly to an operator U such that BU=UA and || Uf 1HI/II for all f in H.

Proof. We shall deduce Theorem 1.6 from 2.1. We assume that
the hypotheses and conclusions of 2.1 are valid. Recall that if a sequence
{gn} of elements of H converges weakly to a limit element g, and if
II 9n II -* II9h then gn converges strongly to g.

Let feH. Uc=e~imelM is unitary, so

lim« UJ 1=1/11=1 Uf\\.
t-*oo

But, since Utf also converges weakly to Uf, it follows from the pre-
ceding paragraph that as t -> oo, Utf converges strongly to Uf. Also
/ | | = | | Uf\\ implies that

(f, f)=WΨ=Wffr=(Uf, Uf)=(U*Uf, f), so U*U=I.

Now, 2.1 holds for all choices of A and B that satisfy the Assump-
tions 1.3-1.5. Since B—A=P we see that A—B=— P. Thus we can
substitute A for B, B for A, and —P for P, and we can infer from
2.1 and the preceding paragraph that e~

iAteίm converges strongly to
some operator W, and W*W=I. Since (e~imeiAt)'¥ = e~iAteiBt we deduce
that W=U* and that UU* = U*U=I, so that U is unitary and U*BU
=A.

It is also true that — B — ( — A)=— P, and if we substitute —A for
4̂ and —B for Z? in 2.1 we can repeat the above arguments to prove

that as t -> oo, eime~iM converges strongly to a unitary operator V such
that V*BV=A.

In the remainder of this paper we prove 2.1. Prom now on we
assume that assumptions 1.3-1.5 hold. We know that P=B~-A has a
representation

where the φj are orthonormal and

Σ UJ\ < -
.7 = 1

We put Ut=e~ίmeiΛt. For any complex-valued Lebesgue-measurable
function K(x) that is almost everywhere finite we can define the normal
operator K(A) by specifying that

(K(A)f g)=\ K{x)d{Eφ g)dx
J aax

for suitable / in H. In particular, (e~iAtf, g) is the Fourier transform
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of d{Exfy g)jdx. The letters /, g shall denote arbitrary elements in H.
The following sketch of our method of attack may prove instructive.
We first derive the representation theorem

3.3. (ί) (UJ, g)={f g) + \-\{e~iBxPeiAxf g)dx .

We wish to take t -> oo and thus exhibit an operator U such that Ut

converges weakly to U. But the integrand in 3.3 (i) is not necessarily
integrable over (0, oo). However, we show in 4.4 (i) and 4.7 that there
exists a function w(x) that is finite a. e. and such that when / is in
the domain of w{A) and g is in the domain of w(B), then the integrand
in 3.3 (i) belongs to L(0, oo). Using this fact we prove in part 5 that
Ut converges to an operator U such that BU=UA.

Now we have to show that || Uf | |=|ί/l We proceed in an indirect
fashion. Rather than work with Ut we consider the operators Kn(B)Ut,
where the Kn{x) are a sequence of characteristic functions such that
Kn{x) -> 1 and such that the integrand in the representation

(Kn(B)UJ, g)=(Kn(B)f g)+ 1\\κn(B)e-^Pei^f g)dx
% Jo

belongs to £(0, oo) for a dense set of / and all g in H. We show
that, for each n, Kn(B)Ut converges strongly to Kn{B)U, and thus

lim li

By means of representation Theorem 3.5 we show that this iterated
limit is also equal to |j/|l, and thus || E£T|[=||/||, a n ( * 2.1 is proved.

3, Derivation of the representation, theorems.

LEMMA 3.1. If s is a complex nuπώer with nonzero real part, then

(i)

(ii)

Proof. Since B — A is bounded it follows that A and B have the
same domain Zλ Then, for any/e i ϊ , (s-hiB)-fe D, and

(ii) follows similarly.
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LEMMA 3.2. If s is a complex number with nonzero real part, and
if L is a bounded operator that commutes with (s+ iZ?)"1, then

(i)

Proof, By 3.1 (i),

By 3.1 (ii), this last expression equals

L{sΛ-iA)-ι-i{s^iAγιLP{sΛ-iAγι

It can be similarly shown that

Lemma 3.2 follows upon subtracting this last equation from the preced-
ing equation and using the commutativity property of L.

In the following representation theorems all operator integrals are
understood to be defined in the weak sense.

THEOREM 3.3. For any real number t,

(i) Ut = / + - * \e-
lBxPeiAx dx , and

i Jo

(ii) b ιm==e~ίΛt -f —I e ίBχpe

iA(.χ-t) dx .
i Jo

Proof Let s be a complex number with positive real part. Then
3.1 (i) holds and

for any self-adjoint operator A. Hence by the Laplace transform, con-
volution and uniqueness theorems as found in Hille [3], chapter 10, we
derive (ii).

(ί) follows from (ii) by operating on the right with eiAt.

THEOREM 3.4. If L is a bounded operator that commutes with every
bounded function of B, then

(i) e-iAt'LeίΛt= L + X [e-ίΛx(LP-PL)eiAx dx ,
i JJ
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Proof. We start with 3.2, parallel the proof of Theorem 3.3, and
derive the formula

i Jo

3.4 follows by operating on the right with elAt.
We shall use 3.4 (i) in the following form.

COROLLARY 3.5. If K is a projection operator that commutes with
every bounded function of B, then

(i) 1 KUJf-lff=(ίK- l]f, /)+ A \\e-"'(K-I)Pe"*f, f)dx
% JO

-~λ.[\e-ίΛ*P(K-I)eiΛxf f)dx
i Jo

Proof. We set L=K—I in 3.4 (i) and take inner products. Then
the right hand side of 3.4 (i) is equal to the right hand side of 3.5 (i).
But,

so the left sides are equal which proves 3.5.

4, Definition of the KJx).

THEOREM 4.1.

(i ) o^diEφϋ^ oo f^ almost all x
dx

(iiί) \" d{E*f> g)dx=(f, g); and
J-~ dx

(iv)
dx

dx dx

Proof, (i) follows from the fact that (Evf, f) is a monotone increas-
ing function of x;
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(ii) is true because the total variation of (Exf, g) is <CJ|/|| || g ||,
(see Riesz and Nagy [6, p. 340]).

(iii) holds because £^=1 and £-^=0 .
We shall now derive (iv). If A is a nonzero real number, then

h

which by the Schwarz inequality is

Taking h to 0 completes the proof.

LEMMA 4.2.

(ί) \~J(eiAxf,

(ii) Ii

, g)
dx

dx

Proof. If d(Exf, g)ldx is not square integrable, then the right
hand side is infinite and there is nothing to prove. If d(Exf, g)/dx is
square integrable, then its Fourier transform is also square integrable
and (i) is an equality.

(ii) is a consequence of 4.1 (ii) and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.

LEMMA 4.3. If Q is a bounded self-adjoint operator, then

(i) j " j \P\iQe^fΐdx^_2π^J±\λJ\d(ExQφ , Qφ^

^2ττess supcZ(#r/, f)!dx±\*A WQφjϊ

(ii) j J \PψQe™*ffdx _̂ 2πJ^[g \λ3\d{FxQφj} Qφ,)/^]d(Fx/, f)ldx dx

Proof. In this proof we have nonnegative integrands and thus we
freely commute integration and summation.

Γ 1 \pfQe^ffdx=[° ±\λ,\ \(e^f, Qφtfdx,

which by 4.2 (i) and then 4.1 (iv) is

xf Qφ^dxfdx
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-< 2τrj_ [ Σ 1̂ 1 d(ExQφjf Qφj)ldx ]<*(#,/, f)ίdx dx .

The remaining inequality in (i) is readily derived from this and 4.1 (iii).

4.3. (ii) follows similarly.

LEMMA 4.4. If QL and Q2 are bounded self-adjoint operators and
— oo<gs, t<Loo, then

(i) [jj(e-ω*Pβ"*/, 0)|ώ?J^jj| \P^eiAxffdx\^ \\ \P\hiB*gf dx

(ϋ) [J "_ Ke-^PQ^f, /)! dx~j

Proof. Let C be the operator A or the operator B. Since for any

self-ad joint operator P we have the decomposition P=|P | 2 " sgn P |P|^,
we have

y, ^HKe-'^Q^PI* sgn P|P|*Q,e"*/, flf)]

which by the Schwarz inequality and the fact that |j sgn P || ̂  1 is

By the Schwarz inequality for integrals and the above calculation
we see that

Js
dx

If we put Qi=Q2=/ and C = S we see that we have derived (i). If we
put t=c&f s= —oo, C=A1 and employ 4.3 (i), we derive (ii).
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D E F I N I T I O N 4.5.

± 5, φs)ldx\.

THEOREM 4.6. For almost all x, w(x) is nonnegative and finite.

Proof. From 4.1 (i) and the definition of w{x) it follows that w(x)
is nonnegative a.e.

d(Exφ3j φj)/dx dx+[° d(Fxφjy φ5)\dx dx\

oo

which by 4.1 (iii), is 2ΣM*|. This last term is finite by assumption.

Hence w(x) is integrable, and thus is a. e. finite.

LEMMA 4.7. If f is in the domain of w{A), then

(i) Γ II \P\K^ffdx^2π(w(A)f / ) .
J-βo

If f is in the domain of w(B), then

(ϋ) J"J |P|V**/12 dx ̂  2π(w(B)f f) .

Proof. By 4.3 (i)

^_ji j , f)\dx dx,

which is

^27rf°° w{x)d{EJ, f)idx dx=2π(w(A)f, f).

(ii) follows similarly.

DEFINITION 4.8. For every positive integer n, let Kn(x) be the
characteristic function of the set of real number x such that w(x)=oo
or w{x) <I n.

THEOREM 4.9. For every positive integer n,

( i ) Kn(x) is a measurable function

(ii) [Kn(x)f==Kn(x) and Kn(x) is real;
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(Hi) limKn(x) = l; and
n~>oo

(iv) 0 <1 w{x)Kn{x) <I n for almost all x.

Proof, (i)-(iii) follow immediately from the definition of Kn(x).
(iv) is a consequence of 4.6.

THEOREM 4.10. For every positive integer n,

( i ) Kn{A) is a projection operator such that

(ii) 0^w(A)Kn(A)<^n;

(in) lim (Kn(A)f, g)=(f, g); and

(iv)

(i)-(iv) also hold when A is replaced everywhere by B.

Proof, (i)-(iii) are direct consequences of 4.9. (iv) follows from
(iii).

THEOREM 4.11. Let n he any positive integer. Then as t-> oo,
Kn(B)Ut converges strongly.

Proof. For / in the domain of w{A) and all g in H

\(Kn(B)[Ut-Us]f, g)f=\([Ut-UsV, Kn{B)g)ϊ,

which by 3.3 (i) and then 4.4 (i) and 4.7 (ii)

PelΛr, Kn(B)g)dx*
% is

\ \P\ieiAr\fdx-(w(B)Kn(B)g, Kn(B)g) .

But by 4.10 (ii) this is

^2π\\ \pfielAxffdx-n-\\gf.
Js

Now set g=Kn(B)[Ut — Z7s]/in preceding inequality. When then have
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But, by 4.7 (i) the integrand in this last expression belongs to £( — oo,
oo). Thus lim \\Kn(B)[Ut-C/J/iμo.

S,t->oa

We have proved that for all / in a dense set, Kn(B)Utf converges
strongly. Since \KJβ)Ut\<Ll, it follows that 4.11 is true.

5. The Operator U.

THEOREM 5.1. As £->oo, Ut converges weakly to an operator U.
For any f, g in H,

(i) (Uf9 g)=(f, g)-i\im\t(e-i**PeiΛ*f, g)dx.
J

Proof. We know from 3.3 (i) that

(UJ, g) = (f, g)-i\\e-iB*PeiA*f, g)dx.
J

The estimates 4.4 (i) and 4.7 assure us that the integrand in this ex-
pression belongs to L(0, oo) for all / in the domain D1 of w(A) and all
g in the domain Z)3 of w(B). Thus the bilinear form

b(f, g)=b(f, g)=lim(Utf, g)

is defined on A x A Since ||Z7J=1 this form is bounded and it follows
from the Frechet-Riesz representation theorem (see Stone [7], p. 63)
that there exists a bounded, everywhere defined operator U such that
(Uf, g)*=*b(f, g) for all/, g in DxxDt. In fact, since the Ut are uni-
formly bounded it is the case that (Uf, g)=lim(Utf, g) for all /, g in

H. Thus 5.1 (i) holds.

LEMMA 5.2. For all f in H, l im| |PβU ί/H0.
t-±oo

Proof. Let ε^> 0. Since P is completely continuous there exists
an integer n and an operator

Σ

such that | | P - P n | ^ e . Then

PnWΛtf\\ ^ \\PneiMf\\ + \\(P-Pn)eutf\\

But
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which, by 4.2 (ii), goes to 0 as t -> <χ>. Since ε is arbitrary, the proof
is complete.

LEMMA 5.3. For all real s, e~iBSU^Ue-iΛs.

Proof.

which by 3.3 (ii)

i f *

i J<>

Thus

\(e~lBSUtf, g)-(Ute-iAsf, g)\

By the preceding lemma and the bounded convergence theorem this
last term goes to 0 as t —• oo. Since Ut converges weakly to U we
have {e-iBSUf, g)-{Ue~iAsf, #)=0, or 5.3.

THEOREM 5.4. BU^UA.

Proof. By 5.3, (e'tB'Uff g)=(Ue'tAsf g), or

e-ixsd{FJJf g)jdx dx=[°° e-^diUEJ, g)idx dx.

By the Fourier integral uniqueness theorem, (FJJf, g) = (UExf, g), and
thus BU=UA.

6. Conclusion of the proof.

6.1. We know that as £->oo, Ut converges weakly to U. Since
Kn(B)Ut converges strongly (Theorem 4.11) it follows that it converges
strongly to Kn{B)U. From this we deduce that for all / in H,
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\im\Kn{B)Utf\\=\\Kn{B)Uf\\,

ί—>oo

and by 4.10 (iv),

(i) \im \im\\Kn(B)Utf\H\Ufl.

7J->oo ί-»oβ

We shall use 3.5 (i) in the form

(ii) \\Kn(B)Utff-lff=([Kn(B)-r]f, f)
+ l.X(e-iΛ*{Kn{B)-I]PeiA*f, f)dx

% JO

Γje^f, f)dx,

to prove that

(iii) lim lim \\Kn(B)Utf\H\f\\,

and thus show that | |ί7/| |=||/| |. When this has been done we will have
proved 2.1, and Theorem 1.6 will follow from the argument after 2.1.
It is clear that it is sufficient to show that (iii) is valid for all / is a
dense set.

DEFINITION 6.2. Let D be the set of all / in H such that d(Exf, f)jdx
is essentially bounded for all real x.

THEOREM 6.3. D is dense in H.

Proof. Let / be an arbitrary element in H. By 4.1 (i) d{Exf>f)ldx
is almost everywhere finite. Let Mn(x) be the characteristic function
of the set of all real numbers x such that d(Exf, f)jdx <2 n or d{Exf, f)\dx
= CΌ. Then Mn{A)f is a sequence of elements of D that converges
strongly to /. Hence 6.3 is true.

THEOREM 6.4. IffejD, then 6.1 (iii) is true.

Proof. We shall consider each of the terms on the right hand side
of 6.1 (ii). By 4.10 (iii), Um(lKn(B)-I}f, / ) = 0 .

By 4.4 (ii)

[(e-iA*lKn(B)-Σ}Peuγ, f)dx
% Jo
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which by 4.10 (iv) goes to 0 as n-> oo. Thus it can be shown that
all the terms on the right hand side of 6.1 (ii) go to 0 as n —• oo, and
thus 6.1 is true, and our proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete.

We conclude this paper with an interesting representation theorem
for F{B)-F{A).

THEOREM 6.5. Assume 1.3-1.5 hold and that F{x) is an essentially
bounded function. Then

(i) lim (e-iAtF(B)eίMf, g)^(F(A)ff g) and
ί-»σo

(ii) ([F(B)-F(A)]f, g)=\imί\\e-iA*[F(B)P-PF(B)leiAy, <j)dx .
t Jθ

Proof. (e-lAtF(B)elMf, g) = {UΐF{B)Utf, g) = (F(B)UJ, Utg). Since
UJ and Utg converge strongly to Uf and Ug respectively and U is
unitary we have

lim (β-iAtF(B)eiAtf, g)=(F(B)Uf, Ug)={UF{A)f, Ug)={F(A)f, g) .

(ii) is a consequence of (i) and Theorem 3.4.
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CERTAIN GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC IDENTITIES

OF THE ROGERS-RAMANUJAN TYPE

V. N. SINGH

1* Introduction, In a recent paper H. L. Alder [1] has obtained
a generalization of the well-known Rogers-Ramanujan identities. In
this paper I have deduced the above generalizations as simple limiting
cases of a general transformation in the theory of hypergeometric series
given by Sears [5]. This method, besides being much simpler than that
of Alder, also gives a simple form for the polynomials Gkill(x) given by
him. In Alder's proof the polynomials Gkφ{x) had to be calculated for
every fixed k with the help of certain difference equations but in the
present case we get directly the general form of these polynomials.

2 Notation, I have used the following notation throughout the
paper. Assuming \x\ <^ 1, let

, ar, o u o2y , o t ) — • _ • •

(bϊ, s)(h2; β)•••(&,; s)

k', s)(x]/ k s)(—aη/ /c s)
(x; s){Vk) s)(--\/Jc; s)

K,.,. = Ks ^ ' b) xr

\kxr+i; s)

«-i-^+J; r j Q __ ^ krιχr* {xr~r^1) r,)
; rn) Ί-o O n)

w h e r e [α] d e n o t e s t h e i n t e g r a l p a r t of α.
T h e n u m b e r s 89r,rl9rif —-,t,tut2, ••• a r e e i t h e r zero or pos i t ive
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integers. r0 and t0, wherever they occur, have been replaced simply by
r and t respectively. Empty products are to mean unity.

3 Sears [5, § 4] has proved the following theorem :

(3.1) Σ x^'^^Xfcx/afliY Π (<hf ty\ x, kx/aly

o
oo r

= Π (k®9 kx/tyty; kx/al9 kx/a.z) Σ (kx/a^Y Π (<h, ty\ %, kx)
r = 0

x y (χ-r; tX-DW θ

έi (leaf*1; t)(x; t) * '

wrere I b / α ^ K l , k l < l and θs is any sequence. The theorem holds
provided only that the series on the left converges.

Take

> χ V k > ^ x ^ k > α 3 , cti, •<', a>jM+i; Ί

/Ίc, - V k , kxla3, kxjaί} , kx\a.LMJrλ J

( α 2 Λ f + 1 ) s

Then

(3.2)
s)(kxla.z; s) '(kxla2M+}; s) (a^ <z2Jf+1)

s

> kxlaity; kxjal9 kxja2)

Now let alf a2 , a2Mnl~+ oo in (3.2). Then we get

2

- II Vex) Σ> Tr—ϊTΓ—jfe At,rfc

And in (3.2) if we take (ikf— 1) for M, aλ^x~r and let α2, α3, •• ,α2iτ-ι

tend to co, we have

(3.4)
ί = 0

r Trtsπ

='(fcr; » ) Σ
(a;; ί)

='(fcr; » ) Σ ( - ' }
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On repeated application of (3.4) on the right-hand side of (3.3) it follows
that

0 (χ )

there being (M— 2) terminating series on the right since

(3.5)
S - 0

by Watson's transformation [(2); § 8.5 (2)] of a terminating 8φ7 into a
Saalschίitzian 4φ3.

Now it is easily verified that

I I S'Λ.w-i

can, by suitable rearrangements, be simplified to

& \ P -*!*1; t2) " i-8 B>Λ/ J

where tk==rk-\-rh+1+ +rM.2, (A=l, 2, •• ,Λί-2).
Thus on putting r-\-tι=t, we finally have

(3.6) { Γ I ( M } - ι Σ ^ ( - i ) s ^ s ^ s { α " + υ s ~ l }

Γ Mzlt'\
_ ^ fc^i3 ^A1 (^έ-2ίi+L; 2ί1)α;-2 ίi ( ί-έi ) ^ 2

T

t=o (α?; ί) ίj-o (a?; ί j w=2

This is a /b-cum-Λί generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities.
For any assigned values of M and t, the repeated terminating series
can, by dividing out by the denominator factors, be evaluated as poly-
nomials in x.

Let us now write

2

LAΓ-1 JΛ y.ί-2ί,+l. Of \ / γ.-2ί 1(ί-ί 1) Λf-2

(3.7) G . » ^ 2 Σ -̂ '- - ί ? - - — Π Γ ^ .

Then, as usual, for k==l and k==x respectively, the left-hand side of
(3.6) can be expressed as a product by means of Jacobi's classical identity

(3.8) £ (-l)nα?ΛV
W = - oβ « = 1

and we get Alder's generalization of the first and second Rogers-
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Ramanujan identities in the form

and

(3.10) Π {JM+i)n + -> (,JI + l )\ + 3 ilM + On + iM-l = Σ ^ G j ί > " β -™

where GM>t(x) is given by (3.7). The polynomials GM)t(x) can be seen by
easy verification to be identical with Gk^(x) of Alder.

I am grateful to Dr. R. P. Agarwal for suggesting this problem
and for his kind guidance in the preparation of this paper.

Added in Proof If in (3.2) we take a1= — \/]cχt make a2, α3, •••,
2̂jf+i tend to oo, and proceed as in §3, we get for k=l and k=x the

respective identities

o o

ΓM-2 t

V^ Σ
(a;)t Ί ' 0

and

\~~~x 1)ίi

 n=2
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FAMILIES OF TRANSFORMATIONS

IN THE FUNCTION SPACES Hp

P. SWERLING

I. Introduction

Let the interior of the unit circle be denoted by Δ; and let the set
of functions single-valued and analytic in Δ be denoted by 31.

It is well known that certain subsets of SI can be made into Banach
spaces by the introduction of suitable norms. In particular, if /es<H,
and if, for 1 <1 p <I oo,

(1.1) ^<(f, ^)={^JJ/frOl^p, v < -

^fp(f; r ) = sup \f(z)\ , p== oo
\*\<r

and if sup ^ ( / r)<^oo, then / is said to be in the set Hp. Also, Hp

r<l

is a Banach space with

(1.2) ||/|μ^sup^(/; r)
<l

A proof of these statements, together with a discussion of many
properties of the spaces Hp, can be found in [8].

This paper is concerned with certain transformations in the spaces
Hpl.

Let ω(z) be a function of z which is analytic in Δ and such that
H s ) | < l for zeΔ. If /e2ί, then so is the function defined by f[ω(z)].
For / e SI, we define

(1.3) TJ=g <^f\ω{z)]^g{z) for ze Δ.
df

Tω is clearly an additive, homogeneous transformation.
It is well known [4] that if feHp and α>(0) = 0, then TωfeHp and

ll^ω/i^ίi/l In other words, if ω(0)=0, then ϊ ^ e [£?*]. (the set of all
linear bounded transformations on Hp to Hp), and | |TJ |< : i . Our first
task is to prove the following.

Received September 21, 1955, and revised form April 27, 1956. This paper forms a portion
of Ph. D. thesis submitted at the University of California, Los Angeles. The author wishes
to express his gratitude to Professor A. E. Taylor, under whose guidance the thesis was
written.

1 In the following, all statements about Hp refer to l^p^oo unless further
qualified.
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THEOREM I.I. // ω e 21 and Hz)l< 1 for ze Δ, and if K 0 ) | = α < l ,
/ I I /y \1/P

then Tωe[Hp] and \\Tω\\<^( — - 7%ere is αί least one such ω for
\ 1 — a /

which the equality holds.

Proof, For p=oo, the theorem is trivial. For 1 <Ip<^ oo, a simple
proof (for which the author is indebted to the referee) is as follows.

For feHp, let u be the least harmonic majorant of |/ | p in Δ (see
[6]). Then Tji is a harmonic majorant of \Tωf\p. Also,

and

where β=ω(0). The Poisson integral for u shows that

Putting cc = \β\, it follows that

To complete the proof, we note that the following statement holds.
Define the transformation La (0 <I a < 1) by

Then the function

is an eigenfunction of LΛ:LΛf=λf, belonging to the eigenvalue

provided 13Ϊ5y | < 1/p. This follows trivially from the fact that feHp

provided 15R^|< 1/p.
The result stated in Theorem I.I can be sharpened as follows.

COROLLARY I.I. For any ω (ωe%, mapping Δ into or onto itself),

(I 4) « Til < inf \β+ ICI ψ ± MV 1 +\ΓJη, 01 \V"'
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where

Proof. For ζeJ, define Lx by

Then

where

97 6 J, C e ^

so that

II Tω | | < : | L - , II II L-x\ \\LηTωL,\\

Now, ^ ~ ^ takes 0 into -ζ; -*—X takes 0 into
1—Cs 1 — ^

and J ^ L ) + ζ/l + ζa/*±l) takes 0 into

Applying Theorem I.I, we obtain (1.4).
We are thus assured that a transformation Tω defined by Tωf(z)

=f[ω(z)] is a member of [Hp], 1 ̂  p ̂  00. § II is devoted to a study
of semigroups and groups of these transformations. Section III contains
a discussion of two examples which illustrate the theorems of § II.

II Families of Transformations in Hp

A. Definitions and preliminary results. Consider a family of func-
tions {ω(z; t)}— also denoted by {ωt{z)} —where zeA and t belongs to a
set J7~ of complex numbers. The individual functions will be denoted
by ω(z; t) or by ωt(z), according to convenience.

Let the set ̂  satisfy the following conditions.

(CII.l) ( i ) // tlf t2 e ̂ ς then tx + tz e ̂ 7
(ii) ά?~ contains the origin and some ray originating at the

origin.
(iii) Every two points in J7~ can he connected by a path1 in J?7

2 Here a path is defined to mean a finite number of rectifiable Jordan arcs joined to-
gether; see [3, pp 13, 14].
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Let the family {ω(z; t)} satisfy the following conditions:

(CII.2) ( i ) For each t e j/~ ωt e 2ί, and ωt maps Δ into (or onto) itself.
(ii) For tlf t2e f/J and ze Δ,

(iii) ω(z; 0)=2 for ze Δ.
(iv) For each ze Δ, ω(z; t) in differentiabW τυith respect to t for

t 6 Jy\ Also, if

then P e ? t .

We can immediately state the following.

LEMMA II .1. For fixed zeΔ ,

(Π.l) ±lω(z; t)l=PWz; ί)]
Ob

Proof. ω[ω(z\ t); h]=ω(z; t + h) for t, h e J

Therefore

ω(z; t-hh) — ω(z; t)=ω[ω(z; t); h] — ω(z; t)
h h

_ω[ω(z; t); h] — ω[ω(z; t); 0]
~~ """ ' ' h~ ""

Letting h->0 (in J7~), we obtain (II.1).
The family of transformations {Tω } defined by (1.3) with ω=ωt will

henceforth be denoted simply by {Tt}. This family forms a semi-group
(possibly a group) of linear bounded transformations in the spaces Hfi.
(The boundedness is shown by Theorem I.I.)

We define the generator A of the family {Tt} by

(II.2) Af =lim T*f~f, / e H
p

c->o t

the limit taken in the strong sense in Hp. The domain of A, denoted
3 Here and in the following, " differentiability with respect to t for fG£Γ" implies that

the difference quotient approaches the same limit no matter how t is approached (as long
as the approach is made entirely in 3).
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by J2ϊ(A), is defined to be the subset of H" for which the limit in
(II.2) exists as t -> 0, te^(the limit to be the same for all modes of
approach within jίΓ to 0).

It follows from (II.2) that, for fe &(A), and each ze Δy

This is true since, for fixed ze Δ, f(z) is a bounded linear functional

of /, [7].
Now

=£-/[«(«; ί)]U=/'l>(*; t)}§Mz; t)\t,a
at at

or

(Π.4) Af(z)=P(z)f'(z) zeΔ, fe Ξ)\A)

It is thus clear that £& (A) is contained in the subset of Hp consist-
ing of those elements / for which fr{z)P{z) defines an element of Hfl.

B Differentiability properties of the family {Tt}

THEOREM II. 1. Let f be in Hβ, and tQ be in J7\ let g(z)=P(z)f'(z)
and suppose that

(i ) There exists a neighborhood . 4fQ of t0 and a positive constant
M such that every point t of .yfζo can be connected to t0 by a
polygonal line in Λζo f\ S~ of length <±M\tύ-t\;

( i i ) T t g e H * f o r t { ]

(iii) || Ttg-Thg | - > 0 θ 8 ί - > U (t e J T ) .

Then, Ttf is strongly differentiable with respect to t at t() and

(Π.5) |

Before giving the proof, the following formal derivation might be
of interest
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t -

This is however not a rigorous proof, even when fe Q>{A), since s=ί
—10 may not be in . ^ for all ί 6 ^ ^ ^ ^ 7

A rigorous proof is as follows.
Let f[ω(z; ty]=h(z; t) and let

(II.6) D(z; t ;

. . d

t —1 0

If z—re®, and if A,(z; ί) is denoted by h,(z; t), then, from (II.1),

D(z; t; Q=
t —

=~- \\ht(rem; r)-/ i ((re ί a; ta)]dr

where t is chosen in ΛH and the integral is taken along a polygonal
line in ^ Γ Γ\ ̂  connecting t and t0 and of length ^M\t — to\.

First suppose that 1 <̂  p < oo. Then

2π

— έ0 J ί 0

Let r=r(s), 0 < I s < * l , r(0)=ί0,
the arc length. Then [4], [1]

ί Γ T ϊ Γ
\t — to\3o

Hence,

P ) UP

dθ\

= ί . Here «•? is a constant times

- A i ^ β 1 8 ; Q
p ) UP

dθ\

r)
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" dβ}1'"I\ [ ; τ) - hire"; t0)
r<l (27ΓJ

ds

=τA-, Γlr'(s)l 1 TrO-T,0g jdsiLM sup |l Tτg-Ttog\

Now, by (iii), as t -> £0, the quantity sup || ϊ 1 ^ —Γ^ll goes to zero.
O^SϊSl U

Thus 1D || -> 0 as t -> ί0.
For p==oo, the proof follows similar lines.

COROLLARY II.1-1. Letf be in Hp, t0 be in j/f
Suppose condition (i) of Theorem II. 1 holds and in addition, suppose
that

(a) \ω(z; to)\ < r < 1 / o r z e Δ

( b ) <̂ (̂ ; ί) is continuous with respect to t at tQ, uniformly in z for
ze Δ.

Then, Ttf is differentiate with respect to t at t0 and (II.5) holds.

Proof. By (b), there exists a neighborhood <Λ^ of t0 such that
\ω(z; ί ) |<r '<l for zeΔ, te^ς f\ ^

Now, g(z) is analytic in Δ. Therefore for t e *Λζo'f\ J7^ Ttg(z)=
g[ω(z; t)] is bounded in Δ and therefore TtgeHp.

Also, Ttg(z) is continuous with respect to t at t0, uniformly in z for
ze Δ. Hence sup \Ttg{z) — Ttg(z)\ -> 0 as £-*£„.

THEOREM II.2. Suppose

(i) Condition (i) o/ Theorem II. 1 &oMs /or £o=O;

(ii) || T , / - / ! - > 0 α s ί - > 0 ( ί 6 j Γ ) / o r eί;βr?/ / e £ΓP.

Then, & {A), the domain of the generator A (defined by II.2), is the set
of elements feHp for which g(z)=ff(z)P(z) defines an element g of Hp.

Proof. Let ^ denote the set of elements / e Hp such that g(z)=
fr{z)P(z) defines an element g of Hp. We already know (last paragraph
of IIA) that & (A) C K To show that gf C & (A), one must verify
conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem II. 1 for / e S^ ίo=O.

Since / 6 ^ implies geHp, it follows from Theorem I.I that Ttg
e Hp for all teJ/7 Also, condition (iii) of Theorem II.1 is obtained for
to=O by applying condition (ii) of Theorem 11,2 to the function g.
Equation (II.5) becomes
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(Π.8) Af=g where g(z)=P(z)Γ(z) .

THEOREM II.3. Under conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem II.2, A is
a closed transformation. Also £&(A) is dense in Hp.

Proof Let fn be in 3f (A); fn ->/ (in the norm of Hp) Afn ~>geHp

(in the norm of Hp). Then [7]

/»(*) / ( ) )
[uniformly on compact subsets of Δ,

P{z)fn'{z)^g{z)\

that is, g(z)=P(z)f'(z) for ze Δ.
Therefore, since geHp, then, by Theorem II.2, fe^(A) and Af

=g. See [2, Chap. 11] for the fact that & (A) is dense in Hp.

C, The family of transformations generated by a given operator of
the form Af(z)=P{z)fr(z). Suppose P is a given function in 21. The
following question arises: Is there a set ^f in the complex plane and
a set of functions {ωt} satisfying, respectively, conditions CΠ.l and
CII.2? If so, how, knowing just P(z), can one determine the family
{ωt} and the maximum set ^~?

To investigate these questions, additional conditions will be imposed
on the given function P{z). First,

(CII.3) l!P(z) is analytic in Δ except, possibly, for a single pole.

Let the function Q(z) be defined by

(Π.9)

The path of integration is chosen in Δ so as not to pass through
any singularity of ljP(z); also, zQ is chosen so as not to be a singularity
of ljP(z). Q(z) may be a many-valued function.

Q(z) depends on the choice of zQ; however, as will become clear
below, it is not worthwhile to express this dependence in the notation.
Clearly, all definitions of Q (corresponding to different choices of z0)
differ from each other by additive constants.

The following property of Q is worth noting.
Let ZL and z2 be in Δ, and not singularities of 1/P(z); let Q(1)(zi),

Q&{zx) be two values of Q at z=zι; and let Q^(z1)-Q^(z1)=h. Let
Q(1)fe) be a value of Q at z=z2. There exists a value of Q at z=z2,
which may be denoted by Q(2)(z2), such that Qcl)(22)-Q(a)(«2)=A, This is
clear from the definition of Q and from (CII.3).
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We shall further assume:

(CII.4) If zγ and z.z are in Δ, are not singularities of ljP(z), and z1φz2,
then Q{zλ) φ Q(z2).

This may, of course, be regarded as a condition on P(z).
Now suppose P e § ί is given satisfying (CII.3) and (CII.4), and that

a set jjΓ and a family {ωt} exist satisfying (CII.l) and (CII.2). From
(II.1) and (CΠ.2-iii), regarding z as fixed for the moment, one can
write

(11.10) d ω(z; t)=P[cυ(z; t)] zeΔ
dt

ω(z; 0)=z

Let z be fixed in Δ and not a singularity of l[P(z). Then, from
(11.10), ω(z; t) must satisfy

(11.11) Q[ω(z; t)]==Q(z) + t.

Now, for fixed t e <9\ <o(z; t) must be an analytic function of z in
Δ, mapping Δ into itself.

Let IQ be the image under Q of Δ (excluding the possible singulari-
ty of 1/P(z) The set IQ includes all values of Q(z) which can be ob-
tained by integrating in (II.9) along paths which are entirely in J . If
o)(z; t), for fixed t e ^ i s defined for all zeΔ, and such that \ω(z; £) |<
1, then (11.11) implies that this t must translate IQ into a subset of
itself: IQ+tC.IQ.

Let J^ be the set of translations of IQ into or onto itself. (Clearly
^ Γ does not depend on the choice of z0 in defining Q.) Then ^ C ^Γ.

On the other hand if P being given4, ^ contains a subset j / ~ *
satisfying conditions (CII.l), then a family {ωt} satisfying (CII.2) exists
(with ί e ^ y * ) .

Define, for te^~*, zeΔ,

'^r^'z) + tl z not a singularity o f - λ

[P(z)

z, z a singularity of

where Q~j denotes the function inverse to Q.
This definition defines ω uniquely. If Q(z) refers to a^r

rparticular
branch of Q, then ω is uniquely determined (in Δ) because of (CII.4);
moreover, by the property of Q mentioned on p. it is seen that the
same point ω is defined no matter what branch of Q is used in (II :12).

and satisfying (CΠ. 3) and (CΠ. 4).
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It is also clear that ω(z; t) does not depend on the choice of z0.
The function ω(z; t) thus defined is analytic in z for each teJ7~*.

This is clear if z is not a singularity of ljP(z). If zι is a singularity
of llP(z) in Δ, it is necessary to show that ω(z; t) is (for fixed t) con-
tinuous at z=z1; that is, (from 11.12) ωt(z)-+zι as z->zL.

Since zv is a pole of 1/P(z)f one can say, by the definition of Q,
that there exist points ωt(z) approaching zι as z~>zly such that (11.12)
is satisfied. But, by (CII.4), these points are the only ones in Δ for
which (11.12) is satisfied.

The other conditions of (CII.2) are readily verified for the functions
ω(z; t) as defined by (11.12).

The preceding results may be summed up as follows.

THEOREM 11.4. Let P(z) be in 31, satisfying (CII.3) and (CII.4).
Let Q(z) be defined by (II.9); let IQ be the image of Δ under Q, let S7^ be
the set of translations of IQ into or onto itself.

Then, there exists a set /y~ and a family {ωt} satisfying (Gil.1) and
(CII.2), if and only if ,y'g contains a subset jy"* satisfying (CII.l). The
maximum set j / ~ is the " direct sum " of all subsets of /yq which satisfy
(CII.l). Here "direct sum'1 is defined as follows: If {GΛ} is a collec-
tion of subsets of the complex plane, each containing the origin, the direcct
sum of the sets {G*} is defined to be the set consisting of all elements of
the form t=tι-h ••••f£w where n is a finite (positive) integer and where
U e \J GΛ.

Oύ

The last statement follows from the fact that the direct sum of
subsets of SQ satisfying (CII.l) is also a subset of J7£ which satisfies
(CII.l).

One result of the previous theorem is the following.

THEOREM II.5. If P(z)e% satisfying (CII.3) and (CII.4), and if
there exists a set Sf" and a family {ωt} satisfying (CII.l) and (CII.2),
then 1/P(z) can have only a pole of first order in Δ.

Proof. If 1/P(z) had a pole of order higher than the first, then
IQ would have a bounded (and non-null) complement; therefore J ^ would
consist only of the point t=0.

Thus, if Co is the singularity of llP(z), then Q(z) can be written

(Π.13) Q(z)=Qo In ( s -

where QL(z) is analytic in Δ.
Theorems II.6 and II.7 refer to families of transformations generat-

ed by P(z) satisfying (CII.3) and (CII.4).
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THEOREM Π.6. // ω(zλ\ t)=z1, ^ e J , for t^2πikq0, k=0, ±1, ±2,
• , then z1=ζQ.

Proof. Q[ω(z; t)~\ = Q{z)Λ-t for zφζ^
Therefore Q[^] = Q[^] + ί if zφζ*.
Therefore t=2πikqQy k=0, ± 1 , ••• .

THEOREM II.7. If ω{zλ; t)=ω(z2; t)y te^'then z1=z2.

Proof. Suppose first that zlf z.2φζQ. Then ω(zx; t)=ω(z2; t) would
imply Q(z1)=Q(z.z) or, by (CII.4), zλ=z%. On the other hand, if, say,
Si=Co, then ω(zu t)=z1=ω(z2; t) and so z2=z1 by Theorem II.6.

Thus, conditions (CII.3) and (CII.4) when imposed on the function
P(z) imply that the family {ωt} is a family of schlicht functions.

It is clear that the functions ωt as well as the set J7~ are unalter-
ed if the definition of Q is altered by the addition of an arbitrary
constant.

It is also easy to see that multiplying Q (that is, multiplying 1/P)
by a constant cφ 0 yields essentially the same family of transformations:

Let J/Γ { ί̂} correspond to P(z) and let J7^f', {ω't,} correspond to

P(z). (Here the primes do not, of course, imply differentiation.) Then
c

clearly, J7 '—cJ77 Also, for t'e ,

cQ[ω'(z; tf)\=cQ{z) + tf,

or

Qlω'(z; t')]=Q(z) + — ,
c

so that

(11.14) ω'(z; t')=ω(z; - ^ ) V e ^>', V e &;

In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

transformations corresponding to P(z) and those corresponding to P(z);
c

the correspondence is given by (11.14).
Now consider, for t e .C7~T\ IQ, the parameter defined by

Then βe Δ and (11.12) becomes, writing ω[z; t(β)] simply as ω(z; β),

(Π.16) ω(z; β)=Q~1ίQ
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Here β is defined on Q-ι[j7~C\ h~\*
It is always possible to define Q in such a way5 that J/'dlq and

therefore y π 4 = ^ In such a case, (11.15) and (11.16) hold for all
ί e ^ " For example, in defining Q by (II.9), it is clear that Q(zo)=O
for zQeΔ. Thus, for Q defined as in (II.9) with zQeΔ, we have β=Q-1(£)
=φ0; t).

It is, however, often possible and more convenient to define Q such
that S~ is the closure of IQ. It is also often possible to extend the
definition of Q to the boundary of Δ in such a way that the boundary
of Δ goes (under Q) into the boundary of IQ. (An example of this is
given by the family of transformations studied in the next section.) In
such cases, (11.15) holds for all tej?~ and, in (11.16), β may be a point
on the boundary of Δ.

The law of composition of the transformations Tω =T β in terms of
the parameter β is

(11.17, \ " " "
[β9=w(βi; β2)

This can be shown as follows.

so

<o[ω(z; β{); β^ωiz; ί

By simply looking at the set IQ, one is usually able to determine
many of the properties of the family {Tt}. For example, one may de-
termine (a) whether or not such a family exists for the given P(z); (b)
what the maximum parameter domain J^~ is; (c) whether {Tt} is a
group or a semigroup; (d) which of the functions ωt transform Δ onto
itself and which transform Δ into but not onto itself;

D. Possible applications* The above results provide the basis for
obtaining a variety of theorems by rephrasing known results in the
theory of transformations in Banach space in terms of transformations
in the function spaces Hp of the kind studied above. Three possible
categories of results are:

(a) Representations of the transformations Tt in terms of the ge-
nerator A or the resolvent of A ([2] contains many such formulas).

(b) Application of results in the theory of analytic Banach-space-
5 The addition of a constant to Q changes IQ but leaves £Γ unaltered.
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valued functions of a complex variable ([2], [7], [9])
(c) Other theorems concerning properties of semigroups or groups

of transformations in Banach space.

III. Two Special Cases

A. The family {Tw} defined by Twf(z)=f(ιvz), \w\^l.
Let

(IΠ.l) P(z)=~-z

andβ

Λ Z d ζ - - I n z .

Then IQ is the open right half plane: ?H(z)^>0. ^ζ is the closed
right half plane: 3ΐ(£)^>0. Clearly, ^ itself satisfies conditions (CII.l)
and is therefore the maximum domain ^7~ of the parameter t. We
have

(111.3) ω(z; t)=ze-% zeΔ, tej/Q

or, if we let

(111.4) w=e~l

then, writing ω\z; t(w)] simply as ω(z; w),

(111.5) ω(z; w)=wz zeΔ, \w\<Ll

The corresponding family of transformations {Tw} is then given by

(ΠI.6) TJ^g

where g{z)=f{wz)

The generator A is defined for those feHp for which the limit

T»f~f \w\ ̂  1
1

exists in the Hp norm. Thus,

(III.7) Af(z)= -zf'{z) for fe & (A).

For l ^ ' P < o o , *&(A) is the set of functions feHp for which
f'{z) defines an element of i P . This follows from Theorem II.2. The
crucial point in applying Theorem II.2 is in verifying condition (ii) of

G Here #o~l is not in ά, but in this case this is immaterial,
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that theorem. This amounts to the following. Let h be in Hp (l<Lp
<oo), and let Twk(z)=h(wz) for M<11. Then Twh~>h in the norm of
Hp as w->l in the closure of Δ. It is not difficult to prove this.

Also, for 1 <I p < oo, A is a closed operator with domain dense in
IP.

For p=oo, (III.7) still holds, but one cannot verify condition (ii)
of Theorem II.2 and it is eassily seen that S> (A) is not dense in H°°.

B The family {La} defined by LJ{z)=f(p^λ, - 1 < a < 1.

Let

(III.8) P(z)=(l-z>)

and8

Then IQ is the strip l3(z)|<Cπ /4. ^ i s the real axis. Clearly
satisfies conditions (CII.l) and is therefore the maximum domain J7~ of
the parameter t. We have

ω(z; t)= ^ + t a n h ί te,9e, zed.
l-{-z tanh t

If we let

(III. 11) α=tanh£,

then, writing ω[z; t(a)] simply as ω(z; a),

(111.12) ω(z;a)=z±a , zeΔ, -
lfα^;

The family of transformations {La} is given by

(ΠI.13)

where

The norm of LΛ is

8 The path of integration lying entirely in
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The generator A is defined for those feHp for which the limit

f
*->o a

exists in the Hp norm. Hence

(111.15) Af{z)={l-z*)f'{z) for fe &f (A).

For l < l £ > < c o , £& (A) is the set of functions fePp for which
(1—zλ)f'{z) defines an element of Hp; also, A is a closed operator with
domain dense in Hp. As with the previous example, these statements
do not hold for i?~.
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